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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a complete, self-contained 

list of the renormalization constants Z in unified 

gauge models to second order in the gauge coupling 

constant 5  for four gauge choices. These are the 

Lorentz covariant (parameterAc) gauges, the axial and 

Coulomb gauges, and a general non-covariant gauge 

(parameter a.2./(1, 4  ). 

Specific details of the calculation of the one-

loop infinities are provided. It is thus possible to 

explicitly verify the Ward-Slavnov-Taylor identities 

to this order. Comparisons are made which suggest 

parallelisms between the non-covariant gauges and 

certain covariant gauges. For instance, the infinities 

in the axial gauge are exactly what one would find in 

the Lorentz gauge with ,c = -3. Similarly, less clear 

correspondences are found between the Coulomb and Fermi 

(A:= 1) gauges, and between a general non-covariant 

gauge with a!lb z = -3 and the Landau (c = 0) gauge. 

Finally, we are able to present for every Lorentz 

gauge an 'equivalent' non-covariant gauge, and vice-

versa. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is an account of the purpose of the thesis, 

a placement of its results in the context of related work, 

and an outline of its general structure. In their own ways, 

the next two chapters are themselves also introductions - 

Chapter 2 to the general idea of canonical gauge-fixing, and 

Chapter 3 to the theory upon which the calculations are based. 

Thus, a fairly well-rounded initiation into the subject may 

be gained by perusing all three chapters; whilst a synopsis 

of the material covered will be found in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, 

which now follow. 

1.1 PREFACE TO THE THESIS 

Non-Abelian gauge theory [1,21, expressed in terms of the 

Yang-Mills [3] field, is an extension of quantum electrodynam-

ics (QED) [4,5,6] in which the gauge ,  field transforms under a 

semisimple Lie group 5(J611) rather than the abelian group U(s) . 

It is a candidate for describing the strong nuclear force and 

its interactions, through a theory called quantum chromo-

dynamics (QCD) [7]. QCD is mid-way in complexity between QED 

and Quantum Gravity (QG) [8], and is therefore worth studying 

not only for its direct physical interpretation, but also for 

the light it might throw on the latter. 

As with all quantum field theories, the basic parameters 

(masses, coupling constants...) must be redefined through the 

process of renormalization [1,2]. This comes about owing to 

the occurrence of infinite matrix elements and associated 

Lagrangian counter-terms [9]. After renormalizat ion, and bar-

ring infrared problems, observable quantities can then be 

calculated. In this thesis, dimensional regularization (DR) 
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[10] is used to specify the infinities. This procedure 

respects the inherent gauge invariance of the theory as ex-

pressed in the Ward-Slavnov-Taylor [11,12,13] and Becchi-

Rouet-Stora [14] identities. 

In conformity with expectations the renormalization 

constants for QCD, like QED, depend upon the choice of gauge. 

The thesis is concerned with exploring this gauge dependence 

by explicit calculation of the renormalization constants 

to first order in perturbation theory of the non-abelian 

field (second order in the gauge coupling constant 5). We 

choose to do this at first in three distinct gauges - 

manifestly Lorentz covariant gauges, characterized by an 

arbitrary parameterAc, and the non-covariant axial and 

Coulomb gauges, which involve an axis .71,,,L(which is not k40. 

These three gauges are discussed in ref. [15] . 

An exact parallelism is uncovered between the values of 

the various Z in the axial gauge and the covariant gauge with 

c=-3. Reported in ref. [16], this phenomenon has also been 

noticed by others [17,18]. There is also a less complete 

correspondence between the scalar and spinor renormalizations 

for the Coulomb gauge and the covariant gauge with A1.1 (the 

Fermi gauge). That such equivalences between non-covariant 

and covariant gauge choices should occur is a noteworthy 

fact. This is particularly so in the former case, especially 

when it is considered that quantization in the covariant 

gauges requires the introduction of a spurious Faddeev-Popov 

ghost field [19], whilst the axial gauge is ghost-free [20,21]. 

To further examine these coincidences the calculations 

are re-done in a general Frenkel-Taylor gauge [22], charac-

terized by arbitrary parameters c0 -  and 'DI . This gauge reduces 

to the covariant gauges when ci=412 , while a general non- 
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covariant limit is characterized by the ratioce:A L . This 

in turn reduces to the axial gauge when ed/ez=0 (i.e.a?'=0 , 

), or to the Coulomb gauge when 0,31b1--)co (i.e. c2--400 

hx.,0 ). The results of this investigation were reported in 

ref. [23]. 

The infinite parts of the self-energies and vertex 

corrections are extracted using the Feynman rules for the 

general gauge. When the three specific gauge limits are taken, 

we recover the same results as would have been obtained by 

working from the start in each gauge. This is a useful check. 

Moreover, however, it is now possible to explore correspon-

dences between covariant gauges and the general non-covariant 

gauges. We find that scalar and spinor renormalizations are 

equivalent when 4. =60L3+3k0aL2-10. For instance, there is 

a hitherto unsuspected correspondence between the covariant 

gauge with 4=-0 (the Laudau gauge) and the non-covariant gauge 

with a'. -/b2=-3. And one can enumerate an infinity of other 

such coincidences. 

Of all these, though, the axial gauge parallelism still 

remains the most striking. For it is only in this particular 

case that all renormalizations are the same (disregarding 

ghost sources). 

1.2 THE THESIS IN CONTEXT 

In 1954 Yang and Mills [3] introduced a generalization 

of the electromagnetic field, the 'Yang-Mills' field, which 

undergoes non-abelian SC/(2) gauge transformations. Canonical 

quantization of the non-abelian theory in the radiation 

(Coulomb) and spatial (axial) gauges was undertaken by 

Arnowitt and Fickler [24], and Schwinger [25,26], who also 
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concerned himself with the Lorentz gauges. The Feynman rules 

[27] for the theory, incorrect until the introduction of the 

ghost field, are now well-understood [15,19). 

The study of the subject accelerated when possible ap-

plications in weak and strong interactions were realized [28, 

29]. For good reviews of the problems encountered in the 

regularization and renormalization of Yang-Mills theory the 

reader should consult refs. [1] and [2]. 

Now, it is important that in such theories characterized 

by so strong a reliance on gauge invariance that a regulari-

zation scheme should be adopted which respects this property. 

Such a program is provided by dimensional regularization, 

first put forward in 1972 by Ashmore [30], Cicuta and Monfaldi 

[31] , and 't Hooft and Veltman [32]. A complete review of 

dimensional regularization and a comparison with other schemes 

can be found in ref. [10]. 

As far as observable quantities are concerned, their 

calculation may proceed in a variety of gauges : either ones 

in which the Lorentz covariance is maintained throughout, or 

others which sacrifice this manifest covariance in return for 

more direct physical interpretations. In the covariant 

gauges considered here and the Coulomb gauge, it is necessary 

to introduce a fictitious ghost field into the path-integral 

quantization procedure, as was first pointed out by Faddeev 

and Popov [19], following earlier suggestions by Feynman [33]. 

•  The axial gauge, on the other hand, is well known to be 

ghost-free [20,21], and is useful because the Ward identities 

then take on their naive form [18,34]. Outstanding problems 

of unitarity and the like have been overcome in the axial 

gauge, and it now rests on'a firm footing [35,36,37,38,39, 

40,41,42] . It is, however, not the only gauge which 
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precludes the existence of Faddeev-Popov ghosts. Konetschny 

[43] has investigated the ghost-free gauges, and discovered 

a general class of axial-type gauges which may exhaust all 

possibilities. Recently, Harrington and Tabb [44] have 

expanded the known group of ghost-free gauges by considering 

gauge restraints on the non-abelian electric field. 

In 1973, Gross and Wilczek [45] and Politzer [46] made 

the remarkable observation that non-abelian gauge theories 

are asymptotically free. That is, their ultraviolet behaviour 

approaches that of free field theory. Such theories will 

exhibit canonical scaling behaviour [7,47,48 49,50] in the 

ultraviolet limit (apart from logarithmic corrections), and 

this makes them candidates for describing the strong inter-

actions through quantum chromodynamics. 

QCD is a gauge theory of interacting constituents or 

quarks. The quarks are bound together in hadrons by the 

exchange of gluons. In the large momentum limit, the property 

of asymptotic freedom allows the older parton model to be 

used, whilst perturbative QCD provides radiative corrections 

to this simple picture. The quarks are usually presumed to 

have spin-1/2, but experimental results so far do not totally 

exclude the possibility of some small fraction possessing 

spin-0 [48]. 

Much of the contemporary research in QCD is centered 

around the subject of quark confinement. It is thought that 

the infrared singularities caused by the self-interaction of 

gluons will lead to complete bonda4e of the quarks [48,50,51]. 

The planar gauge (which is closely related to the axial gauge) 

is particularly useful for performing QCD structure functions 

calculations since it allows for a parton interpretation of 

Feynman diagrams [50]. 
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The cause of asymptotic freedom has been investigated in 

the Lorentz covariant [52] , Coulomb [22, 531 and axial [22] 

gauges. In the course of these inquiries, some renormaliza-

tion constants have been evaluated. The present work 

completes this list and compares the values of these various 

constants in different gauges. 

This thesis grew out of an interest in the covariance of 

pole parts in the Coulomb and axial gauges. Hagen and Singh 

[54] have claimed that the Coulomb gauge yields non-covariant 

scalar and spinor wave-function renormalizations to fourth 

order in the coupling constant in a two-dimensional model. 

Whilst attempting to refute this claim we received a paper 

by Heckathorn [55] which gives an inductive proof for the 

covariance of pole parts for the Coulomb gauge in QED. We 

have tried to extend this proof to the axial gauge, but were 

hampered by the differing structures of the vector meson 

propagators. It was a combination of this work, and a study 

of that by Frenkel and Taylor [22] , which led to the reali-

zation that it would be possible to perform calculations in a 

general gauge, and return to the other three distinct gauges 

in certain limits. 

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

• In substance this thesis comprises five chapters. Chapter 

2 is, in a sense, strongly decoupled from the rest of the 

thesis. This is because it deals with canonical gauge fixing 

of the free Maxwell field, and the problems associated there-

with. It should be viewed as a means of 'getting one's feet 

on the ground' as far as the concept of gauge invariance is 

concerned. Its rather pedagogic nature derives from its 

origin as a series of graduate lectures. 



THESIS FLOW CHART 

1 - Chapter 
(12) - Appendix 

FIGURE-1.1. 	A flow chart showing the structure 

of the thesis; in particular, the relationships 

between chapters and appendices are indicated. 



Chapter 3 is concerned with the background theory (path-

integral quantization, Feynman rules and the like) upon which 

the calculations of renormalization constants are based. 

It is in Chapters 4 and 5 that the crux of the thesis 

rests. In the former, renormalization constants are derived 

in the three specific gauge choices. In the latter, the 

corresponding results are obtained in the general Frenkel-

Taylor gauge. In particular, Tables 4.11, 4.12, 5.1 and 5.2 

summarize the main achievements of the work contained herein. 

Chapter 6 rounds off the thesis by presenting an over-

view of the work, and the outlook for future research. 

Appendix A specifies the notation used. The other ap-

pendices contain details of the calculations. 

It has been found easiest to reference the thesis by 

chapter rather than as a whole. Whilst this leads to some 

repetition, it also means that each chapter is somewhat self-

contained, within the confines of its intended purpose. 

As a useful guide, Figure 1.1 gives a 'flow chart' 

the thesis so that the relationships between the various 

chapters and the appendices may be seen at a glance. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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2.  GAUGE CHOICES IN QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 

This chapter has a two-fold purpose: firstly, to introduce 

the non-specialist reader to the concept of choosing a gauge in 

classical electromagnetism and the techniques used to carry this 

idea over into quantum field theory; and secondly, to provide a 

short, by-no-means complete, review of some texts and papers 

bearing on the topic. The free Maxwell field will be quantized 

via the so-called canonical procedure in a variety of gauges, 

each of which has its own special difficulties and benefits. 

2.1 THE CLASSICAL FREE MAXWELL FIELD 

It is well-known that the components of the electromagnetic 

field strengths E and 8 form an antisymmetric field tensor 

with components [1,2,3]: 

FA-)  

0 	E 	E z  E 3  

- 0 	83 	82. 

- E-2" 	- 8 3 	0 	8' 

- E 3 	B z  -8' 	0 

... (2.1) 

   

i.e. 	 =E 	
...(2.2) 

F-2• = EL-ik 13 k  

where 6 4.i k  is the unit antisymmetric tensor. 

Maxwell's equations can be separated into two distinct 

pairs, namely 

	

X f E = -8 	 ...(2.3a) 

V.13 	() 	...(2.3b) 

and (Gauss's law) 	...(2.4a) 

...(2.4b) 



The first pair, (2.3) can be written as 

W1 F2t, + 	= 0 

and the second pair, (2.4), as 

F 
	=0 

12 

...(2.5) 

...(2.6) 

(2.3) leads to a natural expression for the fields E and 

R in terms of a four-potential i9 .(09„,,g), so that 

E = - 7110  - 	 ...(2.7a) 

and 	8 	V x A 	 ...(2.7b) 

- or, equivalently, 

	

A., - 	 ...(2.8) 

It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that each component of 

the tensor field satisfies the wave equation 

FA, = 	 ...( 2.9) 

which, in terms of the vector potential, reads [ 41 

P, -4t = 0 	 ...(2.10) 

with 	X 	r 	 ...(2.11) 

The first pair of Maxwell's equations, (2.5), have been 

incorporated by definition, as it were, into (2.8). The second 

pair, (2.6), can be obtained via an action principle using the 

Lagrangian (density) [ 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7]:. 

.,e -L r F 	...(2.12) 

It is here that we introduce the concept of a change of 

gauge. Clearly, the vector potential is not uniquely deter-

mined by (2.8), for this equation remains unaltered under 

9 4, 	A41, = A, + 	A 	...(2.13) 

where A is an arbitrary function for which the gradient exists. 

(2.13) is referred to as a gauge transformation. A 

particular choice of A does not affect any observable quan-

tities, since these depend only on the field Fu.0(i.e. 5 and I ). 

(2.12) is in fact the simplest Lagrangian which is both 

relativistically and gauge invariant, and which leads to linear 
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field equations [1].. 

Now, to leap ahead of ourselves slightly, it is a fact that 

the massless, spin 1 photon has only two states of polarization 

[5] • This leads to formal difficulties when describing the 

electromagnetic field in terms of a four component potential 

A. Quite simply, limitations must be placed on the A-field 

which remove two of these degrees of freedom. It is precisely 

the freedom in the choice of gauge function A in (2.13) which 

allows this to be done. In particular, a gauge condition may 

be imposed which either restricts one or more of the components 

of AA  to particular values or which relates them to each other 

in some way, or both. This condition specifies the gauge in 

which one works. When making the transition to a quantum 

mechanical description of the field one particular gauge con-

dition may appear simpler to use than another, but classically 

there is little distinction between gauges. 

We will describe here in some detail the two preferred 

classical choices, the so-called Lorentz and Coulomb gauges, so 

that when quantizing it will not seem that either of these, or 

any other gauge, is peculiar only to the quantum field. The 

former is a manifestly relativistically invariant gauge choice, 

whilst the latter sacrifices this invariance in return for an 

immediate and natural decomposition of the four potential 

into an electrostatic potential P. (which is zero in the free 

field case) and a transverse wave contribution 

LORENTZ GAUGE 

The simplest relativistically invariant condition which may 

be imposed on the A-field is the divergence or Lorentz con-

dition. 

X( 30 = 0 	 .(2.14) 



...(2.20) 

...(2.21) 
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This restricts the gauge function in (2.13) to a solution of 

the wave equation 

A 	= 0 

and ensures that the potential field also satisfies 

El Aa (i) = 0 

...(2.15) 

...(2.16) 

The freedom in the choice of gauge function under (2.15) may 

now be used to eliminate two of the components of P.a. , leaving 

only two dynamical variables [5] 

(2.16) is satisfied by the plane wave form: 

/94L(x) = I 	E 	IczA (k) 	cz.,1 1-0e) e "x] 	...(2.17) 

=0  ko = I Al 
where the 6,x 00 are polarization vectors distinguished by the 

index A , and the a-x(k.) are amplitudes. It should be noted that 

the sum over X is an ordinary one. The Lorentz condition (2.14) 

implies that 

= 0 ...(2.18) 

where 	ci„ ( fa.) 	k) a(k) 	 ...(2.19) 

By a judicious selection of the components of the polariza-

tion matrix it is now possible to leave cLA(k)and az04 unrestric-

ted, whilst a,COand cL 3 00can be made to depend on each other. 

Such a possibility is realized if: 

= o 
= 	2, 

.0x(it) = 0 

and 

Thus 

6, 3  (k)= Te:o  

o 3 CO = 0  

6 4: 0  ( 	= 0 

E 	( 	= I 

k- 44  6,3 (k)  

= 
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Whence, using (2.18), 

3 ( it) - a - ( 	= 0 	 ...(2.22) 

Now that this connection between the 'scalar' and 

'longitudinal' amplitudes has been established, a gauge function 

satisfying (2.15) is used to remove these components from the 

theory. That is, 
r  r 

(x) = ) —2-re  L 	+ A'• ( le) e"*t 	...(2.23) 

leads via (2.13) to the transformed potential 
r ;t3k 

= )1k0  L 	k.„ /T(L)) e - 43"-  

...(2.24) 

The old and new amplitudes are related by 

- d.,aCk) = e,x02.) E o.Ck) - cLACIO 	= - 	( k-) ...(2.25) 

and 	(2.25) 	can be satisfied with the choice 

o_.' = ct. 1  Cix) = 

a./3  = 3  ( 	- la.. (h.) . (2.26) 

c, (k) = a. ° 	- ko  (A) 

A suitable choice of 	together with (2.22), now allows us 

to eliminate a..13 Ck) and a.',,(k.). 

COULOMB GAUGE 

Suppose that instead of (2.14) the following Coulomb 

condition were imposed: 

. A = 0 	 .(2.27) 

Such a constraint is of course not relativistically invariant, 

but it is a fortuitous choice in that (2.4a) and (2.7a) now 

conspire to allow us to put A0 =0 , an important simplification 

when quantizing. 

It is plain that under the Coulomb condition (2.27) it 

is possible to make gauge transformations (2.13) so long as 

the gauge function A satisfies an equation analogous to (2.15), 
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namely: 

V A (x) = 0  —(2.28). 

The choice of A which enables us to remove A. as well as the 

longitudinal part of h involves two steps [ 21. Firstly, we make 

the transformation 

Oa 	Aw: = /9.,„ - 	A, 	 ...(2.29a) 

where 	,A, (x) = rge (x,x) °Lc,' 	...(2.29b) 

and then this is followed by 

/944.1 	R.: = )92:. - 4/1z 	...(2.30a) 

where 	A z  (x..)  r:A-xq V. A' (;,,,,c ,)  2.30b) 

As a consequence of (2.4a) and (2.7a) we have 

0 = V. E = - 7 1A0  - v. A  ...(2.31) 

which ensures that A: is zero, as is )A2 . 

It follows from (2.10) that A(,4 satisfies the wave 

equation 

B(x) = 0 

allowing the plane wave solution 

fl 	
.d4k 

(x,„ N) = I 	Ei ck) Ec400 e-4 	aitt00e "  

/1-1.  = 0  

where i takes the values 1, 2 and the sum is over / is an 

ordinary one. In order to satisfy (2.27) it is necessary to 

take the unit polarization vectors ..t 02-)orthogonal to A , i.e. 

4 . e .2_ ( 	=0 
	

/ = 1, 2 	...(2.34) 

They may also be chosen as orthogonal to each other, 

(k). 	(k) = cr,a , 	...(2.35) 

and then E (4, 6 2_00 and i=7/Tform a three-dimensional ortho-

normal basis system. To give this basis the same orientation 

under the shift 	it is convenient to adopt the convention 

...(2.32) 

.(2.33) 

(-k_) = - 	C 12.) 

6 2, 	= E z (k) 
...(2.36) 
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which implies, with (2.35), that 

Et 	. 6.22(-0 = 	&fi e 	...(2.37) 

The choice of gauge function specified in (2.29) and (2.30) 

is often called the radiation gauge since only the two trans-

verse degrees of freedom of the wave field appear in the 

formalism. 

So it is apparent that the use of two quite different 

gauge conditions leads to the same description of the potential 

field ft,. This is a reflection of the fact that it is possible 

to perform a gauge transformation to take the Lorentz gauge 

into the Coulomb gauge and vice-versa. In the next section we 

discuss the first steps in a 'naive' quantization of this gauge 

field. 

2.2 PRELIMINARIES TO CANONICAL QUANTIZATION 

The first step in transferring to a quantum mechanical 

treatment of the gauge field A is to find the momenta 

canonically conjugate to each component. These are given by the 

standard prescription [2, 5, 6, 7] . 

...(2.38) 

Using the Lagrangian of (2.12) leads to 

	

Tro 	= o 	 ...(2.39a) 

	

Ek 	 ...(2.39b) 

Note that Irk is conjugate to Pk ; i.e. Tr is conjugate to -B. 

The Hamiltonian density is constructed in the usual way as 

= 	(Et +r) 	vA° 	.(2.40) 

leading to the Hamiltonian 

r 
ot3 	?.54 	= 	)c1.3 x. (a- 2- + 67-) 	 ...(2.41) 
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where Gauss's law (2.4a) has been used after integration by 

parts. 

At this point the natural field quantization procedure 

would require that 	be treated as an operator acting on a 

Hilbert space of possible quantum states, and that commutation 

relations be imposed between )94, and its canonical momenta 're"(  

which correspond to the classical Poisson brackets. However, 

the component A., with its vanishing conjugate momentum, 

presents a problem. It is not possible to deal with go in the 

same way as the space components 131 , thus destroying the 

Lorentz covariance of the theory. There are thus two distinct 

paths to follow: 

a) Give up Lorentz covariance. By a suitable choice of gauge 

A0  maybe removed from the theory and sensible commutation 

relations imposed between the Rk and their conjugate momenta 

774. This possibility is discussed in Sections 2.4, 2.5 and 

2.6. 

b) Modify the Lagrangian (2.12) so as to give four non-zero 

components of Ma . 

The former path has the advantage that Maxwell's equations 

follow immediately from (2.12) and the Hamiltonian obtained, 

(2.41), is positive-definite. The latter path allows for a 

covariant quantization procedure, but leads, with a naive treat-

ment, to a non positive-definite Hamiltonian. Further 

modifications are required to save the theory from unphysical 

results. We discuss these problems in the next section. 

2.3 COVARIANT QUANTIZATION IN THE LORENTZ GAUGE, 

Suppose that the gauge.freedom inherent in the Lagrangian 

(2.'12) as exposed in (2.13) is used to impose the Lorentz 
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condition (2.14) on the field nA. Then the Lagrangian reduces 

to: 

= - 	),n, en -) 	 ...(2.42) 

This form originally proposed by Fermi, is clearly relativis-

tically invariant, and gauge invariant within derivatives 

providing the gauge function satisfies (2.15). 

Now, the canonical momenta are [5, 6, 7] : 

= 	44. 	 ...(2.43) 

The Hamiltonian density is therefore: 

= 	- 	= -± )„/9„eire- + 	k AJC 4 PI 	...(2.44) 

(2.44) is clearly not positive-definite, since the 0 

component contributes a negative-definite quantity. This 

problem will be resolved later. 

It is possible to impose the equal time commutation 

relations [ 5, 7] : 

	

fr"- Cx),, ir)(0.0=v  = 2 774,-0 6 ( 2c.  --b) 	...(2.45) 

with all other pairs of operators commuting at equal times. It 

follows that the unequal time commutator for the electromagnetic 

potentials is 

9 8) 3 	= 	D 	 ...(2.46) 

where 	D(x.-%) = Sct92. ...(2.47) 

is the Fermi-Feynman propagator. 

The equations of motion for operators follow as 

E H ) 19'00] 	fr" Cx_) 	 ...(2.48a) 

H ) 11"` (x.) 	= 	Truk (x) 	 ...(2.48b) 

and so on, allowing the Hamiltonian to be treated as a time 

translation operator. 

Recalling (2.17) and (2.18), it is clear that the 

amplitudes da)must be quantized according to: 

aAt oz.), a:- (ka 	= 	 -py) 

a„(k) a„ ciz.) 	= Ed c, cl,;tck_)7=o 	
...(2.49) 
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leading to the Hamiltonian 

H = -± 	cz2(k) d(k) 	 ...(2.50) 

A representation is now required for the operators 4. 4,(A) 

and 4204. There is the possibility: 

INTERPRETATION 1 	44L (4 destruction operators 

ci,42U creation operators. 

Here the vacuum is characterized by 

c 	k) 102' =0 

or equivalently, by 

Rf)(k) lo? = 0 	V x_ ...(2.51b) 

V 	.a 	 ...(2.51a) 

where PAnx) is the destruction part of the operator Ra60. But 

this leads to the following problem[5, 7] : 

PROBLEM 1 

There exist states with negative norm. For we have 

< 0 I d o ck.) aotoz_) 0 	= - 2 	S- (IL 	 ...(2.52) 

So the state if(k)c1:000tilowith f/f001 1-41<eohas negative norm. 

This problem is of course of a purely formal nature since time-

like photons play no role in determining observable quantities, 

but nevertheless we could try and overcome it with another 

representation: 

INTERPRETATION 2 <404, &I(k) destruction operators 

cit tC4 ,d(k)creation operators 

Unfortunately, although Problem 1 is now disposed of, there is 

still a difficulty. 

PROBLEM 2 

States of arbitrarily high negative energy exist. For 

instance,c1000(0), the state containing one timelike photon, has 

H a o (k.) 10> = - k_,, ac, co 107 	 ... (2.53) 

In any case, regardless of which interpretation is chosen, 

there is also: 
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PROBLEM 3 

The Lorentz condition (2.14) cannot be imposed as an 

operator identity for it would contradict (2.46). That is: 

E eiL(x), R,(b).7 = 
( 	o) 	...(2.54) 

Thus the theory does not as yet correspond to the Maxwell 

theory, insofar as <1914731,=- <30,9„(x)/VO does not satisfy r<19,„Cx y,=0 

and so Maxwell's equations are not satisfied by 	 ('y . 

One way to circumvent Problem 3 is to introduce a scalar 

Stuckelberg field into the formalism [ 6]. Another method 

which is more often cited is due to Gupta and Bleuler [1, 5, 

4, 6, 7]. 	We will present a short outline of the latter 

method here. 

GUPTA -BLEULER METHOD 

Interpretation 2 is adopted, and the vector space is 

modified by the introduction of an 'indefinite metric'. The 

scalar product which makes the space of states into a Hilbert °  

space [ 7] is abandoned in favour of a new 'Gupta' scalar 

product which is related to the old one by 

( Yr )  x),, 	= C 1k,  7 x) 	 ...(2.55) 

where 	is a linear hermitian operator called the 'metric 

operator' and taken to satisfy 

r = 
...(2.56) 

=(-'r 

where no  is the number of timelike photons in the state X. 

Note that (2.55) ensures that a:Cie)is the adjoint of d x(A)under 

Interpretation 2. One could proceed by giving a Fock space 

treatment of the creation and destruction operators, but we are 

merely content here to state some results without proof .  

Firstly, it should be noted that 

ri9Ac Cx) / 

 

=0 	V 	...(2.57) 
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is too strict a condition when Rk(x) is an operator on states, 

for it requires not only that certain kinds of photons not be 

present, but also that they cannot be emitted. After all, to 

derive Maxwell's equations all that is needed is 

=0 	 ...(2.58) 

and this will hold if 

!> = 0  V x-  ...(2.59) 

That is, the subsidiary condition analogous to (2.14) is now 

L(12.) 1 > E c2, ? = 0 VA., ...(2.60) 

Since A(x)satisfies (2.16), its decomposition into positive and 

negative frequencies is relativistically invariant. 

There are now some straightforward results [ 7]: 

1) Denoting by P the manifold of states OP>satisfying the 

subsidiary condition (2.60), any photons contained in a state 

It'ePare transversely polarized. The proof is given in ref. 

[7] for one-photon states, and is similar to the Lorentz gauge 

discussion in sec. 2.1 which removes the two unwanted components 

of the field. 

2) A state is called physically realizable if it satisfies 

(2.60) and contains only transverse photons. It follows that 

physically realizable states have a positive-definite norm 

within the Gupta scalar product. 

i.e. 
	

) 	 0 	 ...(2.61) 

3) The energy-momentum four-vector is positive-semidefinite 

in P. This is easily seen once it is realized that a trans-

formation can always be made to the equivalence class of states 

containing an equal number of longitudinal and timelike photons 

of the same momentum. The negative energy (momentum) contribu-

tion of the timelike photons cancels that of the longitudinal 

photons. 
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One could choose the state 1Z> containing no timelike or 

longitudinal photons as the representative of the equivalence 

class. This corresponds to picking a particular gauge. 

The main feature of the Gupta-Bleuler formalism is that 

states with timelike and longitudinal photons are included and 

well defined, but nonetheless do not contribute to the physical 

theory. 

2.4 COULOMB GAUGE QUANTIZATION 

There is a natural method of quantization which avoids all 

the problems of the preceding section, but at the cost of 

manifest Lorentz covariance. In this procedure, described in 

ref. [2] , the Lagrangian (2.12) is retained, and the canonical 

momenta are given in (2.39), leading to the Hamiltonian (2.41). 

The only non-zero equal time commutation relation which the 

canonical procedure then imposes is 

/7-2- (4 ) Pi( 	— C 	() 

= — && ( 	— %) 	...(2.62) 

Clearly, (2.62) is incompatible with Gauss's law (2.4a), 

for 

(A;-%) = 	atNe. 	A . h. 

( * 0 ) 	...(2.63) 

This problem is easily overcome if thefefunction is modified 

to 

— 

	 c cek. 	( s„ 	!Alt 	... (2.64) 

leading to a new commutation relation 

7w /0( *,) 3„ = ,s0 = A: Os  ( - 	 ...(2.65) 

There is no need for alarm at the change (2.64), for all that 

has been done is to require that (2.27) apply, a condition 
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which is reflected in (2.65). Under this Coulomb gauge 

quantization scheme, V.R is a c-number commuting with all 

operators, and so following the discussion in section 2.1 both 

it and Ro  have been eliminated as dynamical variables. The 

gauge transformation (2.29b), (2.30b) can now be used to remove 

them from the theory. 

As demonstrated in ref. [ 2], this quantization is 

covariant in the sense that the theory is invariant under 

coordinate displacements and spatial rotations. Under a Lorentz 

transformation, a gauge term is necessary to maintain the co-

variance of Maxwell's equations. 

In the plane wave form for B(x')of (2.33), the amplitudes 

defined through (2.19) are interpreted as destruction 

and creation operators respectively. Their non-zero equal time 

commutation relation is 

d,C 	, ci,t( iz.') 7 = .2, A, rmn ir ( A — A') 	...(2.66) 

leading to the Hamiltonian 

H = f at' k. 	d,( 	 ...(2.67) 

There are no problems. in this gauge with the positive-

definiteness of (2.67), as is guaranteed through (2.41). 

2.5 TEMPORAL GAUGE QUANTIZATION 

The temporal gauge has the characteristic that the canon-

ical Hilbert space generated by the quantization procedure is 

larger than the set of states of physical interest. By 

applying Gauss's law (2.4a) as a condition, unphysical states 

are eliminated. 

The temporal gauge condition 	, 9, 10, 11] 

P0 = 0 	 ...(2.68) 
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is imposed on the Lagrangian (2.12). Removing the time component 

at this stage precludes its elimination again as a dependent 

variable. Condition (2.68) still allows a restricted class of 

gauge transformations, analogous to (2.15) and (2.29) for the 

Lorentz and Coulomb gauges respectively. That is, one can make 

the change 

n cxo , x) 	' x , 10 = 	( 	x) + V A (I) 	...(2.69) 

where Alx)is an arbitrary function of the space coordinates 

only. 

The dynamical coordinates left after (2.68) is applied 

are the space components /9.L (i = 1,2,3), leading to the 

canonical momenta 

“rio =F04: = 0)94:= Ei 	...(2.70) 

The Hamiltonian is the usual one, (2.41). The equal time 

commutation relations which are now imposed are the same as for 

the Coulomb gauge, i.e. (2.62). Thus the equations of motion of 

the quantum operators which follow from commuting them with the 

Hamiltonian are: 

and 

( 	= 	C H /;' .̀ 003 

= E 

	

O  oc) — 	E(7 

	

= 	(x.) 

=C V x  

...(2.71a) 

...(2.71b) 

Unfortunately, Gauss's law (2.4a) does not follow from 

these quantum mechanical equations of motion. This spells 

trouble for a consistent quantum treatment of the dynamical 

variables. But from (2.71b) we do have at least that 

)0 ( V. E. ) = 0 = 	E H )  V. E] 	 ...(2.72) 

So H and V.E commute, and can be formally simultaneously diagon-

alised; i.e. they share the same eigenstates. Because of this, 
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it seems reasonable to propose that a state /317 )should be called 

'physical' if it satisfies 

V . g 	yr 	= 0 	 ...(2.73) 

This physicality condition (2.73) is clearly incompatible 

with the commutation relations (2.62), since 

E 

( 	) 	 —(2.74)- 

In particular, for an arbitrary statell/r), 

< 3k 	7. E 	, fri 	it 2 =  

and if (2.74) is insisted on, it becomes impossible to normal-

ize the eigenstates of 7.E since <V -/ -pmust be zero. To solve 

this problem, a limiting procedure is applied on states where 

V.E is smeared slightly about zero [ 8, 91. 	The smearing 

process is discussed ,  in ref. [ 12 ] and will not be treated here. 

However, a brief account of the limiting procedure is now given. 

The momentum space representations of the operators A and 

E at x°=0 analogous to (2.17) are 

= r °414 6„oz)L a.t ( e 	ati-(z) 	 ...(2.76a) 

(x) = 	C ie( k.)Lat Ca) e i6-1̀  - cttU e- 	...(2.76b) 

(i= 1,2,3) 

where the amplitudes are quantized according to  

a t() 	= 	A.. cra icr  k - k!) 	 ...(2.77) 

To eliminate the unwanted longitudinal degrees of freedom, a 

special choice of polarization matrix is made. Defining the 

transverse projection operator by 
ki.ke  

Pit = Ccit - 	41 2-  ...(2.78) 

the polarization matrix is chosen as 

= 

= 	 ...(2.79) 

where 0C. is an arbitrary constant. And so it follows that 

...(2.75) 
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= P44  
14.,kg  cie 	(c4.— I ) 

Eqs. (2.76b), (2.79) and (2.80) now give 

r stAl. r k x E V. (x) = a ) 	L 

...(2.80) 

...(2.81) 

Thus Gauss's law (2.4a) is recovered in the limit as 04.4D. 

In ref. ( 8 1 the states are made to carry the cc-dependence, and 

a Fock space representation is given to them with a restricted 

Lorentz condition being imposed in an analogous way to (2.60). 

It should be noted that in any calculations the limit of 

vanishing 'X cannot be taken until an expression has been ob-

tained in terms of physical quantities only. 

Of interest is the form of the Hamiltonian, which is 

H = '2;c d'r E (4 4- (7 ( 8) (x)7 

Cct 3 	If- at Oa). A (A) 

ts-  E A. a (k) QC-A) -2A ..k.a ( 	A gJ 3 
...(2.82) 

	

Thus, in the limit 	(2.82) reduces to (2.67). 

One further point should be made. The restricted gauge 

transformations of (2.69) are generated by the unitary operator 

	

= 	 ...(2.83) 

Because V. vanishes on physical states, it follows that 

= <1f.r;oc 11 I r 	9- 0  ( 04 1 ) 
	...(2.84) 

so that physical states are symmetric under local gauge trans-

formations. Thus (2.83) and (2.84) guarantee that gauge 

invariant operators will respect Gauss's law and take physical 

states into physical states. 

2.6 AXIAL GAUGE QUANTIZATION 

Consider the following axial gauge condition 1 13]: 
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where n:" is an arbitrary four-vector. (2.85) is imposed on the 

Lagrangian (2.12), and can be viewed as a constraint which 

eliminates one of the components of the A-field. The temporal 

gauge is a particular case. 

In the following, equations which arise involving the 

field observables F",„ will be taken as ones either of constraint 

or of motion, and used accordingly. We will also use a 

notation which decomposes any four-vector V",,, into transverse 

and longitudinal components with respect to nA z  , viz: 

V7-A4 4" V I. _U. 	 ...(2.86) 

where 	n%) 1/7., 	0 	 ...(2.87a) 
t' V,  

and 	VL 	 ...(2.87b) 

The canonical momenta conjugate to each A are: 

-TrA" 	= F°'`.  --= 	 • 	 .(2.88) 

From the definition (2.8) and Maxwell's equations 

(2.6) there are the following equations of motion: 

O 	R0  + E 	 ...(2.89a) 

and 	2, °  E = 	F 	 ...(2.89b) 

and constraint equations: 

=0 	(i.e. Gauss's law) 	...(2.90a) 

and - • AA: FLS 	 ...(2.90b) 

If (2.89a) is multiplied by 	we get, using (2.85), 

= n54: 	 ...(2.91) 

which allows A0  to be eliminated as a dynamical variable. 

Now we take . a brief look at some different choices of n. 

714, SPACELIKE 

Suppose 

7a.a 	0 , n> 	 ...(2.92) 

Then the gauge condition (2.85) becomes 

-n• 	= 0 	 ...(2.93) 
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and (2.91) is now 

n . 	A0  = 	E 	 ... (2.94) 

A solution to (2.94) is [13]: 
r; 

P ( 	= 	E (xT, x.,f) 	...(2.95) 
.a 

where 	i
x
m from (2.87b). 

To find & , consider (2.90a). Since 	can be written as 

• .(2.96) 

...(2.97) 

...(2.98) 

we have 

E = 

which yields the solution 

E z. (xT) XL) = 	Ot 	• E •()c. T.A. 	) -W 

So the only independent variable remaining is ET . 

The equal-time commutation relations which are now imposed 

between the operators are 

Erz Cx) ) 	us)7 	= 	C2c-- 	 ...(2.99) 

where 	..is defined in an analagous way to (2.64) as 

...(2.100) 

The Hamiltonian is 

H = 	cb 	Erz 	+ EL  4- ± F. F..] 

SPATIAL GAUGE 

If n.„.  is chosen to be 

( 0 )  0 0 /) 

then the gauge condition (2.85) becomes 

/ 3 = 

—(2.101) 

...(2.102) 

...(2.103) 

This was in fact the first type of axial gauge given serious 

consideration [14, 15, 161. 

The equations of motion and constraint are unchanged from 

(2.89) and (2.90), with the proviso that I and now run only 

over the values 1 and 2. The corresponding equation to (2.94)_ 

which will eliminate A o  from dyhamical considerations is just 

) 3 no = - E 3 	 —(2.104) 
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and one could continue in the same vein as the previous dis-

cussion. 

TEMPORAL GAUGE 

Obviously, if n, is taken as 

	

= C/,0, 0, 0) 	...(2.105) 

we encounter just the temporal gauge of the last section. 

'NULL-PLANE' GAUGE: 

If =O, it is convenient to take [ 17]. 
/ 	, 

	

72, = -1TO (1,0,0, /) 	...(2.106) 

and introduce 'null coordinates' 

	

pc# = 4k7 ( 	± X3 ) 

• x = 	( x., x.2 ) 

and a 'null metric' 

7 -- = 7 - 4-  = 

0 

=  ; A  = I, z 

The gauge condition following from (2.106) and (2.85) is • 

thus 

 

0_ = 0  ...(2.109) 

leading to the field equations 

) -4 

 

=0  
(2.110b) is a constraint equation which may be solved to 

eliminate R. 

i.e. 	(.)...) 2.  A+  = -  F 	 ...(2.111) 

So only A, and A L  are left as dynamical variables. 

So we have had a glance at the application of the canonical 

quantization procedure in four gauge choices. It is possible 

to proceed by this method to the Feynman propagator in each 

...(2.107) 

...(2.108) 

...(2.110a) 

...(2.110b) 
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gauge, but •this is more simply obtained via the path integral 

technique, which is discussed in the nex -tchapter. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 
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BACKGROUND FORMALISM 

Before outlining the calculations of the renormalization 

constants, it is useful to go over several topics to do with 

the quantization of non-abelian gauge theory. This chapter 

is not meant as a review or a mathematical treatise. Rather, 

here will be found the framework on which the calculations 

are based. Feynman rules will be given for various gauges; 

renormalization constants defined and relations between them 

due to the gauge invariance derived; and the usefulness of 

dimensional regularization discussed. 

3.1 NON-ABELIAN GAUGE THEORY 

In Chapter 2 we saw how to canonically quantize the free 

Maxwell field, taking into account its gauge invariance. In 

this section, we extend the theory to include charged scalar 

mesons and spin-1/2 fermions, and then generalise it to 

allow non-abelian gauge transformations. The Lagrangian for 

such a theory is given by minimal substitution as 

af = - 54,0 F 1" + ri t(t4.i-ekz.)(5 --ZegA995  -14' 201-0 

?f-z4 Ci. 	+ e 19,14-)yi - 	37) Iv 
- -4- (h i?„ - 	19,„.)(e.e-4')  AA) Ot( 4374.P4  fr1 2)0 

,Le 1” 400) 	e 0'&410/2 -' 

4- -F  - wt.)3o 	e  --jv 	 ...(3.1) 

where 0 is the scalar meson field 

is the fermion field 

and e is the coupling constant between these and the gauge 

field. The quartic (0 /.0)2.  contribution to (3.1) has been 

omitted since in Chapters 4 and 5 we will only be concerned 

with second order calculations in the gauge field coupling 
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constant, so that this term is merely an unnecessary com-

plication at this stage. 

Such a Lagrangian is invariant under the following 

abelian local gauge transformations [1,2,3,4,5,6]: 

0 (4 	OA (X) 7.-- -12ZfEien(X). 0(X) 	I -i- le A (x.)] 0(x) 

Øt (x 	041 () -7= 0 1  (4.azio C- 1.e/I (4] a.  0 1-(x)E 1-2eAG,0 	...(3.2) 

IP 	3PA 	izryorleA (4330(c) neE) 	(4] v60 

17; (4 	cx.) 	fo- 	sztio 	 'fax) E1-4:eAC ,c0 
where AW is a gauge function belonging to the group WO . 

It is natural to define covariant derivatives 

,DAt  /9-0 

DA, 0 	()A. 	e PAL) 0 	 ...(3.3) 

and using these the equations of motion are 

= 

( Di, a"-- flz) 0  = 

(AR! — 771, 	 = 0 
It is possible to generalize the gauge group to SU(n) by 

introducing matrix representatives Taof the group generators 

so that AC4becomes T0 A()[2,6 7]. The matrices obey the 

commutation relation 

EY JTJ = 	 ...(3.5) 

where the f"` are the structure constants for the group. 

Further properties are discussed in Appendix B. 

In order to retain a gauge invariant Lagrangian it is 

necessary to replace the electromagnetic field strength Fa,) 

by the 'Yang -Mills' field [8], defined by: 

ta 
	 = 	— 	 ...(3.6) 

0 * e -Troy 

where A,„ is an isovector with n components labelled by the 

group index a. (Sometimes we will write fiAxd,) to represent 
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f"`edq:). Thus, the Lagrangian for the new theory is 

= - -411- 	F'" 	Ot(S.„ 3  TcLia )( 	--qT 11 /9A )cii 

— 	0 * 	+2L 	 -ct,p)/t 

TIF E i - /9,f; 	A",`, Yeir")-- )-`) A a 4L÷ %-r2-'104094f 

+ 0 t ((s-AL -k - pi2-)0 + 	 e 	4,4'7'0 A' 
+ 	7-0 t AL: TV bA- 	'1- 	- 7n) -tp 	7-my 

...(3.7) 

where 5 is the coupling constant, and the quartic (0n0)2 term 

is omitted as in (3.1). 

The Lagrangian (3.7) is invariant under the following 

non -abelian local gauge transformations [6,7]: 

f/A, (x)s---- RA4,-(00 - 	""'Ab(x)14,f(x) 

	

0 (x) 	OA (X) m I2zp EiSTaAm(43 0(x)=.--v  1 +.i %7w-(x_.)7 Ocao 

cx) 	Olix.) sap E-4:3Tcvrt(r.).7 0 1-(x)LI-ir-A0-(4 -3 	...(3.8) 

	

(x) 	(x.) 	Ze-frirLna(x).7 .1pC.X) 	+ 	(43111W 

	

(r) 	VA 	17/ eri9E-A:TIA-(xi--,-,  iTocx) 	Ta-A°C4j 

where 7"4%x) belongs to the gauge group Suo0 . 

Defining new covariant derivatives by 

-r"*c  

rb 	- 3 TQ- A: )0 	 ...(3.9) 

=---( 	- 3 	)y) 

allows the equations of motion to be written as 

= cyF 	F' +41. 	+ .17) r—r11,  

— 	0 = 0 

— wt) -y) 	=0 	

...(3.10) 

Appearing on the left hand side of the first equation in 

both sets (3.4) and (3.10) we find the term (forgetting group 

indices for the moment): 

= 	2, 2- 1„ - 	 ...(3.11) 

Now the factor Olz 7-,L) is singular, and therefore cannot 

be inverted to obtain the propagator in a quantized theory. 
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This is associated with the gauge invariance of the Lagrangians 

(3.1) and (3.7). To find the propagator for the gauge field 

it is therefore necessary to settle upon a gauge condition in 

some way. One method is to add a gauge fixing term to the 

Lagrangian which incorporates the condition. 

The choice of gauge may involve placing any scalar con-

dition on the potential field, in general described by 

F £ R,43 = 	 ...(3.12) 

In the next section we discuss in general terms how this 

condition may be imposed consistently in the path-integral 

quantization of non-abelian gauge theory. 

3.2 PATH-INTEGRAL QUANTIZATION 

Functional methods [8,9,10,11] allow a 'covariant' 

quantization procedure in which the Green's functions for a 

theory are derived via the path integral technique [2,7,12, 

13,14,15,16 17,18,19,20]. In non-abelian gauge theory this 

procedure is especially simple and useful for exhibiting 

identities associated with the gauge invariance. The details 

of this technique can be found in the above references. •Here 

we merely quote results applicable to the work at hand. 

We introduce source terms 	j and for the gauge, 

scalar meson and fermion fields respectively. Then the 

generating functional 	is given by the functional integral 

Z 	 3 = 	cl0c1.0fro13P0 x 

. . . (3.13) 

where A° is given in (3.7). Here we have used the abbreviations: 

:Tnr, 

	 I 	...(3.14) 
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Also, in the following we will often drop group indices where 

they shed no particular light on the discussion. 

The Green's functions are obtained as source functional 

derivatives of the generating functional 2. For example, 

< -r 	. 	(x,t) > = SE A,, ... 3 A, 	 ) 

Vt.  Z Ept • •  ■ 

...(3.15) 

It follows that the physical Green's functions in the absence 

of external sources are 

G (xi/A, ; • - • ; 	'At 	(x ) . . g • cx,) 
dA7 

 

...(3.16) 144= 0  

and so on for other fields. 

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion follow as source 

functional derivatives on E. For example, 

0 - S-  Ed ■92  . . 3 	(x) szz., f (oe 	) 

= SC069, 	Wc.) 	gnizxnXQXf 4.(66--S-ufiAt 

= ('E 3 	...(3.17) 

Perturbation expansions come from expanding the non-

quadratic interactions as a power series in the coupling 

constant. 

Connected Green's functions are obtained by expressing 

the generating functional 	as 

...(3.18) 

and defining, for example, 

C (X, )( 5 - • Zit pan) = 
pc ...(3.19) 

and so on for other fields. 

From here we move on to the generator for the one-particle 

irreducible Green's functions, or vertex functional, which is 

the Legendre transform of W: 
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riER A, ) 0 ) 0t)IviPis  Wr 1 4`)YY 'f 
-0 -t+/ -f-04-737-/-0130 	...(3.20) 

so that, for instance, 

= 	- 	-7  
.(3.21) 

FIXING A GAUGE: 

We now discuss the standard method by which one imposes 

the gauge condition (3.12) and integrates the gauge degrees 

of freedom out of the theory. This method, originally ex-

pounded by Faddeev and Popov [21], and thus bearing their 

names, is covered in the references previously cited. 

Firstly, we assume that the gauge transformed version of 

(3.12), 

FEPAA] = 8 
	 ...(3.22) 

has a unique solution A given AA , F and 8. Therefore, we 

define 

	

7 -I  (AAA ] 	CEct/13 i( FER4,4]-8)  

which allows the insertion of a unit operator containing the 

gauge condition (3.12) into (3.13). So the generating func-

tional is now given by 

Z rid 	A . • . 7  

...(3.24) 

Since the physical S-matrix elements are independent of 

the choice of gauge, i.e. of 8, (3.24) can be integrated with 

respect to a weight function f(8). The infinite gauge volume 

5[0CA] is discarded to leave us with 

r Ed AA  ] 7 E a4J f (FD3)_py_41-(z+ - -) 
...(3.25) 

Now, expanding F EAAA(x.)) about /1=0 gives 
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CO -]  F E )9„(x) —Ea  It (x..) 7 = F /9a('x)3 - A (k) 	g 6..cx) 	" " 

That is, 

FEIL (x)7 F Eici,(x3 3 ÷c/\  

where 	g F E Azi_A(4]  
as )x)•AC%) 

so that 

= M-cCA] c(t1 A) 

= hJ ti  

...(3.26) 

...(3.27) 

...(3.28) 

...(3.29) 

leading to 

iK 	f (F-c,9„3),tai-ti.er 	 - 

...(3.30) 

Thus it is apparent that the outcome of all this is to 

produce a new term (4J/V)in the functional formalism to ac-

company the gauge fixing term F[fij. The form of the weight 

function f may be taken as an exponential, allowing the 

addition of a gauge fixing term into the Lagrangian, in either 

of two ways: 

1 ) 
	

( FE,61.4 ]) 	c [Gig] e -A: 13FEn,u] 	
...(3.31) 

where 8 is a field introduced solely for this purpose, or 
2 ) 

( FEALt  ) 
	

A. S a CFM,a7 	
...(3.32) 

where a. is a constant. This is the Gaussian form, and f be-

comes a g-function in the limita..400. 

There is also a functional representation for dahq as 

.564' 	cc  r EcIX c156- ] e --iS5UviX  
...(3.33) 

where 	are anticommuting scalar fields, known as the 

Faddeev-Popov ghosts. 

Note that so far in this discussion we have not bothered 
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to distinguish between abelian or non-abelian gauge theory. 

The technique applies equally well to both (see, e.g., [161). 

However, the final outcome hinges on whether M contains a 

factor coupling the fictitious X-field to the gauge field. 

In the next section the Feynman rules are given for the 

non-abelian theory with a manifestly covariant gauge choice 

incorporating the Lorentz gauge of Chapter 2. 

3.3 FEYNMAN RULES IN COVARIANT GAUGES 

A manifestly covariant gauge condition is 

= 	 ...(3.34) 

We call such a gauge with any chosen value of 6 a Lorentz 

gauge. Equations (3.28) and (3.29) give 

	

E orlaA 3 --cfaJt4 c chi 	. D3  
where we should remember that in full notation D is a matrix 

in isotopic and space-time indices, that is 

so that 	= Arlo  (TA 	'. D) 

where 	71 1< 	E 	4201- X k" Cx-) 

The condition (3.34) is introduced by adding a gauge fixing 

term 04 #7  to the Lagrangian by the method of (3.32), 

	

04 . f . 	= 	. A )1 	 ...(3.36) 

where ,e is a constant. Specific values . of.c give familiar 

gauges. For instance, 4:=0 is the Landau gauge,,c=I is the 

Fermi gauge,4.=3 is the Fried-Yennie gauge, and so on [6,15, 

20,22,23,24,25]. 

The corresponding Faddeev-Popov ghost term 04 1, due to 

(3.35) which is added to the Lagrangian by the method of (3.33) 

i s 
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= 	 ...(3.37) 

At this stage we can note that it is only because the term 

... occurs in the covariant derivative that the ghost field 

must be included. Otherwise the ghosts decouple from the 

theory. This is the case in electrodynamics for this and 

other gauge choices. 

The complete generating functional of (3.30) is now 

...(3.38) 

It is now possible to read off the Feynman rules in this 

gauge. Propagators are obtained by inverting the matrices 

connecting terms quadratic in RA,X, 0 and 1i; whilst vertices 

come from the interaction parts. 

It is instructive to go through the process of finding 

the propagator for the gauge field. To do this we consider 

the linearised equation of motion: 

- 	+ 	/VD  = SA4. 	...(3.39) 

Multiplying both sides of (3.39) by r gives 
. A = 	-1; 	. 	 ...(3.40) 

So, combining (3.39) and (3.40), we have 

...(3.41) 

In momentum space, the propagator 6,:t() defined in (3.41) 

reads 

71A,  ...(3.42) 

The rest of the rules are straightforward enough. For 

instance, the ghost propagator and vertex are read off im- 

mediately as 
cc" 

.6`;17 (k) = 	k2- ...(3.43a) 
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(k)=-- 	+ (I-4) kitk=7)  

gauge field propagator 
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, a c f  

A/6 	C224L,C 

A  o_ b 
" c ca. 	(r• 	21A 1.4_ 

+ (io 

gauge field triple vertex 

Amb4c1. 
I  K Adze 

a  2.  fix b e.f•Ccle(74.0  

6  ÷ ricecd6e 
 

ccje'r 	
iC/174L'°V 

gauge field quadruple vertex 

g"  
= k.2 

ghost propagator 

 

Ax",a.'e- 	= %-rr, 
ghost vertex 

A rb 

scalar meson propagator 

SAL 0. , -P 
— — — — — /1,3  c,tt 	c=Ta 

scalar-single gauge field vertex 

CL 

scalar-double gauge field vertex 	
1  

—772. 

fermion propagator 

fermion vertex 

FIGURE 3,1 
	

Feynman rules for the covariant 

I 	2- 
gauge choice 

A i?  
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...(3.43b) 

Notice that in (3.43b), r is the outgoing momentum at the 

vertex, since in (3.37) the derivative only acts on X.  

The Feynman rules for Lorentz covariant gauges are listed 

in Figure 3.1. 

FEYNMAN RULES IN THE AXIAL GAUGE 

The axial gauge condition is 

72-4 /7,a. = 0 

Equations (3.28) and (3.29) give 

E fia ] = 	cc 061' r 71 . D.3 

...(3.44) 

...(3.45) 

It is possible to introduce the condition (3.44) via a gauge 

fixing term along the same_linesa04:) (3.36) by defining z ‘n.   

...(3.46) 
gf , 

The corresponding Faddeev-Popov ghost term similar to (3.37) 

i s 

F P 
	— n. X 

= 	Ye ( 	 it) 

=  ...(3.47) 

It is at this stage that a subtlety occurs in this gauge 

which is quite fortuitous: the condition 92.9=o means that 

the gauge field term in (3.47) may be dropped and the ghost 

field decouples [3,10,13,15,20,26]. 

The complete generating functional of (3.30) is thus only 

Zara = 	CEdg,a...3 	-zr Coe— -4-Gt.A2-  
.(3.48) 

Once again we go through the process of finding the 

vector meson propagator. The linearised equation of motion is 

now 

- 	e 72,a7z, 	 ...(3.49) 
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, 0- 
nak-o+k "271-0  re-keik-01 

(7z.k)  

gauge field propagator 

E- 7?A,) 4eks'44 	
124.ko4rj  el_ to 

when  

is arbitrary 

ghost propagator 

Ak a. 
) 

. 	• 	• • >•V  • = 0 
ghost vertex 

(All other rules as for Fig. 3.1) 

FIGURE 3.2 	Feynman rules for the axial gauge 

choice 21,(7L-M,0 2- 	Since the ghost field 
t -  ogoo 

does not couple to the gauge field in this case, 

the ghost propagator may be taken as arbitrary, 

although equation (3.47) gives the formal result 

.6c1b  

0— 
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Multiplying (3.49) on both sides by n gives 

	

(.7L) -1  f 	n . A) 4- len" (7z . g) -72 - g 	.(3.50a) 

and on both sides by e gives 

n 	= 	. 72-)J -1 	 ...(3.50b) 

So, combining (3.49) and (3.50), we have 

r 	÷ 	-0 72  
I = 	L 74,-0 — 	(a-70 ÷ 	+ 	C. 	J 

() 

Taking the limit iq-)00 gives the axial gauge propagator 

defined by (3.51) in momentum space as 

cAb r- 

ZA:"! (k.) =-- "t2- L- + 	(4.70 	1112( 

...(3.52) 

The absence of ghosts leads to particularly simple 

Feynman rules, which are listed in Figure 3.2. 

3.5 FEYNMAN RULES IN THE COULOMB GAUGE 

The Coulomb gauge condition is 

1 -B = 	 ...(3.53) 

It is convenient to generalise (3.53) along the lines of 

equations (2.86) and (2.87), so that the condition becomes 

[23,27] 
e.n 

( r - 7e 	) /9 = 0 	 ...(3.54) 

with (3.53) being recovered when 7144- is taken to be unit time-

like. 

With condition (3.54), equations (3.28) and (3.29) give 

	

AA ] _,-- 	Ni oc ciaJ ( b - D 

...(3.55) 

We introduce (3.54) into the functional formalism by adding 

the gauge fixing term 

...(3.51) 

=-: 	- 	 ...(3.56) 
oc.- co 
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FEYNMAN RULES - COULOMB GAUGE 

.61,1°(= 	74_-0 
4.  (2.i) (kan,)* 71.k.) 	le-Lk,  1 

- 	0.,IY--.1e-te-j 

gauge field propagator 

A" (k) = ito(74.4-0  

k 2  

when  

6 	= ;•  n 

ghost propagator 	
_  VL1  

when  

/rx  :(r) =i 	r yu.7 

Ack-xtxfr-) 
when  

. • • 

ghost vertex 

(All other rules as for Fig. 3.1). 

FIGURE 3 . 3 	Feynman rules for the Coulomb 

gauge choice of3.f.  = 	 
Go • 
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and the corresponding Faddeev-Popov ghost term is 

--5E, 	 ...(3.57) 

Thus, the complete generating functional is 

Ect-,&01Xci 

xszyjr(oe-st.(.A-nd9?-49 2. -0-D-n.DV-)X+--) ... (3.58) 

To find the vector meson propagator, we use the linearised 

equation of motion 

Multiplying (3.59) on both sides by r gives 

. 	— 	YL.A = 	g/o Laz
— (412,..i)2 ] 

and on both sides by n-4 gives 

A. = 

...(3.59) 

...(3.60a) 

...(3.60b) 

So, combining (3.59) and (3.60), we have 
n 

A = 	+  
a7-  r e_ 	 o... -y2- 

...(3.61) 

Taking the limit o(-)co gives the Coulomb gauge propagator 

defined by (3.61) in momentum space as 

02—  kro 
k2- L - 	oz.702-- 7112- OZ,a_22 -0-1-7/ack-) 	.701-  — k?-713- .J 

...(3.62) 

Other Feynman rules are straightforward, and they are 

listed in Figure 3.3. 

3.6 FEYNMAN RULES IN A GENERAL GAUGE 

Following Frenkel and Taylor [27], it is apparent that 

the gauge fixing terms (3.46) and (3.56), for the axial and 

Coulomb gauges respectively, may be quite simply combined 

into the general gauge fixing term [28] 

oes-F 	E A 7e-A,„_ 	-1-.(C)-(c 	■94, 

---> —kE bz -a.t) nit A,L, 	 /- 	...(3.63) 
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fr_c■..b r 	 (132-- 	(k-A)  
k 	-t- 	0.711 + 

a..4-) 	-/- Wk.,z)5e- 
ce-)0z..)1Y-  + 	Peacit-o 

(k) 
(1)-- cc') 	L  

(. - .4.-0 ÷ 	k 	a."2 	< 1v.4.-skt 

+  
( bo2 k r IK•44_ 	j 

when 	9t.,44  = ( 1)  0)  0)  0) 

 

gtba.3- 712--  

113  (k) -= ce-k- 7t2- 

 

ghost propagator 
go,a7_ 

----) Irx,6  (k) 	b"Lk.01- -ct1-11-2-  

when 	0, 0 ) 0) 

L., 	9, 
• •> 	• 

ghost vertex 

A cc. 6 4. 	 rcti.cr 	- 	Y: 7t 

	

L„+ 0-2- 	nid 

Act 
b  ( = 	+ 

when  

(All other rules as for Fig. 3.1) 

FIGURE 3.4  

choice of 
Feynman rules for the general gauge 

= - k  1_ 
r (b2-- ) 	+ a_ 1- A  

10
2.

• 
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where for the sake of simplicity infuture working we have 

made the substitutions 0(1E02- andsabz. 

(3.63) is interesting because it reduces in various limits 

to the three gauge choices already discussed. These are 

	

ce: = 0  : Axial Gauges. 

b/ 400 yields the usual axial gauge 

	

= 0 	: Coulomb Gauges 

ce-400  yields the usual Coulomb gauge 

Covariant gauges 

We consider (3.63) as corresponding to a general gauge 

condition 

...(3.64) 

Then (3.28) and (. 3.29) give 

19.u] = o(d t4  cic claf [(a-z-7 ) -YLL 	- r] .4. 3 
...(3.65) 

So the Faddeev -Popov ghost term is 

...(3.66) 

yielding altogether the complete generating functional 

Ziang41/2 = id &drclic. 7 0 	- 	44t. 	R.72-  
. . . (3.67) 

The general gauge vector meson propagator is derived in 

Appendix C and can be found in equation (C12) as 

Ch2--a.2-)  
= 	-y 	 12.) — Z(11,-.a.-41.._)k... 2)(71-k44.702.(b21:42-7,32a217;712- 12,44,0.1 

...(3.68) 

The Feynman rules in this general gauge are listed in Figure 

3.4. 

3.7 RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS 

In this section we list the basic infinities of non-abelian 

gauge theory as described by the Lagrangian (3.7), taking into 
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account the possible presence of fictitious scalar ghost 

particles through the Faddeev-Popov term (3.33). We use a 

notation dictated in part by tradition and in part by economy. 

Wave-function renormalization constants are labelled R3 and 
charge or vertex renormalization constants by E l ; others are 

in an obvious notation. 

The purpose of renormalization is to remove infinities 

associated with loop calculations so as to ensure that the 

complete propagators and proper scattering vertices are 

finite to every order in the gauge coupling constant 3. In-

troductions to the technique can be found in references [3,7, 

10,13,14,15,17,18,19]. The primitive divergences of the 

theory are given in Figure 3.5. Later in Section 3.8 when 

deriving identities between the renormalization constants we 

will introduce more fields and divergences, but for the 

moment those in Fig. 3.5 will suffice. 

The complete propagators and proper scattering vertices 

are listed in Table 3.6. From calculations of the one loop 

self-energies ( TT 	) and vertex corrections (P), it is then 

possible to determine the renormalization constants to that 

order [3,29]. 

The renormalised fields, masses and coupling constant 

are obtained from the bare ones by resealing [3,18]: 

A, = 	 = 

00 = -4; 0 	 = z4ir 
(102-  = -41112- 	mo  = 	71m 

= ZIR 3;1  0 



PRIMITIVE DIVERGENCES. 

Correction, and associated 

renormalization constant 	Description  

,%./1.11.AA.0\AAAP ;11 	 vector meson wave-function 
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vector meson triple 

vertex correction 

vector meson quadruple 

vertex correction 

• • • • 

• • • • 

Z3X, ghost wave-function 

ghost vertex 

scalar meson wave-function 

scalar vertex correction 

fermion wave-function 

fermion vertex correction 

FIGURE 3.5 	The basic infinities and associated 

renormalization constants for non-abelian gauge 

theory. 
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• COMPLETE PROPAGATORS AND  

PROPER SCATTERING VERTICES  

Field 	Propagators and Vertices  

vector meson 
	

[Alt 02-17-1 
 

= z3 ,c4-1Yk,2 k<k) +717c,t(e) 

ghost 
	

to'41 ) 	= Z 3X 
obk2. + TT cLirk) 

43-Vq 6 ) = 	-F'r, 4- 17, -b'(r) 

scalar meson 
	Ego (p)] -1  =  

g-v\;6410)  = 	 + 

fermion 
	 (10)3 -I 	"a3y,(40/ - 7710) 	(10) 

iS 1  A;(10 ;10) = 	yO. ?f,„ + 	(io; 

TABLE 3.6 	Complete propagators and proper 

scattering vertices for non-abelian gauge theory. 
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3.8 GAUGE INVARIANCE IDENTITIES 

In this section we progress from the Ward-Takahashi 

identities [30,31] in quantum electrodynamics through to 

their generalizations as the Slavnov-Taylor [32,33] and Becchi-

Rouet-Stora [34] identities in non-abelian gauge theory. Since 

our purpose is to be illustrative rather than exhaustive, we 

will use the covariant gauges of Section 3.3 throughout. 

WARD-TAKAHASHI IDENTITIES 

The generating functional in the covariant gauges in 

quantum electrodynamics is 

ESA ) 77 ) 77 3 = Ed& dy; lexto f(z- iz 	- -T-130 - 1771) 
...(3.70) 

The measure LtAa ct-pctip] and invariant Lagrangian , where 

-77011) 	...(3.71) 

remain the same under the following infinitessimal gauge 

transformations: 

A (x) = - Abc) 

Cr) = Ic A (x) (x) 

Z1 (r) 	e (4 A (x) 
However, the source and gauge-fixing terms do change by 

6 E 	().A)2-- -. 	 (.19)( 	 -t.ie -Tv 
...(3.73) 

So we have 

o = 	c( dv diT 	# 	e 	 713-eX/0,Z ., S-6Z-1.- • • ') 
= :16 	474_  

...(3.74) 

Equation (3.74) is the generalised Ward-Takahaski, or funda-

mental gauge, identity for quantum electrodynamics [3,9,16, 

18,19,22,23,24]. 

Switching to connected Green's functions through (3.18) 

...(3.72) 
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we get 
s- 

- e774314/(i.a,92,72. -1 
...(3.75) 

and thence to the effective action via (3.20): 
S 1' 	r .2. cr  

. (X) - e 	= e 	r 
...(3.76) 

The usual simple Ward identities come from taking field 

functional derivatives, atgja=y=i5=0, of (3.76). For instance, 

taking SA4q0 of(3.76)yields 

g4.(  - 	) 4" 	.,Lr  R; 19.0  

= 	r (X- 	- E; (X- , 16) ÷ Tr.„-ocx,cs)3 = 
...(3.77) 

where 7() is the self-energy correction to the bare in- 
, 

verse propagator 4:,1  (x,(s) . Transferring to momentum space, 

(3.77) becomes 

le 	+ kAtr-77„, +(i- --4..--)k,4,+Tr„(k)] =k Tri02_),= o 

...(3.78) 

That is, the transversality of vacuum polarization follows 

from the Ward-Takahashi identity (3.74). 

The above procedure can be followed through for the axial 

and Coulomb gauges as well. 

SLAVNOV=TAYLOR IDENTITIES 

The generating functional in the covariant gauges in 

non-abelian gauge theory 

7.E 	 Ca.)9Y- - a.bx 
...(3.79) 

Neglecting scalar meson and fermion fields for simplicity, it 

is apparent that the measure involves a functional determinant 
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and this makes things more complicated than in the abelian 

case. Now, transformations are required which leave 

invariant. For the gauge field it is [32,35) 

	

DrA 	...(3.80) 

The 0,.Di s term acts like a Green's function for a scalar 

particle in an external potential A4„ and means that (3.80) 

is a non-local transformation. Despite this complication it 

is still possible to obtain useful results. Under (3.80) the 

source and gauge-fixing terms change by 

A 	AA.] = ,-16(.19)A - 	bY I  A 
...(3.81) 

So we arrive at 

1 	 • cc-AL)) )A) 3) (g 	z = o A 	S 
...(3.82) 

which is the Slavnov-Taylor identity [7,9,12,18,22]. 

Applying g/f i) to (3.82) gives 

C2. 	 —r 6'2 E - 	30 D [  
4- 4zoc-% 	= 0 	

...(3.83) 

Changing to the connected vacuum functional Wgives (3.83) 

as 
W 	I 

...(3.84) 

which has the momentum space form 

4,3 0e) 	 ...(3.85) 

Since the bare propagator already satisfies (3.85), the self-

energy correction is again found to be transverse as in the 

abelian case, i.e. 

let Ie) Tr„(k_) = 0 	 ...(3.86) 

In the Coulomb gauge the procedure is much the same, 

with non-local (1.61' terms occurring in the identities. 
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However, in the axial gauge the identities become particular-

ly simple, and follow the 'naive' form of the Ward-Takahashi 

identities in quantum electrodynamics [18,36,37,38,39]. 

BECCHI-ROUET-STORA IDENTITIES 

It is possible to find variations amongst RA,. and X  

which leave the Lagrangian, gauge fixing term and Faddeev-

Popov ghost term, and the measure, invariant. The trick is 

to write the gauge function A as [34] 

/Vx  = X a- cu 	...(3.87) 

where /1°''is a Bose quantity, 2C °-  is a Fermi quantity, and co is 

some anticommuting global quantity, so that (Ai2=0. Under a 

change of the gauge field 

4 	= DJSA 	=" 	Xa" CO 	 . . . ( 3 . 88 ) 

the change in 	+ 	+ce",, is 

(oe ac . f. 	 = A E 

	

bo.bx ..t.  ...(3.89) 

and total cancellation is achieved in (3.89) if, in addition 

to (3.88), we have 

:ta 	
_ 	fac x 2c.c.  

ZN Z!7' 	 n CO 

Besides (3.90a) there is also 

( X) = 0 

( X x 	= 0 
	 ...(3.90b) 

and so not only is . (3.89) invariant under (3.88) and (3.90a) 

but also 

0 	 ...(3.91) 

and the measure EguAa] is also invariant. 
Because the ghost field is so intimately tied in with the 

Becchi-Rouet-Stora (BRS) transformations, we add source terms 

...(3.90a) 
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= -TX - XJ-IQi7C-fI . %x x 	...(3.92) 

to the functional formalism so that identities may be derived. 

The change in all the source fields due to the BRS transfor-

mation (3.89), (3.90a) is then 

6 (-ecKazzob)  

...(3.93) 

And so we arrive at 

[41i • Tf,a. 	J. 	= o 
...(3.94) 

which is the BRS identity [12,17,18,19,22]. 

For the connected Green's functions (3.94) becomes 

...(3.95) 

and thus the identity for the effective action is 

...(3.96) 

Varying the full Lagrangian with respect to 7C gives the 

equation of motion 

.D X 
cop 

crt 	S. „pa 
p 

= & 
...(3.97) 

If ghost number 1 is affixed to X and 0 toce, then there are 

the assignments 

N(X) = N(3) = 

N(27 ) = N(o)= AJ(,5)=N(TA)= - 1 

N (g_a) = /11(S,0) =- 

IV CT) =- -2, 

Since physically interesting Green's functions are those which 

involve processes having zero ghost number, the only meaning-

ful identities are those obtained by differentiating (3.96) 

with respect to the fields so as to leave N=O. For instance, 

...(3.98) 
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from (3.97) we obtain 

s'T 	it2- r  
si-Agx S;A: 65E. 

...(3.99) 

s-3 r 
s A, &_r-a gx = 

.(3.100) 

Taking C3/Sfi-ocA x 	of (3.96) gives 

'I" & A „g A, ' &A x r-e4 g7c =  
...(3.101) 

Again, taking S-2/z 	of (3.96) gives 
ir 3  r 	 r  

„et 	 siS7c0Z 
and taking 3,/g7,.S4 of (3.96) gives 

c 4-  P  
fl,a_crA„&11 $ t9 fr  = 0 

Besides these identities, one can show the transversality 

of the gauge field self-energy by taking g lAR-oi-X. of (3.96), 

which gives 

• ir 7-  P 	P 	 ssz P 	•  f 	&P-0(1c0 ir.Ta_oo 	to,Lw CXGOZ 	-x) 	crxm 

...(3.104) 

which is, in momentum space, 

 A...ci — --fe_)7T k)J icif;-)6 = 
. . . (3.105) 

whence, using (3.99), 

e 7T„Cii) == 0 	 ...(3.106) 

The identities (3.99), (3.100), (3.101), (3.102), (3.103) 

may be translated into relations between renormalization 

constants by introducing extra primitive divergences due to 

the fields IA  and I . These are listed in Figure 3.7, and 

• supplement those given in Figure 3.5. 

The full renormalized Lagrangian with gauge fixing, 

•ghost and BRS terms is 

and 
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Correction, and associated 

renormalization constant  

• • • 

31:4, 

ex  

• Description  

I -ghost vertex 

I.'" -ghost vertex 

I"-ghost-vector meson verte)e 

FIGURE 3.7 	Extra primitive divergences and 

associated renormalization constants to supple-

ment those of Fig. 3.5. 
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= - +z3 ,9  („./6).;z, ---oAf-• 	i i2 i f 

- 	 z 	_F  b,c. if) 	biz/ g 	/9 -ci -0 

.z37C 	( 
z30  

- /1 2  zm  a30  0/-93 + z„y, 7 (4. 4 	ppE.;-dra- c0 311 

-)71 Zyn_ Z3  Ori 

Xa- 	 A -F a bc  #9; 

In 	(3.107), 	as well as the relations 	(3.69) 

R  

	

The BRS 	identities 	(3.99)-4 (3.103) 	now 

• 	 Z3_TAL 	3 76 

96 

Z(/% 	I '4 	= 

	

and 	= 0 

...(3.107) 

there is also 

...(3.108) 

give 

—(3.109) 

By including matter fields one can also show the Taylor 

identity [33] 
7/#9 	Z.4% 	a,95  

e3,9 	- 03x 	7-30 — 	3 -3// 	 ...(3.110) 

The upshot of all this is that only Z 3,9I e3x ,  

a iR la 	Z 10 	are needed to renormalize all quantities. 

Another point worth noting is that the quantity

•  
go/ g = zi 04 	332-  ,91  

is gauge independent and source independent. 

3.9 DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION 

In the calculations to follow we need, of course, some 

way of formally defining the infinite quantities which appear. 

A particularly convenient choice of regularization scheme for 

...(3.111) 
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non-abelian gauge theory is dimensional regularization (DR) 

[2,3,7,12,14,16,17,40]. This technique, developed in the 

early 1970's [41,42,43,44,45], is an improvement on analytic 

regularization and other schemes. Refs. [3,40] put DR in 

historical perspective. 

The basic idea is to use the dimensionality of space-

time as a complex parameter to regularize divergent integrals. 

For instance, a typical integral 

= 	(le-- 7711)ECk-F-pr. -- 771.23 

...(3.112) 

is badly defined in four dimensions, but is finite in two or' 

three dimensional space-time by power counting. Therefore, 

the natural thing to do is generalize the number of dimen-

sions from 4 ton, where n=0,1,2, 	.; and then to replace 71, 

by a complex regulating parameter 2/. Thus, the integral is 

analytically continued to regions of the / plane where its 

existence is assured. •Here the ultraviolet infinities show 

up as poles in gamma functions of 	Denominators of in- 

tegrals such as (3.112) are combined by means of Feynman para-

meters, and infrared infinities show up as end-point 

singularities in the parametric integral [3]. 	It is possible 

to carry out all calculations in a 21-dimensional space without 

complication so long as one remembers the assignments [401: 

7ra = 

1°A- 1° -‘) 	=  

= 2:e  -7ZAL  -0 

..(3.113) 

and any others which may explicitly involve the dimensionality 

of space-time. 

The main advantages of DR are 

1. 	It's inherent simplicity. Propagators are unaltered and 
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there is no need for the introduction of regulator fields 

and so on. 

2. It respects the gauge invariance as established in Ward-

Takahashi-Slavnov-Taylor identities. 

3. With the assignments (3.113) all formal manipulations, 

like shifting of integration variable and symmetrization 

of the integrand, are allowed [.2]. 

4. Certain highly divergent integrals can be formally 

regularized to zero. These are [2,3,17,22,40]: 

i) The lowest order massless tadpole, 1 4tk217-k  . 

ii) The 0-1(0) term rctak . 

iii) Integrals over a polynomial, ccizek_airt  where m =0, 
1,2.... 	. 

The dimensional regularization technique now rests on a 

firm basis. For this reason it is possible to approach its 

use in a somewhat 'cavalier' fashion in this thesis. That is, 

we generalize to 21 dimensions precisely to make use of the 

above outlined advantages. Then at the end we replace 21 by 4 

and exhibit infinities as functions of the traditional ultra-

violet and infrared cut-offs A and/L. There is a simple 

correspondence between this more transparent exposition of the 

infinities and the DR scheme's 'poles 	approach. This, 

and other calculationally expedient paths taken, will be out-

lined in the next chapter. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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4, RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS IN THE COVARIANT, AXIAL AND 

COULOMB GAUGES, 

In this chapter we present the wave-function and vertex 

renormalization constants to second order in the coupling 

constant 3. Specific details of calculations can be found 

in Appendix G, to which frequent reference is made. 

4.1 PREAMBLE 

In reference [1] we presented a list of the wave-function 

renormalization constants in the axial gauge, and indicated a 

parallelism between these and those in the Lorentz covariant 

gauge with parameter4 ,3. This coincidence has been noticed 

by others [2,3]. Here we go through the computations in 

detail, as well as the same calculations for the Coulomb gauge. 

In the latter case there is a correspondence with the Fermi 

gauge, where dc=1. Since in the next chapter we will be re-

deriving essentially the same results using a general prop-

agator, a defence is in order: Much can be learnt, especially 

in the Coulomb gauge, from detailed calculations. For instance, 

whereas in Chapter 5 the only vertex renormalization constant 

explicitly calculated is -2:00  here we obtain I f/5,ary, and 	in 

all three gauges. We are thus able to confirm the Ward 

identities of Section 3.8 between the renormalization constants 

to this order. As well as this, transversality of the vector 

meson self-energy is explicitly established. 

The Feynman rules for the covariant (c), axial (a) and 

Coulomb or radiation (r) gauges have been detailed in Figures 

3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. The axis 71,,,A  in non-covariant 

gauges is always taken to be unit timelike. Of interest is 



the structure of the vector gauge meson propagator in each 

case, written in a transparent matrix notation as: 

Covariant gauges 
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Axial gauge 

A  ( 
Ca) 4-0 

Coulomb gauge 

0-4 	 

0 

0 

( 	 "i44"..t  

k,Zk *  
g. 	 k.'" 4  A •S 

0 

12.41-4.  

...(4.1c) 

...(4.1a) 

  

) = ...(4.1r) 

  

where.--// 2,,3 label rows and columns respectively. 

Immediately, the following points are apparent: Covariant 

gauges involve non-physical scalar and longitudinal gauge 

mesons (see Section 2.3 in this regard). But of course the 

self-energies and vertex corrections will contain covariant 

kinematic factors, leading to a covariant renormalization 

procedure. The axial gauge, on the other hand, has a purely 

transverse Yang-Mills propagator. But it turns out that in 

this case the renormalization procedure is covariant too [ 3]. 

In the Coulomb gauge, care must be taken. Indeed, here there 

are two distinct types of virtual quanta able to be exchanged 

- longitudinal mesons, with .60. 04)= 	and transverse mesons, 

with4ip2)-4--earzc kIN [4,5]. The former are associated with 

the static Couloml? interaction. Clearly, in this gauge the 

vector meson self-energy, and all vertex corrections, must be 

resolved into separate longitudinal and transverse pieces, and 

renormalizations performed accordingly. That is, for the Yang- 
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Mills field, for instance, the renormalized field is obtained 

from the bare one by rescaling [4]. 

= 	Pz.  

with 
y2, 	4t7Z-0 

3 •i&O = 	/"? 	( 4,9  ...(4.2) 

where 

The decomposition of the various 	into parts that are 

parallel and orthogonal to ?Lis given in Figure 4.1. 

In covariant gauges of course,Z 1f =a -L  for all Z. In axial 

gauges, the same is true. This is due to the complete absence 

of ghosts in this gauge. In the Coulomb gauge, the ghosts 

decouple from the longitudinal component of the Yang-Mills 

propatagor only, and so t.*Zi • Nevertheless, we shall see 

that this decoupling does lead to some rather simple and in-

teresting results for e. 

Since Chapter 5 reproduces the results of this chapter, I 

have chosen here to ultimately place both scalar and fermion 

fields in the fundamental (quark) representation (see Appendix 

B, especially equations (B9) to (B18)). The reason for this 

is that it enables the reader to find in Table 4.11 at the end 

of this chapter, the various Z for any value of7L. Later, in 

Table 5.1, he may place these fields in whatever representation 

he pleases and obtain the corresponding results. Also, it is 

interesting to observe the rather fortuitous combination of 

factors of n. which give covariant results for the axial gauge 

corrections. 

In Appendix G, the masses of both scalar mesons and 

fermions are written asm, there being no need to make the 

distinction as was done in Chapter 3. The loop integrals over 

Th 

virtual momenta are written as Lei  , to indicate where 
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Ill  I I III 

 

 

-f + 1-++-1- 

 

VVVVVOAAAAAA. 

FIGURE 4.1 	Resolution of self-energies and 

vertex corrections into longitudinal and trans-

verse pieces, with associated renormalization 

constants Z. iii I iii and ++++ label the longi-

tudinal and transverse components of the vector 

meson propagator respectively. Other 2 retain 

the same form as in Fig. 3.5. 
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dimensional regularization is being used. It is only in the 

final step(s) that the limit ,144- is taken and final integra-

tions performed as outlined in Appendix D. 

The term 'tadpole' diagram refers to one of the form, for 

example 

whilst 'seagull' diagram denotes one like 

It turns out that seagull diagrams give formally zero divergent 

contribution in the dimensional regularization scheme [6], as 

stated in Section 3.9. As an example, this is shown explicitly 

in Appendix G for the scalar meson self-energy in the covariant 

gauge. Tadpole terms vanish by reasons of Lorentz invariance, 

as can easily be seen for the ghost tadpole in the Yang-Mills 

self-energy, viz: 

which has the form di kx.oe')(0)01P-  . Thus, although seagull 

diagrams are included in the figures relating to each calcula-

tion for completeness' sake, they have no effect on the diver-

gent part. Tadpole diagrams will be ignored. 

To extract the relevant ultraviolet infinities it is 
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necessary to expand the matrix elements in terms of some 

external momentum, say. After the use of dimensional 

regularization, the surviving integrals are logarithmically 

divergent. The labels / I  etc. used in Appendix G refer to 

these integrals which are worked out in Appendix D and enum-

erated in Table Dl. They are given as multiples of the 

constant L4r 7-41..-,a;. Of course, it is necessary to use a 

,principal value prescription [7 1 8] to deal with the singu-

larities of (4.1a) in the h, plane so as to preserve unitarity 

on mass shell (see Appendix D). Unlike certain aUthors,[ 9, 

10], we do not invoke any infrared - ultraviolet cancellation 

with regard to these integrals. 

At this point I mention one notational liberty which has 

been taken - the symbols Tr(e,  (./4  etc., are used to label 

the various diagrams relating to each calculation, as well as 

the overall result. ,A seagull or tadpole diagram not so 

labelled is not considered in further work. 

The order in which computation proceeds has no special 

-significance. Inverse propagators- and proper scattering -

Vertices come from Table 3.6 

. The S-matrix being written as 

S = / + 	7- 	...(4.3) 

leads to the following assignments-for each self-energy/vertex 

correction: 

for each vertex, and propagator, 

-I for each closed fermion or ghost loop, and an overall 

factor of -.4... 

Group combinatorical factors for each relevant diagram 

are listed in equations (G1) to (G21). 
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4.2 EVALUATION OF RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS 

SCALAR MESON WAVE - FUNCTION 

The complete inverse propagator for the scalar meson is 

	

2' 3 0 (1, 2- - MD 4-  V-pz) 	...(4.4) 

Hence the wave-function renormalization constant 	I is 395 Da 

given by 
, 171/23) 1.1 

Z30 I„, 	— 	/az 	I 70 zz.- re- 	 ...(4.5) 

The diagrams contributing to the second order scalar meson 

self-energy are given in Figure 4.2. From these, the general 

form of Tr(10') is found to be: 

Tr(f) = 	c °eq. Ei 	104- k) 	(7044) A(7o+ k, A 

+ tadpoles 	...(4.6) 

71740 gives zero divergent contribution, as is shown for the 

covariant gauge case in (G23). Thus the specific formulae for 

TrcicA Lin the covariant, axial and Coulomb gauges appear in 

(G24), (G59) and (G96) respectively. Of course, TrqAm  is 

covariant in covariant gauges (G25). We also find it to be 

so in the axial gauge (G60). In the Coulomb gauge the 

separate contributions from the virtual longitudinal and trans-

verse quanta, (G97) and (G98) ., combine to give a covariant 

result (G99). To summarise, then, the results for the three 

cases are: 

E6c-3) 70 1--7az- ]C0L 

- 70-÷ 3 771.0 CL 

— CoL 

'yielding via (4.5) the wave-function renormalization 

constants: 
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71 

FIGURE 4.2 	Diagrams contributing to the second 

order scalar meson self-energy. They yield 2: 30 . 

FERMION SELF-ENERGY 

FIGURE 4.3 	The diagram contributing to the second 

order fermion self-energy. It yields a3. 



given by 

z 3 30 I 	= f r...-rze  ...(4.10) 

(-3)2(:11-2.-1)  
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I — (G-3) C L = i — 	 L ...(4.8c) { 

4- 6 Co  1+ ...(4.8a) z L 

7t..2-- , 
+ 	Co L = + 2. 71— L-- ...(4.8r) 

FERMION WAVE FUNCTION 

The complete inverse propatagor for the fermion is 

-tp-I  (-10) = 	3 3/, if-7710) 	(-79) 	 ...(4.9) 

Hence the wave-function renormalization constant Z31pl o. is 

The diagrams contributing to the second order fermion self-

energy are given in Figure 4.3. From these, the general form 

of .(74) is found to be 

() = 	cot*. 4: Ay% -LA"' 4"(k-) 	y (io + A) A,pia ,, 

+ tadpole 	...(4.11) 

The specific formulae for E(16)1 .0  in the covariant, axial and 

Coulomb gauges appear in (G26), (G61) and (G100) respectively. 

	

Once again, it is easy to show that 	110, is covariant in 

the covariant, (G27), and axial, (G62), gauges. And the 

separate longitudinal and transverse contributions, (G101) 

and (G102), to the Coulomb gauge case both combine as before 

to give a covariant result (G103). In summary, the results 

for the three cases are: 

[-Ger  -1-4 77L3  L 	 •..(4.12c) 

...(4.12a) 

( 	+ 4-7n.) Cy, L 	 ...(4.12r) 

yielding from (4.10) the wave-function renormalization 

constants: 
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— 	C L 	- - - ...(4.13c) 

z3,1c. 	= + 3 Cy, L = / ...(4.13ar z-n. 

-- C: L = 	/ ni;11. (4.13r) 

VECTOR GAUGE MESON SELF-ENERGY 

The complete inverse propagator in covariant gauges for 

the vector meson is 

= Z36  r' cl/ C- t ,10 2-  +i0-i0d"1- 77-kia:Y/9) ... (4.14) 

The self energy, 777*0), involves not only contributions from 

the self-interaction of the vector meson itself, but also from 

the scalar meson and fermions. Vector meson, scalar meson and 

fermion diagrams contributing to the second order vector meson 

self-energy are given in Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. 

Since the last two give gauge independent results, we deal 

with the pure Yang-Mills part first. The general form of 

T7'60due to the pure Yang-Mills and ghost field interactions 

is found from Figure 4.4 to be: 

77,f( f) -,--- 	rcecp ctbIr (70 	x 

x L"- ± ,i nai)t.4..c (10)7/i0..44 b13,.)./y.i 	 $7r) 

...(4.15) 

The specific formulae for 77z4o) in the covariant, axial and 

Coulomb gauges appear in equations (G28), (G63) and (G104) 

respectively. As a warm-up exercise in each case, the doubly 

transverse nature of the self-energy as predicted by the 

Slavnov-Taylor identities in equation (3.86) is explicitly 

verified in equations (G29) to (G30), (G64) to (G67) and 

(G105) to (G109). This means that, in complete generality, 

the self-energy may be decomposed as 

(4 (_,z 4- 1°<:10KTrc 	(702-y.-- /oefg)(702.  yea- 70o fe) 77; 
...(4.16) 

r(fi 7ice 	7?e0 ÷ 	A190)  YA2  7/4 
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FIGURE 4.4 	Diagrams due to Yang-Mills self 

interactions and the Yang-Mills-ghost interaction 

which contribute to the second order gauge vector 

meson self-energy. They yield 2E 307 . 
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for a unit timelike axis 7ku l  where the kinematic factors Trc , 

Trm  and TT, are scalar functions of r 1  and ro . Obviously, in 

covariant gauges 71, and 77m  are absent. By power counting, Trm  

is finite and thus it is sufficient to find the infinite parts 

of 7Tc  and 77,4  for the axial and Coulomb gauge renormalizations. 

It turns out that 77 	absent in the axial gauge [3,4,7]. 

It is only in the Coulomb gauge that one requires both Trc  and 
74 , and here of course, as noted in equation (4.2), the wave-

function renormalization constant Z3p will be split into parts 

parallel and orthogonal to 77.4,. 

The results for the covariant, axial and Coulomb gauges 

can be found in (G35), (G75), and (G125) and (G126) respec-

tively. They are: 

6 	CAL — —
03-

6
24.)n  L 	...(4.17c) 

03-3)  

...(4.17a) 

	

— CL = — 	 ...(4.17r) 

...(4.18c) 

0 	 ... (4.18a) 

4 	k_21 L= 	3 L 	 ...(4.18r) 

When 	the parts of T KeYdoo in (4.16) which are 

	

nAt = (1 ) 0,0) 0, 	T 

wholly parallel, or wholly perpendicular, to nare 

voo (A 	=(77-c_ - 2 Wm )  

and 	7T414. (76)  L. - ( 3 10 f'Y  
respectively. Thus, the wave-function renormalization 

constants 	and 	given by 3R 

L 3 CA L 
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II 

3fi - 	 77-c 4-  2. 

= — Tr 3A 
...(4.19) 

Recall that in the covariant and axial gauges, 	= 

Hence, we arrive at the results: 
03-R4) 	 03- 3A),7  

+ 6 cL = 	6 L ...(4.20c) 

 

IL 	1122.. ÷ 3 CA L 	3 L ...(4.20a) 

   

( 24.4  ) / 	Z- 	/ 4' 7L L 

It is worth noting that in the Coulomb gauge calculations 

leading to (4.20v) not only does the ghost field make no con-

tribution but also the completely longitudinal self-energy 

term is absent ( see equations ((G119) and (G122) in this 

regard). Also, the longitudinal-transverse pair self-energy 

terms give negative quantities in (G115) and (G119); whilst 

the purely transverse terms_ give_ positive quantities- in -(G116) -- 

and (G121). The emission and absorption of a virtual pair of 

Coulomb gauge quanta comprising one longitudinal and one 

transverse meson has been linked with asymptotic freedoml 41. 

Z 317  of (4.20) must be supplemented by terms coming from 

the scalar meson and fermion loops of Figures 4.5 and 4.6. 

The general forms of these additions to the self-energy are: 

= 	Coek A ; (79)  -7,4-k)-41Z195(k) -41/152/(794-k) 	(7, 

+ seagull and tadpole 	...(4.21) 

( z,ii,, ) I 4- 11- c4 L = / 	Sn L ] 
.(4.20r) 

„0:::(19) = 	ot2jk. Av4 	4y (k).4: 	(7°,4) - /1.;-/r / 

+ tadpole 

Specific formulae appear in (G36) and (G38). 

...(4.22) 
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SCALAR FIELD DIAGRAMS APPEARING IN THE  

VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY 

k 

/ N 
- - -> • . , 	 \ / 	\ 	 / 

	

/ 	 \ 	 ) 
// Ka' 

VINVIAdi 	 }MAW 
f 	\ 	 / 	I' (ii) 

	

\ 	 i 
.....+.... 

(1) 

	

FIGURE 4.5 	The two diagrams due to the scalar field 

which contribute to the second order Yang-Mills self-

energy. They give an additional term in iE 34. 

SPINOR FIELD DIAGRAM APPEARING IN THE 

VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY 

FIGURE 4.6 	The diagram due to the spinor field 

which contributes to the second order Yang-Mills self-

energy. It gives an additional term in 734 . 
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The resulting additional factors, which of course are gauge-

independent, are also found to be doubly transverse, in con-

firmation of (3.86). They are given in (G37) and (G39) as 

1i-U;(1c)1 = 	 L_ 	...(4.23) 

and 	(10) l c°  = gafr-yke /01' -0-  fik 	7-}" L 	...(4.24) 

where 7-0  and Tv, are the normalizations of the structure 

constants in the representations chosen for the scalar mesons 

and fermions respectively. In the fundamental representation, 

- . 

	From (4.16), (4.23) and (4.24) it is apparent 

that ft(lotand simply supplement the coefficient 77.-c  

determined in (4.17) and thus appear in Z 309  of (4.20) via 

(4.19). For instance, in covariant gauges' 

3R I = 	6 CR L — T 7 -0  L 

and so on. 

SCALAR VERTEX 

The proper scattering vertex for scalar mesons is 

37 A; 	= 	(70 419% 	r`;(7()) 

Hence the vertex renormalization constant 2!, 0  is-given by 

zi95 -1  ci 7a-(70 4-79 ')A  _LA FZ4,.o) 	. . . ( 4 .27) 
The diagrams contributing to the second order scalar vertex 

correction are listed in Figure 4.7. It is noteworthy that 

the third diagram, 

has a vanishing combinatorical coefficient as shown in (G13). 

Therefore, it takes no part in the subsequent renormalization. 

So the general form of the vertex correction is: 



--. —+-- 	--— 	— — 	— — 
-P' 

- - - - — 
1°4  

(iv) 

- SCALAR VERTEX CORRECTION  
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Ai& 

f -14- 

(V) 

FIGURE 4.7 	Diagrams contributing to the second 

order scalar-vertex correction. Diagram (iii) has 

zero combinatorical coefficient. They yield 2E4. 
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cot24,1_010b,(/),,o+k).i  
x  2  p 0  (in k) .6 1'4" (k)  

+ 

( k) Aca<-„, k,70) 

+ A; A, (70)/0 4-k.) •i 4(10 

+L A;All Lio  (io 	L 612 % 41-''02_141/1:;,40 ,44)1oi) 	. . . (4.28) 

Specific formulae for r;(f)1,  in the covariant, axial and 

Coulomb gauges for each diagram appear in (G40), (G42), (G44); 

(G76), (G79), (G83); and (G127), (G136), and (G145) respec-

tively. 

We are presented here with notational complications. 

rl(r)will denote a covariant total vertex correction. In 

the non-covariant gauges this is separated into parts parallel 

and orthogonal to the axis n.. Since n,„ is unit timelike, 

these are denoted r(1  and P7(10) respectively. In the Coulomb 

gauge, virtual longitudinal and transverse quanta are involved. 

These are labelled in turn by L and Y. And all this is done 

diagram by diagram in Appendix G. There the reader may find 

any particular result he pleases. Here we summarize the major 

details. 

In covariant gauges, each diagram gives a separately 

covariant result. These are, from (G41), (G43) and (G45): 

„.) ( 10)1 	 L 

Fa, 7-- 344."  L 
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1555:57\--  

Whence, from (G46b): 

r- (Iv)4.(v) (70) —2 	-3-L414-:;P L 

 

   

T1  A (i7)  = 2i Ta   0 x  - L 3(-°712.4.-2 ` 4.  6  / 
,rt  ...(4.29c) 

In the axial gauge, whilst the diagrams are each 

separately non-covariant, they add to produce a covariant 

total [ 3]. When the external field is timelike (resp. space-

like), we obtain the longitudinal (resp. transverse) con-

tribution to Z  From (G77), (G78), (G80), (G81), (G82) and qs• 

(G83) the separate terms adding to the vertex correction are: 

Pa-ow (f)le.,--- 2 10.7-4 L_ 

	

no-1(0(76)i.  = 2 ojz 	L_ 

— 2 7a3 n L 

Pa  it 60(f) = x -rt.2.72, L 

frAnsi 
r  0 64) 4.0j) (16.) 	0 

no- 	- -z 	L 

Whence, from (G84b), (G85b) and (G86): 

1-1 `"A (10)1,,,, = 1";(10) 1.0 = F cLi(f) I. 
.270,71-31- ') .7 L 	...(4.29a) 

The Coulomb gauge exhibits an interesting situation. The 

total correction is non-covariant, leading to separate 

parallel and orthogonal renormalizations. It is worth noting 

that in some diagrams the divergent part is derived solely 

from that sub-diagram involving either a longitudinal or 

transverse quantum, the other sub-diagram giving zero 



...(4.29r) 

2 100 	r 	L 

ne (f)L = 2. 70 	1"--',.t 3 	3 L 

...(4.30a) 
3 (Ai- i) 1+ 	-n_ 	L 

z i101 ) 
Z. 

1 95  10.0 

...(4.30r) 

/ 	L 

-I- 3  L 
3 71, 

82 

infinite part. We comment on this where applicable. From 

(G131), (G135), (G140), (G144), (G148) and (G150) the 

separate terms adding to the vertex correction are: 

F a. 	= -2pc,T4 741., L 
(virtual quantum longitudinal) 

P. 1' )  (10) = -21e, Ta3 71. L 
(virtual quantum transverse) 

[I% cm (1'1  

_ _ 	_ _ 	c`l  (in  (16) 1.07  2,1) t -T' 7/ L 

(the sub-diagram involving a pair of 

virtual transverse quanta is absent) 

rI cio.tv) (70) 1..--2 0 Y& 	L 
(virtual quantum longitudinal) 

rae (iO440 C/0)1 =. -270-e T 	 , 
3 n 

(virtual quantum transverse) 

Whence, from (G152b) and (G153b): 

Thus, using (4.27) we arrive at the results: 

...(4.30c) 
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FERMION VERTEX 

The proper scattering vertex for fermions is 

	

(i0) = 7°- 	Z 	ra,(70) 	...(4.31) 

Thus the vertex renormalization constant Z is given by 

-1 = 	0,4 	2fa 	P() 	...(4.32) 110  

The diagrams contributing to the second order fermion vertex 

correction are listed in Figure 4.8. The general form of the 

vertex correction is: 

r 	ctzeh, 	4, .4: .634,(1e+A-)-4:4A 	(701 42-) x 

x A. 	 A b 4." ( 	..Z. A 

+ 2A-yib2L16 	1o _ k'-c/r1°""f(cp io—levio'—k.)x 

x 	(10'—k ) 611 	A 11,4- 	...(4.33) 

Specific formulae for i'%97)Lin the covariant, axial and 

Coulomb gauges for each diagram appear in (G47), (G49); (G87), 

(G90); (G154) and (G161) respectively. 

The same notational procedure is followed as for the 

scalar vertex. 	Once again, calculations are done diagram by 

diagram in Appendix G, with special attention to detail in the 

Coulomb gauge. The major points are summarised here. 

In covariant gauges, each diagram gives a separately co-

variant result. They are, from (G48) and (G50): 

( i) (-p)L — T L 

A cio (79) 	?fa  Tct 34 /*/:)"1  L 

Whence, from (G516): r 	Tol-  3 C 	— z.c.  3  L  
... (4.34c) 

r 1.0 
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FIGURE 4.8 - Diagrams contributing to the Second 

order fermion vertex correction. They yield Z no • 
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In the axial gauge, each diagram is also separately  

covariant (contrast this with the scalar vertex). From (G88), 

(G89), (G91) and (G92) the separate terms adding to the 

vertex correction are: 

-77°A L 

Whence, from (G95b): 

= 	To-c 3(1--„-"--)3 L 	...(4.34a) 

Once again, the Coulomb gauge presents the most interesting 

situation. Diagram (i) is covariant, whilst diagram (ii) is 

non-covariant. From (G157), (G160), (G165) and (G169) the 

terms adding to the total vertex correction are: 

, 	co 670)L, = Ye TcLiii L 
(virtual quantum transverse) 

(to = — 	L 

(70)1 = 	-7- 	L 
(both virtual quanta transverse) 

11621  L 

Whence, from (G170b) and (G171b): 

Pa;,(f)lco  = 	T 

...(4.34r) 

r a-R 	= 	-T-E " i 4;t3  L 

From the separate covariance of diagram (i) in the Coulomb 
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gauge comes the following observation: If the gauge field 

were abelian, diagram (ii) would be absent. Therefore, in 

spinor electrodynamics, one could covariantly renormalize the 

fermion vertex, as has been noticed by Heckathorn [5]. How-

ever, this is not the case for the scalar vertex, and so 

Heckathorn's inductive proof of the covariance of pole parts 

in the Coulomb gauge for QED does not carry through into 

scalar electrodynamics. 

Using (4.32) the renormalization constants are: 

4-?z_ 	...(4.35c) 

3 (le- i)  
Z-rz_ ...(4.35a) 

-1 
— 	L-- 

- 

...(4.35r) 

GHOST WAVE FUNCTION 

The complete inverse propagator for the ghost field in 

covariant gauges is 

 

-i (74o) = Z3 g ‘2"f7tf" -I-  7"/  (.70) 	...(4.36c) 

whilst in the Coulomb gauge it takes the form 

= -Z3z 	77-4"L ' (10) 
	

•—(4.36r) 

In either case, the wave-function renormalization constant 

is given by 

2 	- I 	= coeepAllf 	n""'Clo) ...(4.37) 

The diagrams involved in the second order ghost self-energy 

are to be found in Figure 4.9. The general form for 7r0is 

	

7TcLai(io) = 	5-ot2tk. A x7-11)  (f)42?/0.42.) x 

X ..dta..""02)-4: /1; 0  (13) 

+ tadpole 	...(4.38) 



• • • 

•. 
i°4• 

 
ti. 10'tk 

e. 	• .F 
•.■:.C/V1A/VVVv\r.•• .)..•• 

k. 

(i) 

GHOST SELF-ENERGY 

FIGURE 4.9 	The diagram contributing to the second 

order ghost self-energy. It yields 

GHOST VERTEX CORRECTION  
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FIGURE 4.10 	Diagrams contributing to the second 

order ghost vertex correction. They yield Z, z . 
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The specific formulae pertaining to the covariant and Coulomb 

gauges appear in (G52) and (G172) respectively. It is inter-

esting that in the Coulomb gauge, since the longitudinal vector 

mesons decouple from the ghost field, the self-energy here is 

purely due to the exchange of a transverse quantum. In summary, 

the three cases give, from (G53) and (G173): 

Saalf 	CA  L = W-°-'7oa (<"-rt  L 

a ( 

Sia1 zfCA L =   L_ 
yielding via (4.37) the wave-function renormalization constant 

/ 	CAL 	/ 	C< L YL L 	...(4.40c) 

...(4.40a) 

rCa L = I + 	L 	...(4.40r) 

GHOST VERTEX 

The proper scattering vertex for the ghost field in co-

variant gauges is 

r A /  x A (f) 	fa-b' fJ1  z 	1-(e) 	...(4.41c) 

and in the Coulomb gauge is 

A , 1. 1v. 	= 	f 	pc,  ÷ ri 	( 4 . 4 1v) 

In either case, the vertex renormalization constant 	can 

be computed from 

/ 	-F 	/).t 	r;Lc (70) 	... ( 4. 4 2 ) 

The diagrams involved in the second-order ghost vertex 

correction are to be found in Figure 4.10. The general form 

for fl) is 

na:' (79) = 	A. Al A;c'fl,, (70 440.i_ 	(o +1  

x A`Lxivc; (70/+k) 

 

47(io ielz 	 '< 70' ) 	...(4.43) 

...(4.39c) 

..(4.39a) 

...(4.39r) 
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Specific formulae for the covariant and Coulomb gauges appear 

in (G54), (G56); and (G174), (G177) respectively. The results 

are in (G58) and (G180). 

To summarize: 
••••• 

  

ct.bc 
70A z CAL =I 

--  
70 ...(4.44c) 

•..(4.44a) 

...(4.44r) 

na. b 	I 

(13)1 oa r.: aC  0 

   

   

Thus, by (4.42) the vertex renormalization constants are 

...(4.45c) 

...(4.45a) 

...(4.45r) 

   

4.3 ANALYSIS 

Firstly, we seek to verify the Taylor identity [11] 

which states that 217:3  is source independent (but gauge depen-

dent). For the ghost field, (4.40) and (4.45) give 
0:4-25)71.  

Li- L 

alx./Z.3x =  

Zi-n 
3 I-- 

In comparison, from (4.8) and (4.30), and (4.13) and (4.35), 

the scalar meson and fermion fields provide 
■•• 

I - •..(4.47c) 

=7_,,t1z3y= 

...(4.46c) 

...(4.46a) 

...(4.46r) 

...(4.47a) 



...(4.50r) 

(Z -1-  ) 14 

90 

.Z413/ 230 = . 1 1,112.3y$ = 

J (z,v 3) 

(z-,"/;) 	- 	L 
...(4.47r) 

Immediately, the equality alluded to is apparent. Of 

course, it holds only for those 'physical' vertex renormaliza-

tion constants involving the external transverse field. 

• Note the especially simple relation 

z;'/ z3 = I . ...(4.48r) 

for the longitudinal Coulomb field, which is decoupled from 

ghost interactions. This also holds in the ghost-free axial 

gauge for the total corrections viz: 

Zi/Z3 = 
	 ...(4.48a) 

Having confirmed the source independence ofir;43 , it is 

now possible to extrapolate from the Z vl of (4.20) to find a,,9 

using 

...(4.49c) 

= "ZiA 

3F? -Z ix/ ...(4.49a) 

...(4.49r) 

for the covariant and axial gauges, and 

n = 
2=14 	3A 

// 

for the Coulomb gauge. 

Whence, for each gauge, 
(/7-9   

1 	
L I 	2- ...(4.50c) 

//n 
▪ 3 L 	 ...(4.50a) 

H71 
÷ 3 L 
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At this stage it is convenient to place all the renormal-

ization constants together in Table 4.11. They have been 

checked against other results quoted in the literature, as 

follows: 

Covariant gauges: Z3f) , Zia and Z iy [12,13] ; Z3x, .k 7, and 	[ 	• 

Axial gauge 	: Z 	[ 3,4,14,15,16]; Z3,0(=A)[ 3]; 331f=411,)[ 15] . 

Coulomb gauge 	: 	iq , 	, Z 3x.  and fle, ( all in Su(Z) only) [ 17]; . 

[ 4]. 

So Table 4.11 extends, and in some cases generalizes, the list 

of renormalization constants, as well as collecting them 

together in the one place. 

Now that Z IA  has been evaluated in (4.50) it is possible 

to confirm the gauge invariance of equation (3.11), that is: 

...(4.51) 

From (4.20) and (4.50) we find 

( Zip/ Z37)c.v: 	Zud ZavnI LL2L 

= 	 ...(4.52) 

which is just the value quoted by others as leading to 

asymptotic freedom [4,12,13]. 

At the beginning of this chapter we mentioned certain 

covariant gauges which give equivalent renormalization con-

stants to those in the axial or Coulomb gauges. The easiest 

way to explore coincidences of this type is to construct a 

list of 'equivalent dc-values,' i.e. those values of ,c which, 

when used in the covariant gauge renormalization constants of 

Table 4.11, yield the same result as that given for the axial 

or Coulomb gauges. This is done in Table 4.12. 

The most striking feature of Table 4.12 is the exact 

equivalence between the covariant (c=-3)  gauge and the axial 

gauge disregarding ghost sources. It is this correspondence 
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RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS IN THE COVARIANT, 

AXIAL AND COULOMB GAUGES 

Renorm. 	In covariant 
	

In the axial 	In the Coulomb 

Constant gauges arameter.c 	au e 	 aucre 

2-30 - I 
(3 --4)(7e--  /) 	/ 3(71.1-0 	, .e— I 	, zn 	L___ 72. 	i—  ?L. 	/- 

Z3-0-I (I - ?Lt) <-  
2.,71- 	L— Z 71. 	L— 2,-yi., 	i-- 

11 230  _ 1  0 3 - It-) 'n. !1 7L 1 I 71_ 
6 	L 3 L 3 t 

-Z3-LA --- I same same it L 
, 

0 ii-72 	i 4. 	L._ 

-Z.:10 - I 
30-c.)-414-2.c.-4 , 3(71.1-0 , ?1.1--/ 	, 

4_,t 	i._ -it 	L__ -it 	/— 

Z Ifs — i 
a llipl _ 1 i  3 (70--1) 	, 

----1.-Ft.. 	1-- L__ 2... .n.. 	L__ 

same same 
3-11 71:2-  

6 7t 	L 

...7 	lii 07- 74)11  i lin 	i 1171 	i 

IL 	Z-  

_7J 
- I same same 

-?t 

, 
0 0 . L- 

TABLE 4.11 	Wave function and vertex renormalization 

constants for scalar 0 , spinor , vector R and 

fictitious X,  fields in the covariant, axial and 

Coulomb gauges. L. is the divergent constant /6 Tr"-  -(41- 	 . 

The underlying group is S0(71.). 



EQUIVALENT c -VALUES  

	

Renorm, 	axial gauge 	Coulomb gauge 

	

Constant 	equiv.c, -value 	equiv. 4-value 

-3 
.2 II 	If --3 

/1,1-4-2 
- 

•

_L- 	..1- 
/0 ) Ziv 

1370-6 
9-6 

= II 	2)1 
1---.3A ) 4-114 - 3 

.1- 	_I- 
Z Z 3 A 3 	I A - 3 

7 
3  

_ 
+ 3 _ 7-- 3 

7- 12C 0 0 

TABLE 4.12 	Values of the parameter ,c which, 

when used in the covariant gauges, yield the 

same wave-function or vertex renormalization 

constants as those found in the non-covariant 

axial and Coulomb gauges. 
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which has been reported in references [1,2 3]. The only clue 

to this phenomenon is that in the covariant gauge with • 

parameter 4.=-3 we find 

Z, / Z3 	 ...(4.53) 

exactly, in analogy with (4.48a) for the axial gauge. 	(4.53) 

cannot imply any decoupling mechanism for the ghost field in 

this covariant gauge - hence the different values of c re-

quired for-the ghost wave-function and vertex in Table 4.12. 

For the Coulomb gauge the situation is more subtle. 

Certainly, scalar meson and fermion wave-function renormali-

zations are the same here as they are in the Fermi A:=1 gauge. 

However, vector-meson and ghost renormalizations separately 

require different values of. And for scalar meson and fermion 

vertex renormalizations the equivalent .c-values are dependent 

on the number of group generators, n. 

One might pin the blame for the discrepancy in the vector 

meson case on the presence of ghosts in the Coulomb gauge. But 

the ghost field takes no part in the calculations of Troc(A. 

or TrAk(f)L, resulting in (G117) and (G123). So the mechanism 

for this ghost interference must be more subtle than a simple 

' additional diagram' type approach. 

In the next chapter the above-mentioned correspondences 

will be explored further by repeating the calculations in the 

general gauge of Section 3.6. 

* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	*. * 	* 	* 	* 
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5.  RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS IN THE GENERAL GAUGE 

Following the presentation of second order renormalization 

constants for the Lorentz covariant (parameter4), axial and 

Coulomb gauges in Chapter 4, we now repeat the analysis in the 

general gauge of Section 3.6. This chapter is by nature short, 

it being quite unnecessary to repeat the figures or formulae 

relating to each second order self-energy or vertex correction. 

But this should not be taken to infer that what follows is of 

lesser importance than preceeding results. Indeed, the general-

ity of the approach used here is reflected both in the complex-

ity of the computations involved and in the broader applica-

bility of the results obtained. 

5.1 PREAMBLE 

Frenkel and Taylor [1] first introduced a general gauge 

fixing term which incorporates the Lorentz covariant, axial and 

Coulomb gauges in the course of a discussion concerning the 

basis of asymptotic freedom. For simplicity, they restricted 

themselves to the usual axial and Coulomb gauge limits. 

This concept has been further developed in Section 3.6 

of this thesis through the derivation of the Yang-Mills propa-

gator and the associated fictitious scalar propagator and 

interaction vertex in this general gauge. (see also Appendix 

C in this regard). In this chapter, the Feynman rules of Table 

3.4 are used to calculate the second order renormalization 

constants, and then various limits of the arbitrary parameters 

are taken so as to study correspondences between different 

particular gauge choices. These results were first reported 

in reference [2]. 

To recapitulate from Section 3.6, the gauge fixing term 

is (3.63): 
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-. .± 	n.4 e g„ 	cx.2- 	 2- 	 ... (5.1) 

where a_ and b are arbitrary constants which yield, with various 

limits, the gauges: 

Covariant gauges 0,1  = 

Axial gauge 00-  = 0 13 1  010 

Coulomb gauge = 0 ) ce, --a 00 

When (5.1) is introduced into the functional formalism it 

produces the vector gauge meson propagator of (3.68), viz: 

..s.! r  
k-o kv ke,  it,A44-4X2 	Az 

( h) = k2 L -  71,4 v 	k.K 	 A_ 	 J 

where 

= 	+ 	ce-) to-  

In addition, as a consequence of the Faddeev-Popov pro-

cedure [3], there is the fictitious ghost field propagator 
WOO- 0.6 

L x (k) = k.K 	 ...(5.4) 

and a one-sided ghost-vector meson vertex 

where 

	

b 	 0_ 

	

A , 	, 10) = 	-F 

= CL2  fa, ( b 2 	n nAk 

...(5.5) 

...(5.6) 

The comments in Section 4.1 relating to calculational 

procedure apply here also, except for some minor clarifications 

relating to the broadness of this approach. 

The first point has to do with the singularities of the 

propagator (5.2) in the lz.-rz plane. To be more specific, when 

n,a. is a unit timelike vector, the propagator becomes (C16): 

Ao.b 	 (bz-ce)  k 4714.44.4724,,) 	0,2-_a_ly-A20-  (1-...402 
= 	v-kg- — 	— 	 v. 

...(5.7) 

The singularities in the k, plane are now located at 

k e  = ± 2 i . !cw,u1, k, a  = 

with m and b taken positive. When o2 - =V- Ex.: 14 these singularities 

will coalesce and it is appropriate to interpret the resulting 

covariant propagator by a le+-ie prescription for single and 
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double poles. But when ceo.b 2-  , (5.7) is non-covariant and it 

becomes important to adopt a principal-value prescription for 

the zero of 102- 12-ce.he in order to preserve on-shell unitarity. 

A simple and practical way to proceed is to interpret the 

denominator in (5.7) as b2ltel—a_2k 2-4-4.e and later, for non-

covariant gauges where a,b #0, to average out over the signs 

of a.. and b in order to take principal values of integrals 

(see Appendix D in this regard). The fundamental divergent 

integrals involving a_ and b are labelled I, etc., and worked 

out in Appendix D. They are listed in Table D2. 

Another point worth mentioning is that in this chapter, in 

contrast to Chapter 4, the representations for the scalar 

meson and fermion fields are kept quite general. This has to 

do with the fact that here the only vertex renormalization 

constant explicitly evaluated is Zoc , the others being obtained 

via the Taylor identities [4]. Armed with the knowledge gained 

in Chapter 4 concerning the covariance of kinematic factors 

for the covariant and axial gauges, and understanding the 

peculiarities of the Coulomb gauge, we are quite happy to 

express the results in Table 5.1 in terms of combinations of 

the quadratic Casimir operators in each representation. 

When necessary, reference is made to Chapter 4 for dia-

grams and applicable equations, and to Appendix H for calcula-

tional results. The cases covered there are the scalar meson, 

fermion and ghost self-energies, and the ghost vertex cor-

rection. We also quote the result [ 2] for the vector meson 

self-energy. From these, a complete list of renormalization 

constants can be drawn up. 

For completeness, both the covariant (c) and general non-

covariant (n) limits are listed here, even though the former 

have appeared previously. 



The propagator (5.7) can be written in a matrix form as 

02~ Az -  
131-  - AIY- 

az  e - I  
(b.iq - aiLtLY ko  
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...(5.8) 

ce hz -  
lo( a_ a Z J4 o  • kik--0 	ka  kk 

in analogy with (4.1). 

5.2 EVALUATION OF RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS 

SCALAR MESON WAVE-FUNCTION 

Figure 4.2 provides the relevant diagrams. The formula 

for the scalar meson self-energy in the general gauge appears 

in (H1). From (H3), the results are: 

C-3i92. 4,c (iY---7n5J C.0 L 	 ...(5.9c) 

17(792) l eo  = 

(- 2 702- - 771,2-  (f 3--  7711)Alar  3 	L 	...(5.9n) 

Hence, using (4.5), the wave-function renormalization constants 

are: 

/ + ( 3 -- ,c) Co L 	 ...(5.10c) 

FERMION WAVE-FUNCTION 

• Figure 4.3 provides the relevant diagrams. The formula for 

the fermion self-energy in the general gauge appears in (H4). 

From (H6), the results are 

E -3 -rn. +.cCfc---in)3 	 ...(5.11c) 

4-(ec„ 3 cyd_ 	--(5.11n) 

where we immediately note the similarity between (5.11n) and 

(5.9n). Hence, using (4.10), the wave-function renormaliza-

tion constants are: 

...(5.10n) 
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I — 	CL 	 ...(5.12c) 

a.? 4- 3 122  
- 	 ct.a- /2 2- C1, L 	 ...(5.12n) 

VECTOR MESON WAVE—FUNCTION 

Figure 4.4 gives the pure Yang-Mills and ghost diagrams 

which contribute to the self-energy calculation. As detailed 

in Section 4.2, the doubly transverse nature of the vector 

meson self-energy necessitates the decomposition in (4.16), 

namely 

= 	7A/C'It32- 41k 10  e) I" 	(701  72K .7t 	 pe)TT,,, 

E (194 	— -n ,r) 72e (pank,-19-72pe)70 7Tm 	. . . (5 . 13) 

where 71c  , 7T, and 7Tri  are scalar functions of f"2- and 1o.72 . 

71-N  is finite, and the results for the other two coefficients 

are [ 2]: 

and 

3c- 13  
6 	CA L 

-303- + /1b2- 
3(a.2- - b2) CA L 

0 

3 (ce- -62-) CAL 

...(5.14c) 

...(5.14n) 

...(5.15c) 

...(5.15n) 

Hence, 

are: 

38 

using 	(4.19), 

i 

the 

+ 

wave-function renormalization 

13 -34. 

constants 

...(5.16c) 6 	CA L 

II 

and 

-I- 3 C 0  L . .•. (5.16n) 

13 -3.c. 
I +. 6 	CAL ...(5.17c) 

Z 	I 3A j oo  

- I- 
3ce.- -//152- 	, 	, 

. . . (5.17n) 3 (c: e - 62) 	( - - - p L - - 
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GHOST WAVE-FUNCTION 

Figure 4.9 provides the relevant diagrams. The formula 

for the ghost self-energy in the general gauge appears in 

(H8). From (H9) the results are: 

2. CA  L 	 ...(5.18c) 

4.02-  
g";122- 3(ce- 62) 	L 	 ...(5.18n) 

Hence, using (4.37), the wave function renormalization constants 

are: 

...(5.19c) 

÷ 3 Cce-  -62-) CAL ...(5.19n) 

-4.-F 	lox 

 

GHOST VERTEX 

Figure 4.10 shows the two diagrams contributing to the 

ghost vertex correction. In the general gauge, the formulae 

for diagrams (i) and (ii) appear in. (H10) and (H13) respect-

ively. It is interesting to Observe from (H11) and (H12) and 

(H17) and (H18), that each diagram's divergent part 

separately involves the kinematic factor Efix ÷ 62-e--3-PqA07, which 

is just the bare vertex (up to factors of ..i. and3). FIA( )(r)L 

and rxcio()I,  provide la and 3/4- respectively of the total 

divergent part. 

From (H19), the result prior to the application of the 

covariant or non-covariant limits is: 

rAbc (P)I. 	Ef›.+ (61- ce -p 	 rkL zcob 	 —(5.20) 

After either putting a.=ba.c.: 4 or averaging over the sign of a. 

we arrive at 

CA L 	 ...(5.21c) 
c 

.(5.21n) 
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Hence, from (4.42), the vertex renormalization constants are: 

_ 
CA L ...(5.22c) 

...(5.22n) 

5.3 ANALYSIS 

Firstly, it is clear from section 5.2 that the process of 

working out the self-energies and vertex corrections in the 

general gauge and then passing to the covariant gauge limit 

reproduces the results previously found for this gauge in 

Chapter 4. Secondly, if the appropriate limits are applied to 

the non-covariant results of Section 5.2, one finds equality 

with the axial and Coulomb gauge calculations of Chapter 4. 

Moreover, the Taylor identities which were explicitly con-

firmed in Section 4.3 can now be used to find the remaining 

renormalization constants. From (5.19) and (5.22) we have: 

I — 	CA L 	...(5.23c) 

Z 3X 

	

11-a11. 	/ 
I 	-7  3 (ct2  - ti 	---a-) 	 ...(5.23n) 

Using (5.10), (5.12), (5.16), (5.17), (5.23) and the Taylor 

identity (3.110), as well as the knowledge that 

in both the axial and Coulomb gauge limits of the non-covariant 

gauge, we deduce that 

÷ 17 7.274  C L ...(5.24c) 

_LL 
3 CAL 

= 
+ 11  

- 3 (ce--k9) C4, L 

...(5.24n) 

...(5.25c) 

...(5.25n) 
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I - 	[ (3+-4.)CA  +(4- t. -12)C-0 ] ...(5.26c) 

...(5.26n) 

...(5.27c) 

...(5.27n) 

4-ce-C -  

J.  I"P • 00 	

= 
- L3 CA ÷ 4C C JL I, 

cec A  + 3 (ce 361)r,v, L  1 - 	3 (ce--67-) 

   

Unfortunately, it is not possible to extrapolate to 2;10  
fl  

or Z ry, since, as we saw in (4.46) and (4.47), the Taylor 

identity tells us nothing about these. 	These results are 

summarized in Table 5.1. In analogy with Table 4.12, we 

construct a list of 'equivalent.c -values' - that is, those 

values of c which when used in the covariant gauge will yield 

the same value for the renormalization constant as that found 

for the non-covariant gauge. It is possible to reverse this 

view and consider those values of the parameter ce/b 1  which, 

when used in non-covariant gauges, will reproduce the answers 

obtained in a covariant gauge with parameter.c. This is all 

done in Table 5.2. 

From this table one can see the equivalences mentioned 

in Section 4.3 between the covariant(.c= -3)and axial gauges 

and between the Fermi (4. - 1) and Coulomb gauges - the latter 

only for scalar meson and fermion wave-function Z's. There is 

also now the same connection between the Laudau(c=o) gauge, 

and a non-covariant gauge with celb2 =-3 . And of course an 

infinity of other such connections if one is to consider non-

integer values ofc. Regardless of which equivalent c -values 

(or o,2/b - -values) are found for Z 30  and Z3ip , there will al-

ways be a strict equality between the corresponding values 

found for 2 and E 	 /) and Et A , and Z.-L,0 and 	. This 

follows either from the ghost-free nature of the corrections, 
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RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS IN THE COVARIANT 

AND GENERAL NON-COVARIANT 1GAUGES  

	

Reform .. 	In covariant gauges 	In non-covariant gauges 

	

Constant 	arameter iC 
	 arameter Wb 2. 

7-305 -  ( 3 -,c)C A L , z02-- 6,h2- 	,_ 	, 
 62. 	t_cs L. 

Iv - 1 - .C. C.,pL i  -- 	Cli, L- 

 A  C L 3 	A 
Z--L  - I 3n same 3 (w--  

-lx-11 3—c.  4-W- 	r  1  CAL L.14  1.- 

10 — 4- 3 (a.i-- 10,-) 

--/ 
op 

(3 *C 4-  4-4- CY L 

12.- 	CA l---  

4,- --/ same GC-  + /167- 	,- 	1 3611_ /A 	L...c4 L.__ 
--1-,...c 	1- z 	iq 0 

TABLE 5.1 	Wave function and vertex renormalization 

constants for scalar 0 , spinor le , vector A and fictitious 

X% fields in the covariant and general non-covariant gauges. 

L. is the divergent constant /6/r- 	• 	The underlying 

group is SU(n) . Group representations are arbitrary for 

scalar and spinor fields. C x  is the quadratic Casimir 

operator in the representation chosen for the field X . 
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EQUIVALENT -VALUES AND (2.2:A -VALUES  

	

Renorm. 	Non-covariant gauge 	Covariant gauge 

	

Constant 	equiv. A: -value 	equiv. ceb' -value 

O3 0 ) a..311, 
o-2-  + 362- 

a..1-- 

I- iE "0 7a-2'4-90CA,  * a az-'4-3  b2)C0 (3.c.*9)Cn  4- 12, (c...-t-3) Co 
3 (re-- b)-)C A -I- /2. (ce-- bl-)Cof  

-L.  IN, 
543'-)C,1 + a (+ 3 bl) Crv, (3 ,c+9)19 4- a 6c4.-nCy 

3 (o2-- FAC4 4- aate-kAclo (3c.--7)co 4-12.C.C-OCAp 

4 	-i lf  —.3  

.1. 	=. _L 
3 tq ) z--  ' t A 

7ct.2- +- 9 bi-  
3 (cit.-- b2) 3,c —7 

7 cC1-  4- 9 62- 3c+9 
-- 	3ae- 62) -- 	3 c_ -7 

Z /74, 

( 1 ) 
	 ( 2 ) 

TABLE 5.2 	(1) Values of the parameter dc. which, when 

used in the covariant gauges, yield the same renormalization 

constants as those found in a non-covariant gauge charac-

terized by the parameters ce-  and 62  

(2) Values of the ratio a* which, when 

used in the general non-covariant gauge, yield the same 

renormalization constants as those found in a covariant 

gauge characterized by parameter ,c .  
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or from the Taylor identity, depending on whether the parallel 

or transverse part is considered. 

It must be emphasised that these equivalences are proven 

here to one-loop level only. It is problematical as to whether 

they persist in higher orders of perturbation theory [5]. 

One expects, as in electrodynamics [6], that the 4 will be 

modified by higher order corrections; that is, 4=-3 + 0(31) in 

the covariant gauge equivalent of the axial gauge, and like-

wise for the other equivalences. 

* * * * * * * * 
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6. 	CONCLUSION 

Here we summarize the work presented in the thesis, and 

discuss the outlook for future related studies. 

6.1 SUMMARY 

In Chapter 2 we gave a review of the canonical quan-

tization procedure for the pure electromagnetic field. We 

concentrated on the Lorentz, Coulomb, temporal and axial 

gauges. The difficulties associated with quantizing in each 

of these gauges (lack of consistency with Maxwell's equations, 

non-physical degrees of freedom, and the like) and the 

resolution thereof were discussed. 

From there we moved on in Chapter 3 to outline the salient 

features of path-integral quantization of the Yang-Mills 

field. We gave the Feynman rules in the above gauges, as well 

as those in a general gauge which reduces to the others in 

various limits. Regularization and renormalization, and 

identities due to the gauge invariance, were also dealt with. 

In Chapter 4 calculations of the various commenced. 

Details of the one-loop calculations were provided for the 

covariant, axial and Coulomb gauges. Transversality of the 

vector meson self-energy (as predicted by the Slavnov-Taylor 

identities) and similar features were verified to this order 

in each gauge. We also explicitly confirmed the source-

independent Taylor identity (which states that 1 3  is a 

constant for each gauge), as well as the gauge independence of 

the quantity 	= 

In the course of this investigation an exact equivalence 

was revealed between the Z's calculated using the axial gauge, 
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and those found in the covariant gauge with c=-3. Also un-

covered was a parallelism between the Coulomb and Fermi (4.1) 

gauges, particularly transparent for scalar and spinor wave-

function renormalizations. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 summarized 

these results. 

Using the general gauge described in Chapter 3, we 

moved on to repeat these one-loop calculations in Chapter 5. 

This gauge has two primary limits : the ordinary covariant 

gauges, and a general non-covariant gauge described by a 

parametercul/b 1  . The results of this investigation were 

collected together in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Besides the 

equivalences mentioned 'above, we were able to find an 

equivalence between any of the covariant gauges and a non- 

covariant counterpart. In particular, the Landau (x.-- 0) gauge 

is equivalent to the non-covariant gauge with 02A1 = -3 . How-

ever, the axial and (4=-3) covariant gauge correspondence 

remains the most striking since it is exact for all counter 

terms. • 

6.2 OUTLOOK 

The progress so far has been at the cost of tedious and 

involved manipulations - and these only for the second order 

calculations. It is thus imperative that any future work 

proceed with computer assistance. With this in mind, an 

investigation of the suitability of REDUCE [1]as an aid in 

problems of this type is warranted. It would be especially 

useful to carry out fourth order calculations in the general 

gauge using REDUCE - thus obtaining the results in each dis-

tinct gauge as a bonus. The second order results presented 

here would serve as a check. The nature of the equivalences 
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discovered in this thesis might be found in higher orders. 

At the least one could obtain confirmation or otherwise of 

the claims of Hagen and Singh [2] concerning non-covariance of 

S-matrix elements. 

Renormalization constants in a ghost-free gauge besides 

the axial gauge [3] would present a welcome addition to those 

listed here. Perhaps such a gauge will also have an exact 

covariant counterpart. If so, recalling that Z i /E3=1 for the 

(4.=-3) covariant and axial gauges, perhaps this and other 

ghost-free gauges will be equivalent to these two. 

Looking further afield, Matsuki [4,5] has commenced 

research into the axial gauge in gravity and supergravity. 

Capper and Delbourgo have also made progress in the study of 

gravity in axial gauges [6]. It may be that there is a 

corresponding 'covariant-type' gauge to the axial gauge in 

this theory as well. In the course of such work computer 

assistance would be vital, as has already been found by those 

involved in gravitational one-loop calculations (e.g. refs. 

[7,8]). 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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APPENDIX A. 	NOTATION 

The system of units used throughout is one in which 

_k=x:=I, where the 'bar' denotes division by 217 j . 

Four-vectors are denoted by k,_fo, A, g etc. 

Three-vectors are denoted by k, le,A , /g etc. 

Greek indices range over the values 0,1,2,3 and Latin 

indices over 1,2,3 except where otherwise stated. 

The metric used is 	with Var.=o, so 

that x.7- 	- x 7- , where x 7- = 	4- 44-4. 

The Dirac matrices obey the anticommutation rule 

+ 	= Z 44--) 
A slash through a four-vector indicates its inner product 

with a Dirac matrix, i.e. 1 = eio„ 

Co-ordinate derivatives are most often indicated by 

( z 	z 	a V 7=7" 	= L YZ.3  

-= r),= ):32-  - )2- = 

Sometimes a dot is placed above a symbol to indicate 

its time derivative. 

Other symbols are defined where they are used for the 

first time, or are in such common usage as to be self-

explanatory. 

There are two notable cases where the same symbol is 

used for different quantities. These are: 

2E (renormalization constant, and vacuum generating 

functional), and 

?t (non-covariant gauge axis, and the order of the 

matrix representatives of the underlying gauge group 

S (An) ) - 

It.  should also be noted that the symbol 1t is employed 
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for both the scalar meson and fermion masses in Chapters 4 

and 5 and Appendices G and H. No confusion should arise 

from this usage. 
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APPENDIX B. 	FORMULAE INVOLVING T-MATRICES, - AND  d-TENSORS  

TcL  are the matrix representatives of the generators 

in a representation it, of a semi-simple Lie group G. 

They obey the commutation rule: 

	

T1) .7: 6 ] 	= 	ah` 	 ...(B1) 

where the -F 	are the structure constants of the 

group, and are normalized according to: 

7,z. 	r- T b ) 	= Tx 	...(B2) 

The value of the quadratic Casimir operator in the 

representation R. , is denoted by Cx , i.e. 

	

C x  = 1" 
	...(B3) 

For example, if the gauge group is SU(n) then 

a) in the adjoint representation: 

 

C A  = n 	...(B4a) 

 

n 
 ...(B4b) 

b) in the fundamental (quark) representation: 

	

C F 	= 	 ...(B5a) 

= 	 ...(B5b) 

The former representation is by necessity adopted 

for the gauge vector meson and ghost fields. 

The latter is frequently adopted for the scalar meson 

and fermion fields. 

In what follows, refs. [1 ] and [ 2] have been the 

sources of basic properties. 

The matrices 7 obey the Jacobi identity: 

Ta)  T1, .7-4-] 4- IL r  yi, 7"/ +CC 7"; -73, T = 	...(B6) 

which can be expressed as a relation amongst the 

structure constants: 

f cbce ÷ 4-64.1 cot ae. 	 dbe 	
0 	...(B7) 



Also 

• f 0- b 	a. el  ci9  

n V`t  S U(n) 

In the fundamental representation, for which the 

notation 7-Q"-±ris used by some authors, the matrices 

obey a multiplication law: 

b 
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...(B8) 

— 2, — 	Coc"-  . if"<-) -rt- + 117n 	...(B9) 

leading to the anti-commutation rule: 

T9 = ce-12` 7 _L- (-0_6 
7t. ...(B10) 

The totally symmetric and anti-symmetric natures of 

the tensors ot 4-6` and i= 	respectively are expressed in 

the derived relations: 
a_ b 
	

E -r-, -r6 1 -r<-  

	

T.& CT`")  7-63 
7C 	 ...(B12) 

Further useful formulae are: 
ota-b-e- 0 	 ...(B13) 

occ.b4. 	= 	,e- -  
...(B14) 

and also 
_Fct.b 	ct .c.cte, 4.  çdbce 	ct a- 	 = 0 	...(B15) 

It is now possible to derive the following: 

-r--rh -r- = 1± (ctabc÷.i fa.b ) Tc. 	w-J TcL 
• = 

= -4--E(71-;-t)S-bc4 	

..(B16)

-72 Jacri 

b 	 Th—r< 

= 

= 

...(B11) 

— 

Z 
	eL 	

...(B17) 
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otcas`" T T  = otLb•cr (cLb`z1-4-.. -r‘c°) r`-÷ 	Crel 
= attc 

!LILL' 
= 	11- 

It must be remembered that (B9)--> (B18) apply only 

for the fundamental representation in SW.72.). 

One further result for the structure constants is 

that for the three-fold multiple (4 73 )0"  = -Faec -F`Gle-F"°1-  

Equation (B7) can be re-expressed as: 
_ro.be .r.cote 4. ..ra.ce +-Lc-Le 4.  _Fade -f--13.ce. = 0 	.(B19) 

Multiplying (B19) on both sides by f l4f  gives 

Cr 3)ctb.c._ 	_F o-ce co  geF 	(f3)a_cf 	0 

So that 

( -0)° 	= Z CA IF"-  

 

SUN.) 	...(B20) 

...(B18) 



APPENDIX C. 	THE GENERAL GAUGE PROPAGATOR  

Here we derive the gauge field propagator in a 

gauge specified by parameters e and 6 4 , where the 

special cases are: 

1) oe-  = 10 1  = 	: covariant gauges. 

2) a= 0 	: a class of axial gauges.• 

e.-00 yields the usual axial gauge. 

3) b2- = 0 	: a class of coulomb gauges. 

02--.0 yields the usual coulomb gauge. 

The gauge fixing term is 
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- E c (47 = - -L- D' 11,(4 7 	... (c].) 

with 
	

D 	= 	+ 	7144 	...(C2) 

For theR-field, the path integral technique yields 

the following integral for the interaction free part: 

fd 	
+ ire To 	= (some It,c0 .704dr  o.9 	

...(C3) 

where - /C1,, is the propagator. 

In momentum space, the free Lagrangian and gauge 

fixing term provide the matrix 

= 	Ca!:  

 

= 	-u- 76. 	4-44,(ki,744-70.,)  ...(C4) 

with = 
ozr.; _014. 7.  

w = 	n, 
x = 

 

 

...(C5) 

Letting 

= Ze 
	+ 	ura,n,,,+rula + -7,-0 	. . . (C6) 
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we have 

V 12Lk I  cr-.3 71 A" 

EU 1A" /2-1' 	Wi  717-  + (14. + 	k ;Pt + 	+ 	Adz-) 

+ [co 	4- ir 	+ ( Arco ,  + -Lr) k. n +v-xf +  

+ -u. 	je- +to iriA.2- 	+ i Loit....71- 	Lo X! X.,(.013 

4-[ Lou.' k_z• + -kr Lo' rye-  -/- (Ir 	Lo to) k. +- XI  ÷ X 14g 

So, equating coefficients of k„,k,,, , 72.,01.-3, etc., and 

using Cramer's rule on the resulting simultaneous 

equations, we arrive at: 

• = 60 	Cre v-  + k.n G.; + x) +  

• = 4-4 	(ex+ 	 _( le-n-1r+ k-1.0)1 

co ,  = 00-T. - 	+k.71.1.4.,+0  

= 

... (C7) 

... (C8) 

where 
= C 	k.77.14) +061.11r +AA + - (k.n.u-tlea k.72 +k214) 	.. . (C9) 

Substituting foru,ir, co and x in (C8) and (C9) 

gives 

= 
= 0 

(4, 	SD E- al( hi- alL) 	— ( vb-- 	:17  

= 

where 	GO = 

yielding the propagator 

aw,f ft) = — K(k) 
Ja.,s, ( le- a..-) xi. 

	

_ 		
 ( k4:11-o -t.  71-44.0 Ece-k1-4- Oil- (x) 4-14.7 

+ (/-a2) it +(b1.-01-1 11;(-1.2- .  h A _I LL le+  ( 6.,...4  o12.  ...t. 

714,) 

... (C10) 

... (C11) 

... (C12) 
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The special cases are: 

Covariant gauges  ce-  = 

	

&do - 	L 	_ k 	kJ 	 ... (C13) 

	

Axial gauges 	ce-  = 0 • 

• C71, (koL.04702.) 6 4-( 
1 	, 

... (C14) 

Coulomb gauges 	= 0 
kot 	r , 

= 	 7t.21e- ut.70-‘ vR-„4-0-1-  n4,4_0) 
(l-oll)-eP- +aheUmY,  , 1 

cof 'Wks - Ox.7t.r.31  

. . . ( C 15 ) 

For reasons of calculational convenience we choose it 

to be a unit timelike vector, n„ = (1,0,0,0) 	In this 

case the general gauge propagator becomes: 

= - 	77„ 
ce-) 	 \ 	(, 	 ) le- 	ba- 	L L  1 

(ekt,' 	112') 	kAt 7,70 4.  y44 k,,))  
... (C16) 
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APPENDIX D. 	LISTS OF INTEGRALS 

In the course of one-loop calculations we encounter 

integrals of the form 

1 	
cerck  c 4 , s 1 

) 	API 44r ." 
where  

and 
6'4 cir 4,"  
ffecvelL.7 4 	...(D2) 

where  

We evaluate these by contour integration in the 1 0  

plane followed by integration over the three-momentum ly 

using ultraviolet and infrared cut-off s/\ and, L respectively. 

A principal value prescription is required to deal with 

the poles at 70=0 and bacl: - cef=0 . In the former case 

this is achieved by - setting 

I  =  
Z L i 	...(D3) 

and in the latter by averaging over f(a) and f(- a) 

in the final result. 

To better illustrate this process, two simple 

examples are chosen: 

1) 	I = 5 °1-t°  - er 	 ...(D4) 

Using the P.V.P. this is 
r 	,  

1 7  = 5 oc39, -2—, L 	 . . . (D5) 

where e and 	are arbitrarily small, positive quantities. 

The poles in the 7. plane are therefore given as: 

and 

(a) 	 (b) 



Upon closing the contour above in (a) and below in 

(b) a straightforward calculation gives 

1 7  = 	f ce8  ( 	7 3 13 ) 	...(D6) 

After transforming to spherical polar coordinates 

and performing the angular integrations we are left 

with 
r.° 	/s/  

1 7  = - 	77'). IV 

= -ZifltAm 

where A and,u are cut-offs. 

integrals are listed in Table Dl. 

2) 3 = f r 	ce- q,t1' 

...(D7) 

...(D8) 

Firstly, we use the Feynman Parameter formula [3] : 
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_ 
1:1711. 8 71. 

(nt #n- i)! (i 
Cft-i)! 	 otx (/-x) i" 	r 	 ...(D9) 

to combine denominators. In this case  
( T3 = a.* ) oeci, fe l cbc. x 	_ 

Now the integration variable I., is shifted by 

E - e4)-t  x.J'A.  to give 
z 	, 	Atr_At 	A se  

13  =  

...(D10) 

...(D11) 

All that remains is to evaluate the integral over x 

by parts, and then substitute for the s -integral the 

result from Table D1 

(i.e. 

= 	• 3(03-bi) CZ "4" ( bi—  3 ce) Jcb] 	Trin z 	z 

(ct— 1,i) 2" • 	lraLt .41  

(a4-br 	irl_xrt... 

If cL=13 , the result is straightforward. When GL*b 
_ ° a P.V.P. is required to deal with the 7, - 

...(D12) 

singularity. 



A prescription which corresponds to the usual one in 

the special cases is to average over '3 60 and J; ( - 00 

j integrals are listed in Table D2. 

It is worth remarking that once 1, and 1 are 

evaluated, it is easy to find Is 	Similarly, once J is 

known, so are 	J , = 	3 	 T 
- 	 ab....) 3  

and so on. 

Thus, it is not necessary to individually work out 

eachIandJ integral. 
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I - INTEGRALS 

Integrand 
	

Factor 	Integkand 
	

Factor 

I-4. 1 I a V — 1 3 	cieif 

2 9,6 
_ 3 

4- II • 	3 

_ 3 
cfr .< 4 	.3... 

* 
9,6  

i 
7IT 5: 39,9 

1 4  411:- 
9,  

C 

8 
I is  `1; 

q7 	ci% 

I s  _ i 
8 1 ,6  3 S- _ cP:cir , 6 Li- 

I6 44". 
9/ 

I  
g 

9et qz4 5- 

ci/i° 6 4- • 

I 7  I —z 3  
cg cliz' 

I,8  
cir 6 4- 

I? iz 3 I, s 
c1); 97 m 6 4- 

___iti. _ I z, 6 3 
Li- 12.8 

I 976 3 5- I m `17  j`ki 3 
9/2; `Pg  8 a" i 2.4? 

I „ I V 7 
171  97 cir /ZS 

Table Dl. Integrals of the form I N  = 	c("ck ‘14z5  3,7o-6 44 '1:-  

expressed as a multiple ('factor') of the divergent 

constant i 77"-  _am 

U
N

IV
ER

SI
TY

 O
F

 TA
S

 LI
B

RA
RY
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J - INTEGRALS 

Integrand 	Factor 	 I t 

J, I i 
113 31  

3  
[ ecr a'31]  z a 3  b r  

i el,t-a2V-. 	-
a 

4 GO' b 

3-2. I 2 
3-14. 

,.., 2. I  
`1,1 [ bt1:-c42.] a..(0..+ 13) 

7 
[ btet;,-  

T3  c 2a+ b 1‘ ge--qb+30 
ci%[ b  L  CP:- e  lil a  . Ce (a. ÷* br q,''[b]3  

I V---  -q:- 3 cx+ b 

Crl ecP-a-V.1 3  4-ce b (a+ b)3  

117 ci,A4 a.-i- 3 b 
're  [ Wca-c4.] a.(a+ b)- cl, [ 6V- alf,1 3  li-a EKa_4-b)3  

I 
(0,4-0 7- 

 g- 
q,4  

ibillCV114. ?cc! b 

4-4 3a!:+clab+862- 
i cl: C I  

ci,6  [ bletz-a4.1 4a(a+ 03 [WV-a.V] 4.  8 as-  b3  

CU' 3b 3; ck I 
9/6  [ EN} GeV] Li. (+b)3  [ WV -ov 4" g a? bc 

ciP*. 3a+13 
Tit l e 3S 

‘ [ b1/41:-Ce.c] 4- ( a_4- b)3 
1  bli.:-°41  c C4-ceb 

In, -V cx_z-+ 3 o_b +6 3- T2, CI; 	4 4 5-  
V 1  °To-GeV] 1.  64 Ce b 3  

1  II CI;  V I 
313 V ‘17I  3 — 

ci,4-[ bkaasic] ' a. (a+ b) 3  

ra V I T Z4. cl; 5- 
V [ itit-ce4] 7-  b (a. + 01 [15V-dij 5 64-oND7 

evq,  vp- ses 
Table D2.  Integrals of the form 	N=  

expressed as a multiple ( 'factor ' ) of the divergent 

• constant 	a and b are arbitrary constants. 

Note that in those factors involving (a, + 6 ) in the 

denominator, (cx - b) has been divided through. 



APPENDIX E. 	FORMULAE INVOLVING DIRAC MATRICES  

The Dirac matrices obey the anticommutation algebra: 

r  r•-•.) 4.  iv 	= 2  

From (El) we can derive the following properties 

of the matrices alone: 
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...(E2) 

...(E3) 

...(E4) 

...(E5) 

...(E6) 

Also 
	

'AL 1, 
	 = 	YA„77 f .„ 	- 7b„ rs, btlo 

— 7/a  /Jr  yer  + 10.,„ 

+ 	 ...(E11) 

There are also the following trace theorems 1  4] 

7-4, 1 	= 	4- 	 •..(E12) 

= 	0 	...(E13) 

	

(1(4'r. 	= 	0 	 ...(E14) 

	

( 	= 	7/4" 	
•..(E15) 

rjz. 	r 	yo- 	= 	...(E16) 



From (E1)-4 (Ell) we can derive the following 

formulae involving the Y-matrices, vectors 44L , 

and scalar n: 
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:( EEE111987)))  

2 	— 

• Jez 

- 

Y-d 1.0 
...(E20) r. k 

,k 	

EEE 222 321 ))) 

m.  

• 3)k„ —1.k 

- A  ( 	

▪ 

(E24) 4  ?rok +LA) 

2 	 ...(E25) 

- Z ("9' 	+ 7n- 	 . . . (E26) 

= 	 c((EE 222987 ))) 

— k.,X z 	

E 

- ( A 	ro  - ki.A 

lezrx  4-2(tcho #LA)kil 	(E30) 

= [- Yjk:*k) 4- 24,2f..A7YiXi 

. . . (E31) 

3 If0 (k),- -1-1e) 	2(0 .21.14 	 (E32) 

r 0 Al-  ( k7,-,,  At) '0" z 

• EEE  333  543  ))) 

2,k) 

-"ell 	Yo h, - 2 I. A) A.4 

I • '-'04;"-ILA 4...nr„k„) 	— ka ktYi 	. . . (E36) 

_ 	zro1  () 	217,; (yekr,#.2f.A.) — ko hc.4 	. . . (E37) 
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APPENDIX F. 	OFTEN _USED IDENTITIES AND TRICKS 

The following identities are used extensively 

in Appendices G and H: 

c( 	= ' 	f(r) 	 ... ( F1) 

leading to 

14,  
oq C(7;)(. 7o)4 

foq (c) 
c r  
(,) 

leading to 

I cey/  f ( „.1 „. = 3 L I otvF (0 4 2- ... (F2) 

() 3- 

	

= 
	olicp -F ( go 5.- 

	

cq Cy (3.)(3f.3) = 	(2t..e) 1 cPci, 

ck-cLO 
/ 

iTkl y4,,7b•.AaloK + 744) 1d4'1,fV(7 1; 
... (F3) 

whence 

I oeck f(r)(Y' = 	(e)1.r cz4. -r(v)(ot 

cect (v) 	q,a,k C(3) (32)'-  

... (F4) 

whence 

evr(gp 	 fat -r 
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Elementary Ward identities provide the next two results: 

= ...(F5) 

= "3' 4-X- 	- ( yr- n2.) ...(F6) 

= 1 - A 
(ye- 00 • • )6_ 

...(F7) 

• At / - • ( 	- in) 

and 

-There are also: 

A . e  

4-)C — ret. 

- 	- 	• ,16 ft • ce-  wt) 	.3 it 

= 	(1B'  nt) 
	 ...(F8) 

and finally: 

[ ( - r 71 ,#.  (r-/))a  y4- (p 1)4) 
	

YA-4, 
	 . (F9) 

when 	+ + r 
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APPENDIX  G. 	DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS IN SPECIFIC GAUGES  

First we list the diagrams contributing to the one-loop 

correction in each case, followed by the corresponding combina-

torical coeffecients (written as C.C. [...]). Tadpole diagrams 

are not included. Seagull diagrams give contributions which 

are dimensionally regularised to zero. We only show this for 

the covariant gauge scalar meson self-energy. 

SCALAR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

	

TT 04 = 	r) 	n(iy) 

nroo (10 is the seagull diagram. 

	

77-,,,cf)J= 	74 cc" 

...(G2) 

FERMION SELF-ENERGY: 

W is the only diagram contributing. 

C.C. E (/))] = T 74 c"  

C 	 ...(G3) 

VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

	

Tri:161°)  = 	7T:C:11)) 	- T 
	 ...(G4) 

71:°:;4 10 is the seagull diagram: 

C.C. 	= .(— f 	) C i'w 	— -rvci  ) 
...(G5) 

ri7c10)7 = 	
rbb' cce(. fel-) 

= — 	 ...(G6) 
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SCALAR FIELD CONTRIBUTION TO THE VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

IT:(067° 	 ...(G7) 

it(i4 is the seagull diagram. 

7'f ) 

7-56 	 ...(G8) 

FERMION FIELD CONTRIBUTION TO THE VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

is the only diagram contributing. 

C. C. C. 	p)]..= T C T Taj) 

.)& 
	 ...(G9) 

SCALAR VERTEX CORRECTION: 

P ".), () = r )(79) 	r cio (p) 	r7tadcf) 	1-19) 	...(G10) 

c c floq) = 7-6  7-'7"` 

T b  T°-  T‘ 	 ...(Gil) 

	

c.c. Lr":4 10)7= T 	f t̀ve  Tc) 

f "4" 74  

E f c )3= 	- 	I:  f T 	4°11' cr c-ci  

( CeL  -T e  

0. 

. So this diagram does not contribute. 

	

[rç,J "rb i ; T.'? 4- 	T I)  

...(G12) 

...(G13) 

( Gte- ‘c 	 -fr it  -7— 	 ...(G14) 
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FERMION VERTEX CORRECTION: 

	

rx (I°) = 	F aA (,)( -to 	c„)( 70) 	 ...(G15) 

Ta-  T .̀  Cc 

"T b 	 ...(G16) 

C.C. C .  1"Lx 	=• 	b 	f cdic' 	VAI  ccce  

	

= 	f" 4- Tb 	 ...(G17) 

GHOST SELF-ENERGY: 

T7'(10.is the onlydiagram contributing. 

c.c. E T/7,7 , ( 70) 7=  

...(G18) 

GHOST VERTEX CORRECTION: 

	

b 	- 

	

r"; 6e)  = 	c". 	(10) 

C .c. Er 	 (10)]. 

n a-61 (10 (y)) 

f ‘eFe s ee' ccue g-Ff' 

...(G19) 

Similarly 

-F 	f 
ç .fe f  lac f  cde 

•
.4. ( -F3 r" 

• 2, 4 C4  ...(G20) 

a.lve c. c./j' 
NO)

(i))] 2. A. cfi  ca-6 '" ...(G21) 
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The resulting infinite corrections are expressed in terms 

of the divergent constant 

--61  

/6 nol 	 . . . (G22) 

In this appendix and the next some operations are performed 

so often that no explicit comment is made. They are: 

• The discarding of all terms which are convergent or odd, or 

which vanish under dimensional regularization. 

• The use of equations (F1), (F2), (F3) and (F4). 

• Taking the limit 1-42 in the final step(s) of calculations. 

• When it applies, the use of the symmetry of an integral 

under interchange of its integration variables. 

• Making the replacement r=-$ 	in a calculation involving 

the function 	(1) 11, 1' r). 

Some procedures are commented on when first used and then 

taken as understood in further applications of a similar nature. 
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COVARIANT GAUGES  

SCALAR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

Tc,irt= 2 gtC"o f clirY -t 
	

4- ( •C—) 

E - 

0 	 ... (G23) 

Thus 

-7('0= 7,0(7091.,, 
c  otek  

- 	Cie ) 	 (27o + kr(270 +4 TE- 

... (G24) 

r  cele. 	 ((z,040.k)ji 
-i-SC)16) ler(e12.)'-- 	(270+ 	+ 	c.) 

- co  , 
2..(1-)(701- m.%) 
	

m)-.-21).A4- kJ!  
do 

otek 
le]f L14-*-nz 	_)* 

So, 

— 

where (F5) has been used. 

r  atek r  
- 4.5LC,6 	L 	- 	-  

= E 	pl - tre ] Co L ... (G25) 

FERMION SELF-ENERGY: 

(70)1= 	 r(yr-e+ trt.) )rE - 71,„+ (7 .....c.) k-k-r-'4-1 004.  

CO 

(+47.9.k.  
CCeria- bve-' - C (714-k)"- •,•!3 

(G26) 
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r  °elk  
y  ler 	mti L 2. (10' *-,e) - 

	

(1- 	r  

	

4- 	le- 	( 4- 2. 70 	- 	4- 12'3 _IL 
z  

	

kLe 	Ihta. 14e--zi: )1 	7 x 

X  r ( I •<-), (3* ht 't  (3 -  - ik 4-  2 - VA7I„, 
where (E26) and (E27) have been used. 

k 

 

so (4= 	C3b ) 	L (1+,c), - (1+--c-) - 

	

= 	 - (3+4) in. ( 2 7rI4-  

	

= 	- (34,c) ht..7 ce  ... (G27) 

VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

Troa;41: - j L  6°1 	ot4 (70 #7, 0-) x 

	

x 	(■ - 7„+ Cr- 70)A 77,,x+ (70 -1,1,7„3L(1,-  et (r-PV114(*'÷ —ke2X 
b;•4r:7  

... (G28) 
V 

First we show that 7:1:(f)1.  is doubly transverse: 

	

ift)47-017- 	rI r 	oe4e (70+,4- r) 

[ 	(r=7,-1- )7Au.4- 74,4, — 	JE 	- 	Imck;- r„çJx 

4- 0-4 -1 iL-7"-"14- 	.c.,) 
(io-1)(f  

rl" 	j l 

where (F9) has been used. 

= 

--- 

	j 

... (G29) 
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r  
. 1̀ 10`lay9)1.-  - h. 31 CA  r" ) 	 (70 7'1/04 (r —V)7m,” A 	r„ x 

X 	7,1 ) 741.4  er 	— 	rt.7 - 	(Li,:c-")-  r 2 	- 	i•-4g 

+ 	 A 	1T1  V-4") 	 Z 

(2.1-1)(7,4  i- 1-4)  

- 24. 	+ 2- ( /- .c) 	- • r-Y-3 + .(70 • 	70 • I-) _IL 
otit. 	 a  c..,9 	) 	I - z - 	L 	+ 

----- 

X [(2 	7c;• -  ( - 6) IDL . 70) + (8-1- s4 70) -  # y,1792-] IL 
where the replacement r = -$ -f has been made. 

So 	- 52- c ccu'S 	[ 704' 	2.0 	r 	3 Z 	 

0 	 ...(G30) 

Thus 	7-1-:::(10fl. is doubly transverse, of the form: 

-17kx191 	Tr, 	 ...(G31) 

where Tir, is a scalar, and group indices have been sup- 

ressed. To determine T1 	need only find 

T7 ?6L= 	- 3  lot Tic 	 ...(G32) 

One could just as easily determine 77 00 (r)1. or TrAk(A) T  I,. 
There is nothing special about the above choice. The 

appearance of the factor (-310')  serves as a check on the 

calculation. 
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TT( K(r., C 	°elk  Gtee 	.0 	) Z 	j a. 	4- 1  

744,4- (r - ) 7„# (70 -.)„ 1„,r(y,-r) 	 # (r-A, .(70-A, 11;7x 
r-0  

x L-7)-v ÷(/-<..) -*-1-&4j -?—' 	
7  

7t . r 
ctel— 	z gt   

x [ 	oK,c4,,,, (r_r) , 14-4- (70-;)4` 

2 el  c)  P4V  

. . . (G33) 

4-• 
 17- -=-7"-c1-4-t  y 	(r) r; — (1,10) cp .  

	

+ 	31. 
C , °-**: z(s .,)  

x 	6 (2-P-0(v- + 	+ 701-) - Zv 

- 2, 	 L 3 	+ 	+ 	+ /0  67,79)7-  
+ 177i*-7-57.1,T 	 _ 1„.pyi 

The coefficient of (1-4)Z  is already convergent, as is 

to be expected. 

„.z44  r  
so TT., 40: - 	s c79  ) 	z 	sz 	4- -4[-I1 101+ 32 i-r-)111 

CR 	(i3 - 3.C),071 S 

	

A- 4 	(1 —3.t..)f- (2.77 ,) 
= -3 ) 7ot CA  L 

Whence, using (G31) , 
(13-3.c.) 

6 	C L 1Tc  

...(G34) 

...(G35) 

ob 
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SCALAR FIELD CONTRIBUTION TO THE VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

This and the following result are gauge-independent. 

ft:740t= 
= -- 
	

-r
gl 	oa` (ie 	Cc 	( 	(ak, 

...(G36) 

7; & I ( ie- kne 	- 	 frnie 	x  	igh . 79)2-  

x L 	t 2  fida-se+  2 70elal; ÷ 1k•k-Kke_71.  
r  Gek.  r 

wraa' 	pAi L 4:19x, 	k 	t - 	11.1-11n A) V 

4- Its  kl0g, -.7A41.` 	I 

As expected, the use of (F1) now leads to a transverse 

result. 
Gek  

i.e ;:(e)1.7 	k` 	 70,A) 

TA CeT - ytef 71,19K7 aurI 

# 10. 70,7 + 

YLI 21--.2.tv3  

...(G37) 

FERMION FIELD CONTRIBUTION TO THE VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

Cift c
, r  crek.  

r"-   

 

774- 914-nt)Y,(A*)/-1 

...(G38) 

 

= 

JI4- (7414-)k kx,  xe 	e , 

7-11,"" ) 	not L i - 	■,e, 	A._ 	+ 	 

x 	k ke  - ixe  + k, 70e, + 79, A. - 

where (E16) has been used. 

Now we put m=0 to extract the transverse divergent part. 
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:(10 
	= 
	

izkde,i7/- 	4t!'11 
- 	7,ete 7 — 2 (kieji 

= 	4-oc- 4 [ 	74 -79e 

	

4--  r 	le 701-  +- 70,( 79„,/ cr Ty, cia.'(2.711 9-  1-1  

[ 77/q4/797- 4-  79K ?AK ,/ it 7-7p 	 ... (G39) 

SCALAR VERTEX CORRECTION: 

We work at zero momentum transfer, f.ity, to extract the 

divergent part. The result is proportional to Zpx . 

F4Aocr)1= 
Cf=r) 

c  °talk  
cr-74374rb  iec(70#4%–m.- 
c., 

(27° ,41,(.170,2A),o-r 4-k)„C-
00  

... (G40) 

= tot-7- '774' S °4—tiL 	tet) 	 (270 1-  Z 

(- 	 li-k 	-4- 70 2  f-(, 	)LkL4.- k  

leading to 

IkAo(pt= 2 A: 1-Tbr-T 6 	 70A kt] 

= - Z c.70A  sT 7-4"rb  ( z 

= (2. 10A ) ,c_Dri L 	 ... (G41) 

r  Gek  
(Al= 	 ) ( k- w.) ( r -ky,  ( 74 ÷-kl. ( 74,4), x 

ci= 

(74 _ky'cr-A-r71 , (70-kr(70--k).7E 	+ 	Ct-k)z- - 14  77 °  + (I- ,C) 	ce-k)L Jk 

...(G42) 



. . 	 x 

IC/-c') 

A. 
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atek.  
- 4:51i. fa-17h  r-) /4.4' c c - 	00-7 

x 	 - 8tYL )kA  + ( -1/-k 2  + k. 70 )10 

if-k,9 	+ 

+ 	] 

where the shift k-,f-k has been made above. 

So Pc' 4 ▪ - IC 	ici'713 	c 	E k,(k. 7o) - 7o,,k2- 7 

3 c 	T 	zirT I, 

▪ (z 7c) ( 	 ) 	 L 

 

 

( G 4 3 ) 

( ct4k *0-441 -z q. ce-hT6T4" 	) lercr*Ar -.9-  (2. 4-krE 

...(G44) 

(oCbc-TbV4--i-Cr-) 	 I - 	 x 

xL1- 2.10 x 	kx  cl- 	kj! 
OD 

. leading to 
cek  r  

	

) 	L - 2 70 

= 3  -70A 	c1"474 	(2_rrr /, 

(2-p) 	 L 	 . . . (G45) 

Adding (G41), (G43) and (G45) gives 

	

(f) = (2 /00 [4. 7.6 7-4-r4' 	4. 
3 

.4: 	- .1-.
1
0Z"4 7-6  r- 	rtg L 

C 61012 
...(G46a) 

I 
3  (‹...-1)7e -24.4-6 1 

= (2 70) 	 TL 	 . . . (G46b) 

where (B16), (B17) and (B18) have been used. 

4- z 	A., 



Gee  r 
So 	„)(19)L= g-Tb  TaTb 

c
YAR 

• I 
Gek r  

= 	T-6 7--. 7-6 	L  g 

r ctek 

— 	r—rb zr(-4_) ( zir) 

= 1c,1  76  T 6  L 

where (E28) and (E17) have been used. 

r  ot412-  
F:1701 = - -"T b T"" ) oe-oo 

(f=e)  
x 	-Ak), yf, (10 -1z)70  1,7.,4  4-  (70 —AI_ lAt  X 

X E- 	* 0- 4.) 	-kx 	.c --f---fiL-5—"r_ 	e 	c - x)" - 	 71 
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FERMION VERTEX CORRECTION: 

This time when working at zero momentum transfer the result 

is proportional to Y x . 

r 	  
r aici#1 =-7  52-  rb  TLT6  ) 	 L lio4-14.Y.-nt9J- 71 4" 4' ( k"-,C3k 	 .1! 

it,  =7,19 

(G47) 

 

(,#)(4- 	X V#X # 41)1C) L 
Only leading order in k will contribute to the divergent 

part. 

...(G48) 

...(G49) 

Once again only leading order in k is retained. 

so :  - 	-riac 74' -r` 4 	A /c,„, 	K, 

if 	.1 	k4eff-r-f-o-4 LV-7 

r- le' TA — k_a??,:g — 	Lz  

Using (E19) and (E17) gives: 
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- (yo) 
Ath)  

144 7-i r r 

— 	a 	c'etr8r-L 

_304-4.) 

g•-• 

 zrx  

- 24. 

(21?-) 4  

...(G50) ?r,1  

Adding. (G48) 	and (G50) gives: 

3 C 17,(101= 	Yx 2r.c. 
(ivica) 

4 fT 6 7—g L ...(G51a) 2 

L 	3 ( 4-<.)71' 2—<- 	1 
...(G51b) a J 

where (B16) and (B17) have been used. 

GHOST SELF-ENERGY: 

4̀ '"/—e-) 1244-171. 	. . . (G52) 

C4 S-"Li 	C — 	X 

X  E 7017 -070 -t- 0-4 ( Lk,tf2 -4- 

rrlet7  

leading to 

77°a(til.= - 

=z 	:S 

cS- 

19'L  

s °tk44,A 	— 	4_04-.c) (1-422..t] 

—s 

vai 	(2_1714/1  

() 

i  L ...(G53) 

GHOST VERTEX CORRECTION: 

We work at zero momentum transfer to extract the divergent 

part. The result is proportional to io x  since the vertex is 

one-sided. 

b cet  r 1 ,, (10 — S Co 	) v-(f .h.)4 (704-k)x(y)f-kl,70,1 -  
f ty) 

...(G54) 

Here, and in the following, only leading order in kis 

retained for the divergent part. 

k_4ke 



oek.  

	

So ra- ;(10) - j t CA 	k.)it4 101—r 
atek =C f c". 	(k 70)kA  

	

a, 3 A 	c.c. • 

g 5- CA;  f`"`x. 70 A  (2 27-)-4' / I  
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... (G55) 

(  oeit  
r';.6,771)1 = 	51 CA 	) 	- 44-  

L r ...{) 7 

+ -.e.) 	 it —rf 4- CI 	(7° 	 1-k)i 
( 70-kr- Cr—kr  r 

. .. (G56) 

leading to 

r  (79)  L.=  
r 	k  , 

'L :,q k6 	k, 	+ Z 76„, - 71,x] 

L',—r4- (1_,) 

	

CA  -1"`C c'Vz. 	x 

k.44 	° .2- A-A 	- 	 z A-kJ.? 
= - 	s 	s 	 E - 	02.70)A., 

Czir)-4- i i  
3 = (-702 ) 

Adding (G55) (G55) and (G57) gives 

(1 )j (if 1 CA -Fc"4 L 
csAii) • • - (G58) 

E c io 	21  f 	C k_-- 70)A  ye, 4- (70—A) 70-A3 

4L.  

... (G57) 
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AXIAL GAUGE 

SCALAR MESON SELF-ENERGY 

Tr  (74 1.= 
( oela_  

= 	Co  ) Ccf+AT-rn-l-g 	i-kVair+k)•[ 

...(G59) 

ot.ek_ 	_ 	19';:t.'  4.  LZ24;4:L 	x  

leading to 

c 	[-C ie-m.2)4: 	114:04:19.1 4-04.4)9+8 (60)+ti.41- 

- -kg- E-C ioz-ff0 	4-2  

tg- C 	ce41A-1.  (-7c0-  

-34-.  

-igc,(2/irt C- 	ryt- 	 -i-4 	+ 4 A. I, 

( t. - 

6 70- 3 nti) 	L_ 	 ...(G60) 

. FERMION SELF-ENERGY': 

peek  
(A= 	51 	E 	 (1-4-X .4- pm) 'es .  (Cc4.1 	 JL 

...(G61) 

	

s 	
A- 	A 

x E 	- +3- 2  

- Ek,s. 	 4-1C1C1.1 

- 3 re 4: in% 

where (E23), (E24), (E5) and (E18). have been used. 
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So L: (.4 	- AL C y, S 
kol 	A"' 

+4E -Z Y.74, k.3- 4-  3 1. 12 -Kr 3 yk 4- 70.10:1 -30,-k he 7-1:47 

= 	- 6 	I 	( 	l'.+2,/cre0)_rz (31/0A-1.72 -3 01.1-) 

- 

— 3 ler C. L_ 	 ...(G62) 

VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

Due to the absence of the ghost field in this gauge and the 

vanishing of seagulls, there is only one diagram contributing. 

i.e. Clot=  
- ' , c  °tack  cer 

g.  CA  

)(E-  qt -PA 	C r-ple 	67° -?)- 7,1.-71--( 71L 852'mt ( ir-14'N't; (7.1Ae7e2X  

- .1)2,11J c 
...(G63) 

First we show that 7-1- * is doubly transverse: 

etfrg.:(fl= 	Ca  S."!  c c1.14,12  

X  f 5 	'firj E 
where (F10) has been used. 

Co.(70.0v.r) x 

ciA,cim7 

L.0  

IrrjX 
1' 0% 

...(G64) 
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rxio`w:'f) 
	 ( dYrtcj,

82- C.,1 	(p+cve-r)x 

= 	T- cA• S°"3-'S t'tc,cte,v.  r 

x I 3 Cr,-/;14-2, Crz - 	 Z 	— 2.6f-rY- 
6E 

The indicated terms are now shown to give zero divergent 

contribution: 

r 	ottt  

) 
 

Z ç"ta4r — Z otli, I .0  
2, 	 f 

...(G65) 

(t) 	 c't".14j 51 

	

z vrec, 	 — z 	t  
2. s ftt:k 

0 	 ...(G66) 

So we are left with a straightforward, if complicated, 

calculation: 

(*) : .L 



701-= L. r 	cev  

X E 
Z 

L 	- Z VQ";1 -2- 	 -  

Z -J
vel" 	`to 	ci° 
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Thus, after cancellations, 

fq77;7'AT cs- c„, 	c-e ctg-r  g 

s CR Sic"Ll  Ote l I 	(v_ +,2. 77 ,0 	 (f4-1 .92)17 

	

L i 	 _4.1  4. 4(1.-_„  4e-c11,)  _ 
- 	' 	ep- 	 r 	7,4  

	

4_ 	70-(7,1 4.  iC (I• ") 	_ _ _ 
7! 

The first term does not contribute. The rest gives 

vof 

	

- /.2 	- IZ 	 5‘ 

	

+2 	 + /‘ (V )gt] 

	

co  V-41  ( 2.7r)-41 	C 	- 2 1,4- ic 

	

-t- 	[ z 	4- 12_1, - 	72--,t t 	it , 

4- it 14 +- 

0 	 ...(G67) 

Thus 
	TT ( 70)1 

	
is doubly transverse, and as discussed 

in the text it takes the same form as (G31), 
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i.e. 	t , Of- 	 - .7„e p2-  4-  1)e 	irc 	 . . . (G68) 

So it is only necessary to evaluate 

	

77-av (et' 	
Q Z Trc 	 ...(G69) 

where the factor #2-  serves as a check on the calculation. 

ç 	—± 	C 	 

X (c vo-Y- 	— 	Crm.0—  

S CR C 1)*HL1:1)-V  (-141/1" r) (Cif L 3 lc; 	I 4" — 

(1-) 

The indicated terms are each analysed separately: 

— 1.° P  + e°1  3 S4 ce-  c( in-tevt ) 	r -L  

= 6 c 	ctey  

	

= 	 g'70:? "!+  

4-1.2 7g-) .r3 	ft IC, I- 11-1 IL  IS 
. . . (G71) 

(t) : 
= z 	°ter sr(701,4. 	(vip-r■Gji,  

F 1  = 	c cever c (7/ tvv), L rz  

Z 	(41;4-4-77 • 74.4- fl,)E   ÷ 	 — 

'rci 	 + 	
4t 

ca 	I 	/ 	/6 	A: 
+i fjz-r -1674  77 - 7C-0 g7 	-7"t  

= (z7r)-q-  (C6 70: -8#"L)./3  - 3 2 70: 16 	(-2 ‘ 

- 	i2 	t 2 .y4:-  17  -1- 	,2 1 ./z  

, (G70) 

00 

. . . (G72) 
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et an"' S (70 	V') ep 	P-01- 

r)".-  _g 	2.(3:11 
=co  

• 
Z 	r  

= 4.ter s(74tvt_r)z. vr-tr,i,,- 4" L. 	 r gri-re, 

E-  4- 4..e)  

c't( 	 2-- 71)  q- P)17X  

x E 2-1;.i1  1: *  t±Se":  ir I IP  1# 474. 

+ j LH+(ç 4_ i .4 ) 	fAix 

- 	 ‘41f)-÷ 	 - 

r  
4-  7% 1- IF  f2- 441- 	fo— 2140 x  

	

x E i 	
 

1/ 	V.  

sctv  

÷ 4r:  

70: 

= 	(74-702- 4- 	 #: ; 

5. + It- 12-4 4. ft- Z3 -i6/4,-,i6  

(G73) 

Combining (G71), (G72) and (G73) gives 

C 0-7rri /0.114-0; —22Z, - 21-.1  + 4 4.32.13 

+4-/7  -0- Is, "fr 	143i 

( —751 	L 	 ...(G74) 

Whence, using (G69), 

TTc = 3 CA L 	 ...(G75) 

eo 
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SCALAR VERTEX CORRECTION: 

When working at zero momentum transfer to extract the 

divergent parts, the results are proportional to 2.p. and 2pi  

respectively. 

rlhot= r 	 
Tbr-74)  )1e-rcetkr-mtr 0-70 42A ( 2 lith.),(2., 

I 	100 

or it  T43rLrb 	(2 7o 4-24 	- tj"-÷e_ 	-]x• 

.tac-A»11  
...(G76) 

So P:ot, 	. 3,- -7-4 -7---rbr4(z 70„,+zka)E1- "a.-- jx 

x EA-4- 4. A.. 11  4_ g- - 	iefr 4- 4- le( A.. 72) 4- 4(6. 12?) Jim 

= 

,0„, 4: v-67-7-6 c zrr- E 2 /a  

	

=(21).) (- 6) 7 6  7"-74  L 	 ...(G77) 

and • 

r17(00.= 	(2/424-24)[/-1'," +—ix 

	

A  E kt  ÷ 44- '4  ÷ 	IV La,  4- 4Aq&•A) ("A*4)10 

Tbr-Tb 	E 	4- 	- I 4:e-7 
celz 

7-76(zirrL 4/, - zi 	-11,0 ] 

=(zA) (-z) 7 7Tb L 	 ...(G78) 

f-417b  "r4' (ie- ne9 (-70 - •04" ( * A.V74  4- AIX 
r  °elk  

(70=r) 	
",  

-14y E ( 	 s. 2--r 	- s-ps 	 -143 '',N r7 	 j 
r  A!4IL  

-0= htg  

x (219- 	- A 	its] L. 	A 	(212- '°14.71 A; 	. 	...(G79) 

where the shift k-y-k has been made. 
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r:Jp - 	L 	J , 5  A. 

[ 	A• + 4-1 - trk-4-iszli. 72)+4-1Alt/Li 

4-  /4 A .4)9 t 

cek_ E 4-  

—A 	V-CairVE 4'c  0./ 4. + 

= (2 7a 0) Cr'r L ... (G80) 

and 

1"1,0679)1.= -r-4-7-6-r-c 	(1÷ 	[ 2 	kr  &„1  A, kr ]x 
A • Ca4-A)k•si  r 

	

E(2. -A- 	/24- 	(ze-A), 	 kJ 

c"4-7-6 7---S 4 - k(k.A 	4_47,1 	 

- 	 (Irrri 

( 2--/Ot) it- 	L 	 ... (G81) 

Since the axial gauge propagator has purely spatial 

components, we have immediately: 

171:604664,7. 
and 

cteit  
+ 	Ta  ) Itp + oft) 010 	

r 
h-LL 5-ert - 

(G82 ) 

 

7-) c 	b_kte 	] [2 	k- kiz zti):411„, 

= 2 s (ot"4 -rb-r- ±7--)S 4-4-Lz ik 4-zkke- - 	2.k,tw.] 
= 4- 	( ot"`Thre 	Tc) (airrL /, /2. — Is —; 

= (z) C-1) 	+ TA-) /— 	 ...(G83) 
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Adding (G77) , (G80) and (G82) gives: 

rqo (ft= 2f /- 6 74' Ta-Ti' 64:-F'herb rc-- 	L 
(p.4..t) 

Adding (G78) , (G81) and (G83) gives 

c(J2 (ft= 	 Ta-Tb  1— 4-4 fThr-- - 2. 65174  4- 

= 2 loc. 	 — 3 —I)  "I 
_I re  L 

• (G84a).  

• (G84b) 

jL... (G85a) 

= Z 	—3( 	-7 7-4-L 	 . . . (G85b) 

where (B16) , (B17) and (B18) have been used. 

So rViot= 2, 79, L. 	`',f- 1)3 T-L 	 ... (G86) 
( avid) 

which is covariant. 

FERMION VERTEX CORRECTION: 

1";0) (p)I = 2 3, h 	7 1' r 	 (704-0--frog z YA: (707÷)(4-1"-)  

Ek—_iI Qo 	 . (G87) 

leading to 

17 (0(ipt= 4: 3-P Ta-Tb 

Gek r P.)(1) s 	-7—Tb S 	3  /re,(k.`4- .4") —Z 

lo k7- (kt,+h-L) 2021.A.j1 

• ctek 
= 	TtT&' —1z7 Y,,E3 

2.3  4-2J — 

Yo  3 TA' 	Ti) L 	 ...(G88) 

where (E32) and (E33) have been used. 

So 



and 

4 - e  6 yo 	-2 x 

- E2 4,1-1.1,- 4 - 

= 	S -74  TArb  k.L2- 	 A kg v‘ A L  

= - 	Tic-r-Tb  e.vrrE 	*1-2, 

3 7-*  r-Th  L 
where (E35) and (E36) have been used. 

rzacft= 	(k.714,„k.) _ 	 ic 9e  

3 
X 	C m.5 - 61);k(rtg--k)s  ][ 	- 	k(7:;)k2k.71,0  

leading to 
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... (G89) 

...(G90) 

	

r7 :7)(Afo= 
	if"--Tbr- S 0 ?r„,k 	z k,cry, Fizr ss,_00.,j), 

141,1-- [ 	144] 

So 	- s -F"-rb  r 5 	2 k0 	 k V 
Gek 

	

= 	fai-74-rc-  r —/—* 2 14, [- VOC.:(5,+ • a le 1.11c+ A NictX3 X 

E - tat  A"Ltj  
S 	2 k: [ - zcir  • 

f b  (cuirrE — S .13  4-- a. r. — Li] 

?r, ( - 3) 	c"."1" 7^` L 	 .. . (G91) 

where (E22) has been used. 

	

and ni 00) = 	rk7-1-r-  C 444  

x 	— %,̀3-ts E c„ — kviat17 



ra. =Y0  3 E  L 
(4.AM 

...(G93a) 

...(G93b) 
r -3 	(ri- 1)  1 	„ 

	

Y. cLn J 	L 

r  
A., 	- re hb  Y, K. +2 A.,X, 	X.A Y,j,, ix 

)cLZA Lk,tL AM - ko1/4 	(ion, 4- 	) 

= s- f"--Tb-r-r 04[z A:e  x . 4, 4- It:-  Y.iz  # --tk ILA —21i. 

= 	zi.e c 	L-  71; ( A - — li- 
=  2ii 	T o T4 czir) -41/-2.  — ] 

= Y1  (-3) f Tb -r- L 

where (E22), (E23) and (E24) have been used. 

Adding (G88) and (G91) gives 
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Adding (G89) and (G92) gives 

	

.e 6p)I = Y, 3 E -r6 	- f"`"1-4 	L 	 ...(G94a) 

	

3 Cf: I)  Tat 	 ...(G94b) 

Thus the total correction is covariant: 

	

riqx 670)1: 	3 I 7-1' 	- 	74-7- -̀] L  
(*.id) 

 

=  [  1 
Zft J 	L 	 ...(G95b) 

where (B16) and (B17) have been used. 

Note that, in the fermion case, not only is the covariance 

of the total correction more transparent than in the scalar 

meson case, but also each diagram gives a separately covariant 

contribution. 
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COULOMB GAUGE  

In this gauge it is enlightening to analyse each calculation 

in terms of the longitudinal component of the propagator .6 00(k) 

	

and the transverse component 21.(.3(k), represented by 	and 

4.4+++ respectively.. Terms indicated by I L I T  etc., are analysed 

separately. 

SCALAR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

TT (70)1,,-, 7Tch  

) )i-, C 9 a 44)1 - - ht1-1 f (21)* ktl, 4-  (20- •-le.V.279 -1-k)i(cr,-. - 1 ).71., 
c  otek 	re- 

( Gek r  , 	z,i4,4 	76,- - ne-  ,_ 4 0 , Ior.4.  .. . -7 
Cit ) ---kff L 1 — 	lal- 	A.1- 	'T- 	k_s, 	Jx 

L -7-1. ( k +4-k,,,00.+4-7 i 4- 1  i.-(t vv. r.. b  t 

L. 	 T 

oil,  , 
	 ...(G96) 

• 

L. 	
= — i • 	( 7yrE - ft-ye) 	+ A(1,3  - 2, I, + /is) 4" 

= 	2 f: 	fit` 	Co  L 	 ...(G97) 

15* 41 

4 	 4 ft  ce14)%1 

 

C0  f A4-14/-3- iz 

— 	cS CA (217)-4.  

3 	L 

 

...(G98) 

Adding (G97) and (G98) gives 

'TT 0.0= — ( z 	&elç L 	 ...(G99) 
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FERMION SELF-ENERGY: 

(A.= 
otlk 	 s C r  1 k.1 Ecetm.Y- he-7 

C Ye (4(4-X — ) 	 (t(*)i ) )Sj ( — 1'24- ) Jj 
I - 

Y„(70„+ 	+ 	(g +A) -01- 3 I L  

	

(v. A)  + 	.(G100) 

where (E20), (E21), (E24) and (E25) have been used. 
I 	 , 

r 	1- 	a0  - 
_ 	(2.111." 	700  ( I„ - 	 + i . 

,(Ise 	.;) in 

Z 	Cv 	 ...(G101) 

r  cek_ r  
2A700 --4-1Citie 	la." 1-2)n- 

= 	cg Cy.( 2- 164 1(0 re( 	- 4-x,) 	( - I 	- 

= ... (G102) 

Adding (G101) and (G102) gives 

+ 1#- ht. 	L 	 ...(G103) 
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VECTOR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

-  Cpt  sr—'Sot , ati- 5r (7  0, 7,,) x 

I C- r) 	+ (r-A t (711,).7. .7 L.  (I,- r)g,   

x 
I 	/ 

(1/K 	1,0 ko ) 
	 1L, 	...(G104) 

First we show that 	TT (10)1 w  is doubly transverse: 

fpq7::(f)1:- 	C-4 S5441  oq oter 	C70 + + x 

xfiC (1-)7x.a + 	r,( 2 	er) 72x„, + I,x 	Iry 
	 et 0 

...(G105) 

where (F9) has been used. 

2Lx ( 1) 4,44,0,) has as its only non-zero terms: 

LI (/;) AO( 	) Aet Cp .60„( 	, 	 , advit( 40 	r). 

Equation (G105) will be analysed term by term, remembering 

that: 

A00 (11)is the longitudinal part of the propagator (L). 

Aeja , (1) is the transverse part of the propagator (T). 

LL 
	: 	oeolz  ote r 	+ 

	[(e_ 	4. 1,1 4...y:7 2-  

= Z S otk  ci/  otev ( 70,1+y) L j — 

= z etecp 	z  	il„ 
= 0 	 ...(G106) 

00 
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: 2 C4'7, d'ev c(7o# 7,4-r) ri; (1.0G - ec-,) (q 1.-1,„)L .  

= z C 	cer (70 * r) 	El -  

- z cc v czev C 0+1,4-0 itt- 	
rt ...(G107) 

L r TL 

T 
6 1/ 	r 	° *ck * r) rt 	144' -71  

x( ra cr) ch„ 	- k:t  fr _7( 	741,w -  b'riCAL 

r c4 cep-  c (76 -I- + 	rt. k 

3 (vL) ( 	 ) 	-  

E — 	L 	 4-.1) ?AA.  (V2--cr) 	— ($-.4 1/2 7 
Ttx , 	C - 

= z  

4  { 	 — 17- E 	-q;) ,  

11‘04. 	C1,1; ret 	Ice ...(G108) 

where (G65) and (G66) have been used. 

Adding (G106), (G107), (G108) and the ghost term gives 

trIN: 	cte 

where extensive use of symmetry has been made. 

Thus 

rkfr14,--- 
e  r  

	  - 	4- 	 - 	L  c, 	 r ,9 Ss")  ) 	ckt L 	2 4117 L. 	r 	eta- 
r -7 1 •  11) 	8? ("3 	 IOL 	 # 14 	 ?„,4 
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c Sra-al  f 	- 	4- 12 7e/Iot ti 4' /2. 10-'  (AO 1-  /6714 r; 

	;12)'-  16 Llif-2 101: 4- 2 4 f-7/;,1-1-  + 	(34,2,,N 1  

- 32 ie 	- 	014'  _ 2 	 
17, 

Sracti  cz-0-4{ 	# 12; — / 1-‘  — 2 Z.,. #2J- 4- Is. — 3 2_ 

• + 10:12LE 2  -I, 213 g - scrs. + sr, 

E 	- 	- 50- 	- 	1 •

= 	r, ...(G109) 

So 	777(74., is doubly transverse. As discussed in the 

text it takes the form (suppressing group indices): 

TrKe(rt=  (- 7.tef)' 7?). ,e )  77-c 	7/40- f°A )(197- 74b- 	TTN  
(1°' yko - 700A) 	-7 77-ei . . . G110 ) 

By power counting rr, does not contribute to the divergent 

part, and so only two simultaneous equations are needed to find 

the scalars TT c  and 7Tm  . 

We choose to evaluate 

700(01:- 	( 77 —2 	77,f  ) ...(G111) 

TrItACA4t= 	 ( 3 
 -2. TTc  ...(G112) 

There is also 

77; kg), k= 	- 3 702- 7-/-"c  -2 #L 77 1.1  ...(G113) 

The factors (4e') and ( 3#--2# 2,  ) serve as a check on 

calculations. 
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There is no ghost field term in 	TL(f)1  since /\"„" (ft ) 0 

Thus 

-FL (70)1: 	51" c C4 ce4r ( 	 )fl 	r),6,3),(AQ4( 

cctiatl, c:(70-b v-r)x 

I 	/Leo  ( 70 ,ct  r) Air (7f ) a,( r) /104 ,0  (104, r) 

r) 

0 1 Jill, 
 

i- 
✓ x 

x 	x 

-41-ci, cal ceer 	 (r- iol(r-1,(crte, - giflL 

c 	cek- (f+) yiLixt 	- (4-  (-pe”']1„, 
cir'et Li- Ase 

- 3 .p 1-  37-  C.0  ( 2.7)9 4  in  

... (G115) 

IJ s_ c, s4 „ell_ 	 s„cf„Al,_vgcc,a,._ 
_±.4: ji 	C otik °ter S' (10 414- r) 	Li 4. Lr—V171 .0  

5' 	ct cter- 	4- 	x 

+' 	• 

o 	4  ▪ 0 . 
AAP 	AAA/ • 

• 4- 

TT 

XL-  7,:r. ccs_t, 	cq,..er 	_32.5.  
crf r 	T3.  

CAt CeeCir  

_ 	 , Ads r L- 	 r 	r 	j L 	4- Z(3") * 	■Ip  

+- 4E — 2r f 	Z(..) qiei 
4. 	 r 	_LZA,0 	.4‘ 	4_41.4 t 4-61 fk%  # 4-4  

L 	ft 	77 	`1% 

f 4.2 	( 	÷ 

÷ 7,-A fl 	s)5}1. 
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(1-4212.  ... 

Ci 
4-  (4-  0 2-  ey' g 70,-;-127-4-; 	. g. 	4- 4 L. 	 

9.L 

= - A.  3- c, ( cq , 

, f -4-7  I-  - 2  !,,--f * 
- (to '-  # 2 10;) P2: ÷

ca(3-0)1-3  

	

, 	7,  
i 

(13L  i  --L  ÷  

+ VI'  [ (7°1#  2 2°) -3L4L 	 `17 

• i2 	3 

4-ftc 	+i 	+4 - 4 i,  - •

= 	f CL 	 .(G116) 
-  

Adding (G115) and (G116) gives 

Tro.(70i: ...(G117) 

There is a ghost field contribution to Ti kk (f)l.. 

Thus 

Triek 0: 	• 5-- CA c 	,er ( 10 #. 1,# x 

	

if', g„ ,e4) A' .(r) 	(f4, 

—2 A k  (164 , 	Pz () p,(1-)• A k ( 70, q,,)}I, 

CA  Cctlpet'r 

x A kee ( 704,) 400 (1) LI„e (v-)/I A.0  

+2-A ot.ent (e,,e) 46004) 11.,( r) A ko.' (M, 14 Li- 

+ A h.J2 m  (if), 	v) Zi hp (7) ti„„( r)Akr„, , ( ,74  Oi rr  

	

-2 /1,(10, 1,, r) 2461,)Af r) A k 	 }Lc 	...(G118) 
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/ 

;4 • '-ftnAnn. • 

o s%  

LL 
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Cf4 ceit$ oeer Cy) 1- ,:p r) cr. L. 

c, ( dlt  014r 

I s C 	cer •(70 	v) 

Equation (G119) cancels the ghost term, and gives 

divergent contribution in any case. 

...(G119) 

zero 

; 	 le-rr  - A: CA  c 	cer (70 	k-z Lt ,  - 
4 	X 

* 4  + 	= 	 Crt attett  Ceer c'  ( 79 	+ 	P..: - 'z;;;  
LT 

= Z 	C•to 	 -1; -#  JIøo 

= — 2 •i 	Cti L_ * #p* ) 	÷ 4o AI 
= - z sc (2. 0-41. 	- 2,, -/- 4- id 	i„) +12t(2-„_ + _I3)] 

= 	4 	+ 	•L) CA 	 ...(G120) 

• 	4  

A 44 	k • .•vtAkk.• s oer- C io + 	- 1'19 ) X  

4 
T -r 

x [ ($ - 	+ 	cr„,i + (,-;),S-0 3 [(7,- I,.,+(r-p)A,„+ 

= 	C cct v ctek. cry -hr- 	rt x 

K 	Z C 23L 	-2.(4. 91) 4- 107 

-47I r + 	(4.1-)(.12) + (3-p) + "4'3 

+ 4'1 L 	. #)(..r) + (q,.#)2-] 11.2(1)  

= -ç ct er c(-70,1tr) 

4- - 	 -2 (3 ..o 	- - ft-i-tr)1 	0 TOO  

-= 1c1 C 

 

4 

- - s- (ye]  

_ Ay. 

x) at AP 1 
r1 
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ote E- 4- f .1-; 16 ft ir -20 y-6 (-w- 	 0-elj 

= 	31c 	rrr 	(- 	-46-rs-) *(ii -2 x,  

= 	÷ L  2  l #) L ...(G121) 

Ix  •  •  It • 
1A/V1/‘  .,VVVV" 

•• . .. • • 

GG 

AL,_„IL I 
...(G122) 

Adding (G119), (G120), (G121) and (G122) gives 

Mot (01.:-- 	( -- 3/;; * 0 1- ) C, L 	 ...(G123) 

From (G117) and (G123) we deduce both that 
•Trx  Kcia) 	

7,„ 	Tr), k. (1))1. 

- ?al) CA  L 	 ...(G124) 

and, using (G111) and (G112), that 

Tr 	3 7o:-2e-) TrAk(4, 

-"CAL 	 ...(G125) 

and 

7-1- 11 	 ± C(3,0, 1-2,0 7,„ 	* 700(741 

7 	 ...(G126) 



Adding 
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SCALAR VERTEX CORRECTION: 

When working at zero momentum transfer the results are 

proportional to 210, and 2102 respectively. 

r  Gek  I-10A= 	) k e Ulf I- - nti72-  CZ, 2k)x  x 
Adtil  A a e  # 4 le + .627a 4- 4(2124-Ali( 	At / 6 	. . . (G127) 

c  ctit P: olio) 	is- D'T`Tb ) 	L — 	' • • (2 10,4-zA0) x 

	

E(   	
-r 
]1 ...(G128) 

L s yh T'Tb 62.7.6-4E s I, 	- 	1,3  ] 

(2,0 .2 771'7 0 Tb  L. .(G129) 

0 .(G130) 

(G129) 	and 	(G130) gives 

(2 pa) 2, -rb 	Th  L ...(G131) 

4: 31-T6  r- 74' r - 	*.--] (zA .2..tx). 

÷ (4- At 	# 	)1 ...(G132) 
T 00 

	, sTb rr'' fct% [10,,i1  
1,%% -  = 

= 
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.i. r r- Tb  c ceek. EZ 4-, 4- 8 ki  A4itel  

= 	Tbrr (270 -41-  I + t 1 3  ] to% 

= (2f1 ) 	74'7"°-7b  L  ...(G133) 

...(G134 ) 

Adding (G133) and (G134) gives 

['lift= (2 A ) 	 L 	 .(G135) 

x - 270 -214, 7* (79-A) 1,14- (fp - k),7A1,31., 

c44(fitia) - ht‘3 x 

x 	 E-zh,,÷2.koic,x 7L 

L 	# 7v-31 LT 

4- (210  - Al( 2 19 	)±*(r,' ' 	14e9(L. 14)1-2 le „ks431., 

...(G136) 

cek  
c Up -0- 011 ) (2,0 -ki 

L 
0 	 ...(G137) 

o 

• 
• attiz  
	 • - s •rkTbr-  ) C(19-0- he] (219- 4(270-4 ,  (ic„-Wkri. 

L T 	
a 0 	 ...(G138) 

r 11r)1.0= 	 Oe 
r  cteA  

pirkTbr 	— be.) ( 	(79 ) 	2710-A),, 
t  (10 

Cr ,')  
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• • 
IL • 
t 	

r  oek 	 A.04-.4)45 -7 2- 
- 	 r°14 T't  ) .4.41(71- AY- 	Z ko (2-k)3 	_J 

I cek 

	

= - 2 	r1.7- 	) A.6 

	

0 	 ...(G139) 

Adding (G137) , (G138) and (G139) gives 

r:„h0)1.,-- 0 	 ...(G140) 

• ... 	 r . . 
_7. 2 sirb76  7-4  J 

LL 	 r ctifk_ r 	. 
1. I ÷ 	ki t k02- - k„fk, *4701. 

, 
= 2 si fkr4  T-1 	( -2 k 4.0)4 7 

— 	s -F"`74 7-4" (2..7rY' I a  

= 	f.t) 	2t) fu-ra-r-L 	 ...(G141) 

 

rb6rbrc- r k 	-kr -•.(.9 (2 414,-0 ( 

= 	s -P"7r-  Cle-7k I ÷ 	* *".1 	Act,) - 

= 4 	 IkAt. C- /01 	WA-944  .7 
= 	-rk-rb (2104  a, 

= (2.p.p) ( - -1- )A:c11-rb -r4 L 	 ...(G142) 

 

 

It 
Pk* 

• k 	 r  etlk 	 _c.)t 
..C"#-147  	 - iL 

TT 	
0 	 . . . (G143) 

T 



-"k- 7_'9 A112-4CAlio *AY - httg 

- r 	 E- 2tr- 

(219 A ). 

÷ - • . ](2.104-A 

0  
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Adding (G141) , (G142) and (G143) gives 

n:0179)1: (2 ) ( -2) .i. C74 -7-`• L 	 ... (G144) 

17.43)1= - 2 .i. ( oc"  ra") (49:1.1,-)1J- nt.LJ (270 *A Y`t  dok.) 

ii=r) . (G145) 

- 	21- (7-7-.c * 	(27IT 4[ 1 „ — 11L J 

( 	( - 2) ( ol"tr6r 	7—) L 	 ... (G146) 

1  se  
V 	• 

4, 	• 
+ 

0 4. 41 

r 	14_1 0 

• 

0 

Adding (G146) and (G147) gives 

roct64.,101.= (2 7s) (-2) (Gee-  T6  T4- 4- ** Ta- ) L 

• . (G147) 

... (G148) 

17.4tk 
(G149) 

(  at%  
2 	(cr" -rb -r- # 	7- ) ) 	r(1,,A)*- ht-.3 (2p.fra),(;„1  - 

I. (.1.444-r'r -k rL) 	CI- 2-LV 	f lox  -kVA, 

9 
1,1 	ot"cr-‘7-4- 7-4-) z 

= (2) ( 	(ct" -T-br+ -r) L ...(G 1 50) 



 

1.66 

Adding (G149) and (G150) gives 

( 	( 	01"47-6 T  t TL) L 

Adding. (G131), (G140) and (G148) gives 

r: (70)1.= (2 79,) cz 6 	Tb —2 ( 	 a)J L 
(4,4,1) 

= 	L 	T.`x  L 

Adding (G135), (G144) and (G151) gives 

...(G151) 

...(G152a) 

...(G152b) 

2T -  (T` .**T9,11- ...(G153a) 

= (z,ot) E 	 ...(G153b) 

where (B16), (B17) and (B18) have been used. 

FERMION VERTEX CORRECTION: 

Again p=p' , and the results are proportional to 	and Ye 

respectively. 

ceek  

j1-7-11-4-7-6  1 	(7.9 	he-3 

x 	Ifo  	kn.) bye' -014- rot) X ÷  

= 	T-Tbi 	L -11: kit 	(   sede IcAikx) . ] 
...(G154) 

Using (E29), (E32) and (E33) we have: 

T-TertT4 C 	r 

= 	74  7-4- 7-6 62.771"C1,2 	1, 3 

Flif)L =  

= 0  

° 	4.1 	-14 2.1c 	2.1r , At -440 3C.A 

= 2. lc sT T&T‘ (zir)4C 13 ,13 

=" 'ere  

...(G155) 

...(G156) 

Adding (G155) and (G156) gives 

r- 7 6  L 	 ...(G157) 
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Using (E30), (E35) and (E36) we have: 

.eek  f 	E kJ +2 1(014,A *2Agrk 

s 	Ta-7') (zir) E.  1 1, 4-  1'.  

T6 7-a- 7-12  L 	 ...(G158) 

Tb  V-T1' r 	[ — Li- Yo k, AL —2 hi 	2150i-A ilL ) 

=,r — 3 oi-ZSTITQT 1' (zrrE 	-I- T r J 

Adding (G158) and (G159) gives 

1-1)60)1. = 	T r-T°  L 

X 

...(G159) 

...(G160) 

= — g 	02- 	 ,O,"(e ...i) 6r. (19_4 x 

x (21 zA), 	+ - 	( - )4. yy  

, 
eti`T‘r 	 ■64"ik.) Zrt 	21A 710, -  

SA: fah` 'PT` S.  x 

f zre 	(z 12-A - 2 A. 70)I„ 

Ye ft 	k Y.) 4 ( - 14rAS)(- 	k 

+ 	 - 

...(G161) 
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P: cdip) 11.: 
	 Using (E23) and (E24) we have: 

° 

A- - • 	 -F"<-0 -r` 
r 
 klie 	/CC ( 24. - 24,)  3  

.. 7 (G162) 

  

...(G163) 

LL 	 0,  

TL 

§ ° 

• 
	 2 S f"4-7-‘ 	k 

A. 
 sk(  

T T 	
otek 

= 

...(G164) 

Adding (G162), (G163) and (G164) gives 

...(G165) noliML= 	L  

rtaf)L: 	Using (E20), (E21), (E23) and (E24) we have: 

r  peek 

L 	 XIC  

= • 	X • 	-F"`-r4--r-(z-irri „ 3 	ta.. 

= ...(G166) 
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• 	 et%  

	

-F4476  T'` r k*AL 	( X IC - f4jk 	 AgAS) 

	

LT 	  

= 	 ( 4.8  yA_ 4. ye  Ai 

 

	

- -1- 	( 	- I = 
TL 

= 	• — 

( 	 c21-74-re- L. 

 

 

....(G167) 

4.  

It 	4 	
• 	 a"„,1£ 1f,( -2 #6S,,÷k_ i_ke+ As 	x 

TT 

x)(L 

r  Xfik 
-= 	ifP - ) --kz  

r Gek 
11- 	) -Ze-  Ye k42 - k I. A) 

= 

Adding (G166) , (G167) and (G168) gives 

fiL) (10)1.= 	( 	) cD 	L 	 ... (G169) 

Adding (G157) and (G164) gives 

r: 	E -rb Ta-rb — 	T-J L 	 (G170a) 
(-Wed ) 

• (G170b) 

Adding (G159) and (G168) gives 

rak  (ft = 	E 	— .1kfDTJL 	 ...(G171a) 
(4,4aL) 

LTft- L 
	

• 	

(G171b) 

where (B16) and (B17) have been used. 



and 

°I-t?i-127-4) 4. c 	A)0,(19 44) 	 L 

si.:144)* ( 79 *-k)ji 	-  

. 	. 	_ 
• • • • • 4. ++ ++..• • • • 0 
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GHOST SELF-ENERGY: 

There is no coupling between the ghost field and 600  C . 

Thus 

SC ie`er (A 4- toz- 	(70-44 po7 	70. ) 441410, . . . G172) 

A. A-co rdrie7--e-FT y- 	 ke4)L 
,‘ 

t- /---2-4o* .7(f- 	 

	

= 	 c„ frattir14  „ 

...(G173) 

GHOST VERTEX CORRECTION: 

The number of diagrams is reduced due to the decoupling of 

&e(k) from the ghost field. 

(  ark  

	

r 4-,;(4:0 (el.= 	 E (70 # — (70 #h.) 7.403 (f3 # —CôA 0J(1  —loo p 441 k)L, 

ci-700 
... (G174) 

So ...(G175) 

...(G176) 

SCA'F"1 	7.) (p 	7.„,) zi-e(19-k) L---'(70 -A), 

E (70-4,7 .4- 2.(k- 	7, (p-A) 	/10, 



	

r,Lbc. 	 ct%  

	

0 ciA( 	CAD 	- AY" (7° - 14,..70„ A. °  (S - 
	 L 	r 	I 

/to L 	- 	J1.0 

= 0 
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.r al  r 
("2- A);  

AL 	- 2 4, 	# 74 ,1  JL 	... (G177) 

... (G178) 

TT 

and 

ri.Z)(1))1.= -1. 5. c„ -Facf 4,#. (72 - 	( - k.),70 	A4') (L -144) x 

1 	x  [ A.A„, - 2 AI  c,* / 4 C .1.71., 
4 4 

e Gek . • 
= 	3 c. -r"" ) p-c-c#--7---,o- ( 70 - 140o, [ 2 ki  At' - 2  .  

-± 0 .c,fr" 4-  r Iter - ((12 — h Y 4 E (IV IL • 3 1. 

= 0 

TT 

...(G179) 

Adding (G175) , (G176) , (G177) , (G178) and (G179) gives 

: -0 	 ... (G180) 
twat) 
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APPENDIX H. 	DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS IN THE GENERAL GAUGE  

The relevant diagrams and combinatorical coefficients are 

unchanged from Appendix G. 

SCALAR MESON SELF-ENERGY: 

et<C  
TT C lot= - 2 c1 k?' C (to .4.)‘ - ne-3 Oil -0- AY' 2 75,  4, kr 'x 

x 	

▪ 

	(-a)   

...(H1) 

ctfA.  
= 	 itt r(id+AY- M."3 	(210#12) -  2  

	

(1-e-) k'-  + C 	k:  
Vigt 	L kizio +A.)3 1  ? Ice 

	

c 	

• 	

r , 	4.ck.p)7- 	-7 
= 	c 	) 	- 	4- 	kit- 	x 

x 1 	+ 

L - ( 	co) L 	- p,„40 ( A. 	4-2 o4) It  +2-AV -2 1 (1i) + 101:-] 
0-4k, 4-(kito:111:-  r  

10- L k # 4- 70.4, 	44-kza.92) 

	

c 	f 	 (A. f  

3'7" CFS 	 L - 	he-) - 	4- 107- 

, (br- at)  

* Otk- GOO L kg- ( ne-) 

	 r 	) 
(-gek)l- L(70t- hi-1) J 1 

- A- S 	(z 	( 2. 7e # tn.-) a' 

- 	- ceP.) 7", 	( 	(e.-Y-  3-4.7 

	

= - (2. 10-# 	 Lz (-b) 	 J S L. 

-„e-) 	E 	14-0.6 	b 	71 
J19 1- 

...(H2) 

Thus the special limits are: 



- 	,.. c 61- al  NZ'  
6`14,1- latV- E* 	(rf -m)i 
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- f'+ne) - (e- in (i-c)J C L 

and 

4- L 	-7 
Tc..0(4= 	- (2. - fte) - (fr- ne) 	

I' 

 J ç L 

...(H3c) 

...(H3n) 

FERMION SELF-ENERGY: 

c  a'  
ie-c ooto._,,,2 	r`(10'-i-iel-frn)Y' x 

(13.-0nke  1 , 	\ 	0-051k2.-+03.-ce-tk;-  
+- 	cbsk,--0..LA ( ftsqvc. #  k 74to ) —  
( Gel& (_ 	  
) 	le..-  I. 	Cce«kY-- he-7 

I 	 I 
- ( 0- -a! 4') L X le +-X - 	+  

o_ce.-)R.-# (6-cak: 	,, 	,  
# 	(b.kel- - a-10 	A if -0-X- ht. 	 3 	... (H4) 

ceek. r 

r 0911 r 	,_ 
) 	T-e- L-2, 4- 4- xt.12) 	m. •7 

4- 	h..‘( t'il:•.tek) het 	— 	) 

(i-k'+(b'-o)' h.  
(2'4-6 1 Is)' 	(1(  krt) •[0 

= 	cy, (z 	m) 2, 4- 2,  v- 01) 

- nt) (/-ce-) 	( 	T4. 7 ? 

?c,d_ -4' 

[ 	 — lo-nt 	V-tot)LF 2.(1"-L-rkbs. ):.  ' cab 

[ 	
r  4- kl'" 	4- 

cce - — a4 L 

where (E26) , (F7) and (F8) have been used. 

Thus the special limits are: 



and 
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...(H6c) 

...(H6n) 	• 

0) 	- 	- let nt) ( 1 	C L 

( *— ) 044: 6a  — & J 16' 	 ) 	L 

GHOST SELF-ENERGY: 

- g' c r`"(bt( ok): -a."( 12 .109 [(p9 	(t) 	] 

x 	 (67;:..1 71, 7a0 	 k) I 	 ... (H7) 

2-6  
°elk  

= 	c—) 
( (e_ a.'42.") [ I - ( b.k14: r_f°4„)  4- 

C' b cell.- & , x I 4,4  ( 	—  

1, 1  a.'bx -  
Irr ( k0 - y2 	42 A,70 	A - 

A'  

	

— IA 	--kg 	I 	(V)1131.°  
celt  

- 	C,q gt- ) (61._ 441.' X 

	

I 64'  'A - A 	r 	 k: 	7 
of- k-aLLT• L 70: at 	 J 

 

61. '
1141-1   r  cc-Q.4-04V  

	

a • 	L 	 (10•44-c`) J 

r  _  L 	k _I 4-  

. = 	31. gut? irrr pot CJ-13  73J, 4, 72 PJ.,, 2 -1; Yu ) 

Tp, 
	2 	

- ce_P- 7, 6, 

= 	
3 b3  

02 
6 4. m(0,0 	? 

r (cL-F-kiLT 	S C4 741_ 

... (H8) 

Thus the special limits are: 

( coy) 

	 p: 	- 3) -*, (4..-67 	lot 	c„m_ 	

• 	

(H9c) 

and 

Tr—' ( 10)1= („...0 	00 
L. 	bt:co co cc—iL ▪ (H9n) 



GHOST VERTEX CORRECTION: 

When working at zero momentum transfer, the results are 

proportional to (ceLp0  and fe  respectively, since the bare 

7-- 	-4  
vertex contains the factor [-el 0 ?A° .7 • 

r  ettk. ce,  b•- 
k 1 )( 10) I = 	+, IS CA fl-bc) C btt, 4- Ci2 4- h.)'7 a  Le I-  k),.. 	(1)- t 	A 

( f -P" )  

	

( ctiek 	a"'  = 	1 	 , 	( 13`— 11!) _ 	 i 	7 
-2: S" CA -Pl.-) ( b' At; - et.‘11.‘) 1' [ stA 4- 	oz-. fre,„7„„jx 
f b4-  co' - 4' - k: 	, 1,2- c*- L), -  I  x L 	

, 
O cei2:-cei3-) L  Ay 70. 	02- cbtkz,-ce-k-r( 412-.# 4- A2  kb/0 
Pla: - A' 	1,, 

	

÷(— ce,-)0 .L.  a:1- - il 	3 
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X 	IZ)x 	"1:-°  (79 44), 7,4 	/to "fr " LtJ  aAtit)1., ... (H10) 
te-) 

fo)(-i)s- ci 	d rrki ve 	 — 

= 	(-Ds cp-Fo-4 Rte.- y,, — 

=A:(-rf..) L 	ce' b c, 	 ... (H11) 

Sor 
V-a2-Geb•- 	1 

CC' k) 4̀  J 

and 

	

Ai) (P)  I: - I 37-  CA Clac-  ( 61 k; at') 4E- 	A ÷ b`14---ctie)t  k- • A. 
11:x  

fri-bcc Gek 	)) k:e- 	bsv_ 10 -1  
C(-o 	  j 

= 	fe(-s-)CR  f°140-Ir)E litct7;9  - 

= A 1 t -j0i 	afb J cft -r."-L 

CA 
	(pt._ 	# (&.::::-.)A0  

71.y# (k--70A 744,4- (70-k),,, y,,1 A 44` 10--/z)f4l--A)L 

ce- 
= ± ç Ctrr"tc 	JO 	 f k.,. 	 

x [ 	 satk) if 1 

... (H12) 
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	 r  
c,9 	( 	L 79, 4 ("q-) FJ [ 

b.- co 
7,..7 le-A( k) 

. . . (H13) 

where Ki"; (4.) = 	 - 2k.6 4;,(k)diCk.) 	 . . . (H14) 

a.b4 	 r 	a.2-  
FlAcu)(f)  „3= 	) 

t*700,4,., 40/4) 7t; ( /4, 	Kak.) 7 4m  'JA) 
... (H15) 

The structure of kh,,,x(k) is: 

	

= 2 leo  tioc,C — 	e , 003 zi o,po-zA.),[4,„Ozi  

iCox (12-) = 	0 

I ki, 40 0z) — 4jk.)] AoCk.) - 12., dA„ot) ajk) --,nd.418,(k)3 

	

oz. - 	21.4. 0t) ad,a( 

= [ kc, 4,, e ( A.) 	mi  (A) ] „( it) - .Z It,( apt.),6,,J,k) - at04 Apia.) 7 

( & itto 	.6,a ( k) 7 	It) 

. . . (H16) 

 

0012. 	r 64 z 3 co -Fr` 1 (ek- -02- 	L 	ko,,,(10 	00( k) 

r ( 52-  co, ic°."- 6`54 = 	 -14-)r 

p o  -2 le ( 6- - i) (a.4.1et- hot) # 2 	hi (a! k - I)] 

b*-  
0,t pc, 	— ( 	(wit- — 	Z4it a_t 6' - (1,44:- ief) 

cebt 	? 

r  ctkA.  
z 	3- C 

x 2 la'cL, kit"' - 	- oe.P ke] 

So r 
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=01 C,7 1-"?2-70-41 2 b'aa-122. - 6 6  Tz. 3  - 	Tz  7 

=4-1S pe ) T 3 a+. 7 c, 	 ... (H17) 

and 

, 	5tc 	otalk. 	
L 
r kw (4.) 	k) 

2 s- 	4Lbc-  ) b‘k; 	itt  ) X  

r / 	(4-'41  - /tat  
L 	 o2-149 t  - 

Alke) 	644 -  14; 	L 	) 
Llichve,-,-azge-)t ./2 RI/ 

- 	i)  
btk:- 0-tAt )* 	PAL- hot 	( 	02.1.0 4.  

(ce-bi-1)  
/e07-  (R-114:- 4.420 4-  J 

[

„ 

	

	 , kW- 	- 1 r 
A:"Le ( tagict-cisc.‘P. 	(k14-a.'AtY"i 	- 

/  
14,11.4.$ 	 A48.e 

, 	6e.b--0(1"14:) 

Cti -F""c ctek 

eV,- At  
4.  AY b*IC-o*Y1V /4/1 

x 	2 1 	- (+) 4A +.(3 le( ktk,- a.,1e)3  
Ja:k 	144'    ? ce 	r — 2 a2-  

= C -e"40-rrTE 2 (b'• 3-17 - (1)1 +42) 3; 

4- la "Txx  - 2 a. b TA2  

	

= 	4-  cj- 3ç -FL 	 . (H18) 

	

[ since 	7-/ 7 	- 	716  4- a3- J -  = 

Combining (H11), (H12), (H17) and (H18) gives 

E 	Ci -0,*] 	..,(H19) 
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